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Abstract 
There is no character, fictional or factual, as beloved by the media as Sherlock Holmes. He has 
been adapted for the stage, video games, anime, and of course for film and television. From his 
conception to the present day, no less than four interpretations of his persona have imprinted 
themselves in the collective memory. In the subsequent years, their respective audiences were 
certain that they have found their living impersonation of Holmes, and a few decades later, a 
new one would come along. It had started with the original, which took the world by storm. 
The next milestone was Sherlock Holmes played by Basil Rathbone, who fought the Nazis and 
contributed to victory in the Second World War, convincing many that no-one will ever better 
this characterisation. But in fifty odd years, that would change as Jeremy Brett presented the 
Holmes who could have stepped straight off Doyle’s pages. Yet more years have passed, and 
today’s Sherlock Holmes is a technologically savvy sleuth with a socialising problem, perfect 
for modern viewers. 
This thesis explores the influences on each of the four versions. It discusses questions such as: 
which version was impacted by the contemporary times and why? What made a specific 
version right for those exact conditions? How did money influence the adaptation? What 
happens when creators listen to fans too much? And, last but not least, how do adaptations 
influence each other? I have analysed each interpretation and attempted to dissect the reasons 
behind them. I have arrived at the conclusion that while there are many influences behind each 
adaptation, some unique and some overlapping, there is one that connects all: Sherlock Holmes 
must appear whenever the world is in chaos and moral order needs to be re-established. 
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POVZETEK 
Sherlock Holmes je bolj priljubljen kot katerakoli osebnost, resnična ali fiktivna. Adaptirali so 
ga že v odrske in video igre, anime in seveda za film in televizijo. Od njegovih začetkov do 
sedaj so se v spomine gledalcev vtisnile nič manj kot štiri interpretacije priljubljenega junaka. 
V letih po vsaki adaptaciji so bili gledalci prepričani, da so našli popolno upodobitev Holmesa, 
a vsakih nekaj desetletij se je pojavila nova. Začelo se je z originalnim detektivom, ki je očaral 
svet. Naslednjega slavnega Holmesa je upodobil Basil Rathbone, ko se je boril proti nacistom 
in pripomogel k zmagi v drugi svetovni vojni ter tako prepričal mnoge, da je njegova 
karakterizacija najboljša. V približno petdesetih letih se je to mišljenje večinoma spremenilo, 
saj je Jeremy Brett predstavil Holmesa, ki bi lahko stopil naravnost iz Doyleovih zgodb. Minilo 
je še več let in današnji Sherlock Holmes je vešč v tehnologiji in ima težave pri socializaciji, 
in se zdi kar najbolj primeren za moderno občinstvo. 
Magistrska naloga raziskuje vplive na vse štiri adaptacije. Poskuša odgovoriti na vprašanja, kot 
so: na katere verzije je vplivalo družbeno-zgodovinsko ozadje  in zakaj? Zakaj je bila določena 
verzija prava za takratne pogoje? Kako je na adaptacijo vplival denar? Kaj se zgodi, če 
ustvarjalci prekomerno ugajajo željam oboževalcev? Navsezadnje pa tudi kako adaptacije 
vplivajo druga na drugo. Analizirala sem vse štiri interpretacije in poskusila določiti razloge 
zanje. Prišla sem do zaključka, da je na vsako adaptacijo vplivalo mnogo stvari. Nekatere 
najdemo v eni sami verziji, medtem ko se druge pojavljajo v večih. A ena povezuje vse: 
Sherlock Holmes se pojavi, kadarkoli svet zapade v kaos in je potrebno znova vzpostaviti 
moralni red. 
Ključne besede: Sherlock Holmes, adaptacija, vplivi, interpretacija, spremembe 
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1. Introduction 
Sherlock Holmes. There is hardly a name as famous and as immediately synonymous with 
typical characteristics. Who does not, when hearing the name, immediately think of the 
Victorian detective wearing a deerstalker, smoking a curved pipe and peering through a looking 
glass with a piercing, all-knowing gaze? His creator, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, conjured him 
into existence as a means to make some money and as a creative exercise. He soon grew to 
despise him, attempting to kill him off in one of his adventures. But the people would not have 
it. Ever since his inception, the sleuth has been more popular than almost any fictional character 
and better-known than many living people. 
Many have attempted to ascertain precisely what inspires such devotion and fascination for the 
character and his various reincarnations. This thesis therefore leaves questions of that sort to 
others and delves a bit deeper, asking what inspired the character who motivates such strong 
emotions. Sherlock Holmes has been adapted countless times, but there are four versions of 
him which can be said to have taken the world by storm. They have all been made a few decades 
apart, in completely different times and in completely different circumstances. In view of this, 
I examined each of these four versions and explored their backgrounds. Naturally, the original 
creation by Doyle was scrutinised first. Secondly, I  examined the adaptation which gave its 
viewers the first lasting definitive Sherlock Holmes – the fourteen films made between 1939 
and 1946, starring Basil Rathbone. The third to be put under a figurative microscope was the 
long-running Granada TV series, in which Jeremy Brett played the detective from 1984 to 
1994. Lastly, I have chosen an adaptation which was one of three made around the same time 
but has made the largest impact on the audiences as far as the detective’s character is concerned, 
the 2010 BBC series Sherlock. 
The first chapter presents the fundamental tenets of adaptation theory, with a stronger focus on 
creating and adapting characters. The second chapter closely acquaints the reader with the 
character of Sherlock Holmes. In the third chapter, I compare the four Holmes interpretations 
to each other, illustrating how every previous adaptation has in some way affected those that 
came after. The next four chapters focus on each version individually, exploring how they have 
been shaped and what were the reasons behind their making. We will observe that some 
influences are unique in each interpretation while others keep reappearing. Hopefully, by the 
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end, we will have a much clearer picture of what makes an adaptation of the great detective 
destined to be remembered. 
2. From Letters to Images: Theory of Adaptation 
Adaptation, or adaption as it is less commonly known, is far more difficult to define than one 
might at first imagine. Let us take, for instance, the two most complete and accurate examples 
I have found, which define it as “a film/movie, book or play that is based on a particular piece 
of work but that has been changed for a new situation” (“Adaptation,” Oxford Learners’ 
Dictionaries) and “a composition rewritten into a new form [such as] a screen adaptation of a 
novel” (“Adaptation,” Merriam-Webster). Both definitions are oversimplified and incomplete. 
In a quintessential work on the matter, titled A Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon offers as 
many as three different explanations of the word, or rather, she defines it from three different 
perspectives. 
Firstly, it can be seen as a “formal entity or product” (Hutcheon 33). In this case, adaptation is 
defined as “[a]n acknowledged transposition of a recognizable other work or works” 
(Hutcheon35). This “transposition” includes various changes in many areas. The most obvious 
is perhaps the shift from one medium to another, the most frequent example likely being from 
novel to film. Other shifts can happen in genre (a tragedy becomes a comedy), context, or 
“ontology from the real to the fictional, from a historical account or biography to a fictionalized 
narrative or drama” (Hutcheon 33). 
Secondly, we can perceive adaptation as “a process of creation”. As such, it always consists of 
“both (re-)interpretation and then (re-)creation” (Hutcheon 34). This process, partly self-
explanatory, first demands of the creator to view a certain work from a specific perspective, 
whether they add to the original, change it or follow it closely. Only when this part is complete 
can they continue onto the next phase, which is (re)creating the work, or in other words, putting 
their perspectives and ideas into a more practical and substantial form. 
The last point of view from which we can explain adaptation according to Hutcheon is a “form 
of intertextuality, […] an extended intertextual engagement with the adapted work” (34). This 
definition is closely tied to the audience of an adapted work because it is dependent on different 
experiences it will induce. Consumers see these works as “palimpsests through [their] memory  
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of other works that resonate through repetition with variation” (34). If we try to expand on this 
explanation with an example, audiences who are familiar with the original work will view an 
adapted work differently than those who are seeing the content for the first time. Precisely 
because adaptation can be viewed from so many different perspectives, many directors and 
actors believe that any television, film or theatrical work, or rather any work that was first 
written down and then performed, can be considered an adaptation as every movement is never 
described and additions and changes, be they minor or major, depending on the director’s 
choice, are almost always necessary (see attachments 1-11). 
Many questions have been raised on the topic of whether it is easier to adapt a work for a 
knowing or unknowing audience, and opinions are divided, for as soon as a consumer 
recognises the adaptation of a work with which they are familiar, they are bound to compare it 
to the original. The “informed” audience, as we shall call them, can supplement knowledge in 
elements of plot, background, character intentions, etc. On the other hand, they can also be 
very demanding and may dislike the changes made in an adaptation. The “uninformed” 
consumer does not have preconceptions about the work they are seeing and can therefore not 
complain that something that should really have been included was left out, but they also cannot 
help the creators by filling in the elements that are difficult to portray, which can render the 
adaptation all but incomprehensible. 
As we have established, there is far more to the notion of “adaptation” than it appears at first 
sight. For practical reasons, however, we will from now on use the word itself to refer to 
adapted works, that is, to the dictionary meaning. When we use any other definition, it shall be 
so indicated. 
Adapted works can take many forms, some more easily perceived than others. It is well-known 
that artists of all kinds often take inspiration from books, plays, films, operas and even songs, 
and shift them within these media. But a perhaps less widely recognised fact is that poems, or 
even theme park rides, can be wonderful, and rather profitable, sources for adaptation. This is 
clearly shown in The Pirates of the Caribbean, a Disneyland attraction which was turned not 
only into one film but a whole franchise. The case for poems being a good source for adapt ing 
is made by the collection of poems Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot, which 
was made into the highly acclaimed musical Cats. 
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As an art form, adaptation is far from new: “[l]iterary and theatrical works have regularly 
adapted historical chronicles; paintings have adapted theatrical or literary scenes, and music 
has converted literary figures into audio motifs and scores” (Corrigan 29). Audiences have 
accepted it very well through history as it combines both repetition and change, and according 
to Ropars-Wuilleumier, “thematic and narrative persistence combines with material variation”  
(131). It has also been popular with adapters, precisely because such ventures tend to be 
financially as well as legally secure, particularly as regards no-longer copyrighted material. 
Despite that, however, a lot of critics and fans tend to consider adaptations as inferior to the 
original works, which is not necessarily fair as “[m]uch of the discussion of film adaptation 
quietly reinscribes the axiomatic superiority of literary art to film, an assumption derived from 
a number of superimposed prejudices” (Stam 58).Though countless films, TV series, plays and 
video games have been picked apart on this account, what could be called “the book is better” 
problem is best surmised on a blog by Screen Craft: “Books are about reading, imagining, and 
feeling; movies are about seeing, hearing, and feeling” (Perelman); meaning all such 
discussions could almost be considered moot. 
Adaptation as a process as well as product is often compared to translation. In both, change is 
the main objective: in translation, change occurs strictly within texts, whereas adaptation deals 
with a much larger scope of transformation, for example, of words to images, change of context, 
etc. Paraphrase would perhaps be closer to the mark, for there are a few differences between 
adaptation and translation. Santoyo defines the latter as a strict literary reproduction in a 
different language (97), whereas he describes adaptation as a term used “to disguise all manner 
of unacceptable textual and staging manipulations” (103). There can be no completely 
transparent adaptation; cuts, additions and changes will always be present when alteration from 
one medium to the other occurs. But just as omnipresent is the question set by the knowing 
audience of any adaptation: Why? Why was this scene added, that character cut, this plotline 
changed? In fact, many fans believe an adaptation merits praise only if and when all or most 
such questions are answered satisfactorily. 
But is that really the only factor that determines a good adaptation? And if not, what does? The 
fact of the matter is that this question cannot be answered  properly as it is very subjective and 
there are as many opinions as there are people. Still, I have attempted to deconstruct the 
argument. Some would insist that fidelity is a very important factor – if the story follows the 
original work, the adaptation must be good. This view, however, soon falls short when 
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confronted with the argument of repetition without change. If all adaptations of Molière’s 
Tartuffe, for example, contained exactly the same words and exactly the same actions, 
audiences would soon grow bored, but if scenes are rearranged, lines omitted or added, interest 
remains as does the element of surprise. The same holds true for storylines, themes, characters, 
settings and every other part of the adapted work. In certain adaptations, viewers can benefit 
from the shift of focus from the main character to one who was on the sidelines in the original 
work. A director may be able to get a desired message across much better by changing the 
setting (time or place) or even context of the original. Some themes may no longer be relevant  
and so must be adjusted to fit the audience. In fact, outside influences or frames of adaptation 
such as cultural or social circumstances are incredibly important factors a director must 
consider before embarking on the journey of adapting, for viewers’ reactions may be very 
different depending on when, where and under which conditions they are watching the 
adaptation. One cannot imagine, for example, the backlash if the rape of Scarlett O’Hara by 
her husband Rhett Butler in the classic Gone with the Wind were portrayed and treated the same 
way were it made today. Even the choice of medium is vital for the adaptation as the director 
must know the advantages and disadvantages of each mode of communication, and must 
choose the medium best suitable for his or her target audience. 
If we summarise the above paragraph, we can see that a director must be very careful when 
choosing what and how to adapt. It is very difficult to include all the factors necessary to meet 
everything we have mentioned above, and pleasing everyone is impossible. It seems that the 
most certain way to ensure a good adaptation is for one to have very good reasons for adapting 
and a clear notion of how to do it. 
Since the motives behind the problem of why adapt are such important factors to the whole 
process of adaptation, the most frequent ones must be listed. Very often, the reason behind 
adapting is simply economical. Money is a great motivator, and though not guaranteed, 
adaptation can be very successful financially, which is why directors with this motive usually 
adapt well-known works, preferably those which are no longer under copyright. This can 
sometimes backfire due to legal troubles and fan disfavour, but the number of adaptations that 
have continued coming on to our screens suggests the risk is well worth taking. 
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Another reason is the wish to educate. This is generally why a lot of works which are a part of 
curricula, or simply pieces of classical literature, are adapted into television series in Britain.1 
But another motive which goes hand in hand with education is striving for respectability – the 
directors want to “benefit from their adapted works’ cultural cachet” (Hutcheon 165). 
The primary incentive, however, is very likely personal in most cases. Directors come across a 
work which speaks to them and therefore they feel they have to share it with the public exactly 
in the way they have imagined. They may want to express specific views or point a finger at a 
situation, often with a critical agenda. Furthermore, directors may want to pay homage to a 
certain topic of the original, offer up a critique, etc. These are only a few of the possible 
personal motivations behind adapting. The strength of their reasons varies, of course, and in a 
few cases, the director’s emotions, especially love of the original, can be so intense they are 
visible even to the audience. 
A factor we cannot ignore are influences on an adaptation. These are similar to motives though 
they encompass a larger scope as they can be intentional or accidental. Geoffrey Wagner has 
created a categorisation of adaptation types partly based on influences. The listed categories 
are transposition, i.e. an adaptation which interferes with the original work as little as possible, 
a commentary, i.e. a derivative work which has been altered in some way due to a specific 
purpose, and analogy, i.e. a work which is considerably different from the original with the aim 
of making a different work of art (222-226). This last category is also known as appropriation.  
There is surprisingly little material on the specific subject of adaptation influences; therefore, 
one must largely rely on the evidence of the seen derivative works. A very frequent influence 
is fidelity. Wagner’s second category, commentary, also points to the motive for another 
influence, a political or social timeframe. This is a frequent influence on any media and adapted 
works are no exception. When a drastically different political situation from the previous one 
arises, tensions rise with it. The media express these tensions in the shape of commentary, 
support, or even propaganda.2 The most easily recognizable examples would probably be the 
films made during the Second World War, when the media were used to induce feelings of 
patriotism in people as well as the wish to assist the troops. One such franchise, the fourteen 
 
1The most famous exemplifications are perhaps the mini-series Pride and Prejudice made in 1995, or the 1996 
four-hour film adaptation of Hamlet. 
2Such films even have a name, political media. 
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films featuring Sherlock Holmes made between 1939 and 1946, will be discussed in the 
following chapters. Money can be an influence as well as a motivator since a change in budget 
can precipitate unwanted changes as well as desired ones. To put it plainly, money is a motive 
when an adaptation is made with the intention of making profit. When the budget is limited or 
changes in the course of making the film, it qualifies as an influence. Sherlock Holmes can 
once more serve as an example, the version where Jeremy Brett played Holmes from 1984 to 
1994, to be precise. Especially in works which are adapted multiple times, such as 
Frankenstein, Dracula, Shakespeare’s characters or Sherlock Holmes, previous adaptations are 
very likely to be an influence, whether that was the objective or not. Sometimes, the creators 
make an adaptation specifically to counter or be as little like all the previous adaptations as 
possible, thus also accepting their impact. Other influences can include trends, which creators 
either wish to follow or contradict, current affairs and circumstances, which films undermine 
or reflect, and innovations. Even actors portraying a part are often a great influence on their 
character and consequentially on the adaptation if that character is a protagonist. It is important 
to note at this point, though it may be obvious to some, that influences can overlap and often 
do so. 
A rather important aspect which always influences a transmedial adaptation is the change of 
medium itself, most frequently from literature to screen. Every medium has certain 
characteristics, limitations and advantages, all of which must be considered before adapting 
can begin. In this particular type of transposition, changes are made by “the protocols of a 
distinct medium, absorbing and altering the genres and inter-texts available through the grids 
of ambient discourses and ideologies and as mediated by a series of filters” (Stam 54). In terms 
of language alone the amount of work is immense. Descriptions as well as all the unspoken 
text must be made visual; dialogues must be adjusted as there is less decorative language in 
films. Characters are particularly troublesome as well. When reading a book, everyone has a 
version of each character in their head. They know what they look like and how they sound. 
Directors do not always have the luxury of simply approximating the actor to their imagination. 
They must study the character and convey his or her personality through their appearance, 
clothing, even voice.  
Another factor playing a very important part in this type of transference of literature to film or 
TV is music, which can “serve several purposes that are either important on the emotional side 
of the movie or help/enhance the storytelling” (Hoffmann). Precisely because of all these 
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factors, TV and film are considered as relatively realist media. It is quite difficult to adapt first-
person narrative to the screen, for example, since everything internal, from emotions to 
thoughts, must be shown externally. Despite that, modern media in particular are availing 
themselves of the idea, with the help of camera work, soundtrack, costumes, scenery, etc., 
which can induce emotions in the reader or provide information on emotions of characters. For 
example, dramatic music can indicate that something is about to happen as well as create 
tension in the audience, while romantic music conveys what the characters are feeling and 
brings us closer to them. Scenery can also tell us a lot about a character’s state of mind , as do 
their costumes, especially in flatter personalities. One need only look at gothic films such as 
Dracula (1931) or Rebecca (1940) to see this practice in action. Camera work can also serve 
the same purposes by different shots and camera movement. 
Another element film and TV creators must deal with is the perspective. Particularly in books 
with one narrator or one protagonist, the readers only get this single point of view. That is both 
a blessing and a curse for TV adaptors since they do not have the luxury of focusing on only 
one person but are forced to distribute the centre of attention more equally. However, that also 
means that they can employ scenes where the main character is not present and so make the 
experience more diverse in that regard. They can also utilise flashbacks through a character 
who merely recounts an event in a novel since “[i]t is quite usual to resort to the split principle 
of internal narration with external focalization on the visual track in flashback scenes” 
(Verstraten 135). 
I have defined the word adaptation at the very beginning of this chapter. Yet I could not find a 
satisfactory definition of the opposite, of what is not an adaptation. Deborah Cartmell argues 
that the experts on the subject are “more concerned to distinguish their accounts of adaptation 
from errant earlier accounts […] than to distinguish adaptations from the other intertextual 
modes that most closely resemble them” (89). Is, for example, every stage performance an 
adaptation? The actors perform a screenplay; therefore, they change it as well as replicate it, 
yet the screenplay can never give the directions for every gesture and every move, thus making 
that particular text “merely a skeletal blueprint for the adapted film and thus unworthy of 
serious consideration in its own right” (Boozer 2). 
In the attempt to find a more satisfactory explanation, I have spoken to nine acclaimed  
Slovenian actors of different generations as well as two directors. The transcriptions of all 
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eleven interviews are enclosed as attachments 1 through 11. Neither of the directors agreed 
with the statement that every performance is also an adaptation; they both saw an adaptation 
as an interpretation or as an independent work since “[a]ny dramatic work truly becomes alive 
only when it is performed, and every performance is different since there is no such thing as 
an inferred set of instructions on how a play should be acted. There is no objectivity, and 
nothing can exist without interpretation” (Lorenci, see attachment 1, my translation). The actors 
are not so unanimous on this matter. They tend to agree that every performance is an adaptation 
though some would rather call it an approximation, reading or substitution. It is worth noting, 
however, that each understands the word adaptation slightly differently. Both directors and 
actors agreed that every member of the creative team has their own process of creating 
characters, though the core is similar. This process not only differs from actor to actor but also 
varies from project to project and does not drastically change if they are working on an 
adaptation and not a new play. If anything, through an additional research reference, the source 
material can be a hindrance rather than of help. Actors do not tend to prefer playing either 
adapted or original characters, they prefer complex roles and they do not balk at immoral ones 
but at two-dimensional ones. The only problem they do find with adaptations is that especially 
in “big” roles like Hamlet, for example, the name alone creates the pressure to do well, so they 
try to step away from previous portrayals or expected performances. Creative freedom and 
building scenes or even whole performances through improvisation also do not suffer on the 
account of adaptation since no matter the work, it all depends on the director and the rest of the 
creative team. What does make a difference is the fact whether the work is being adapted to a 
play or a film: “the process itself is basically the same. Differences are in the media, and 
consequentially, the acting technique is different, i.e. more minimalistic [and naturalistic] when 
it comes to film” (Šturbej, see attachment 3, my translation). Factors that were also mentioned 
were medium characteristics and time to prepare. 
The question which provided the most variation in answers was: what is a good adaptation in 
your opinion? I have asked eleven people and each gave me a different answer3, which only 
confirms the theory that adaptation is a completely subjective concept in desperate need of 
more exploration; “what we need … is a broader definition of adaptation and a sociology that 
 
3 See attachments 1-11 as the answers are too extensive to summarise. 
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takes into account the commercial apparatus, the audience, and the academic culture industry” 
(Naremore10). 
 
2.1.Adapting Characters 
When discussing the qualities and problems of adaptation, or simply film, television and even 
literature studies in general, many researchers gloss over one integral element, or they refrain 
from mentioning it entirely. Yet it is this element that often inspires the whole adaptation as it 
is one of the most attractive aspects around which all else is based. For while stories may be 
interesting, sets breath-taking and themes fascinating, nothing can happen without characters. 
There is not much material available on adapting characters as such, let alone on influencing 
adapted characters. However, when an adapter thinks of changing, combining or adding a 
character, particularly when it comes to the transposition from one medium to another, he or 
she must often construct them anew, as it were. Therefore, it will be useful to briefly familiarise 
ourselves with the character as well.  
A character is essentially “the effect that occurs when a figure is presented with distinctive, 
mostly human characteristics” (Bal 112). It is “a complex semantic unit” (Bal 113) on the 
textual level, before one even considers adapting and transposing it. That is why both the 
creator as well as the adapter must be very careful in how they construct their characters. They 
must be aware that their anthropomorphic creations will determine whether the audience will 
connect with their work; “[c]haracter is intuitively the most crucial category of narrative, and 
also most subject to projection and fallacies” (Bal 115). 
Taking this into consideration, Bal believes that there are four principles on which the character 
is constructed: repetition, where “[i]n the course of the narrative the relevant characteristics are 
repeated so often – in a different form – that they emerge more and more clearly”(Bal 
126);accumulation, which “causes odd facts to coalesce, complement each other, and then form 
a whole”(Bal 226);relationships with other characters as well as with itself, which “tend to be 
processed into similarities and contrasts”(Bal 226);and transformations. When employing these 
principles and conveying the information about a character from the source to the recipient, we 
cannot pass by an important factor, that is, unreliability. Consumers receive information about 
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a character in four ways: when he or she talks about him- or herself and to him- or herself, 
about him- or herself to others (Bal 131), is talked about by a third party like the narrator, or 
through his or her actions. All of these are unreliable and make the principles unreliable as 
well, especially the transformation: “Very often a character does not change at all. The audience 
simply accumulates more information about them. Our understanding of them changes” 
(Phillips 58). But of course, these four principles can only be employed once the character is 
fleshed out, given positive and negative attributes, a role to play, a position in society, the 
environment around them, and so on. In adaptations, most characters, especially protagonists 
that are not going to undergo a drastic transformation from the original, are usually already 
filled in, and so the adapter need only do so for the minor characters. 
Roberta Pearson proposes a different structural categorisation, one which helps to classify 
characters but could also serve as a fact-checker in making them, particularly for television. 
According to her, a character consists of six elements: “psychological traits/habitual behaviors; 
physical characteristics/appearance; speech patterns; interactions with other characters; 
environment; and biography” (42-43). But in addition to those, external influences come into 
play. When it comes to adaptation, these influences are already listed above since they are the 
same as those which impact the whole adapted work, that is, previous adaptations, trends, 
political situation, budget, etc. However, there are some additional ones which impact 
characters specifically. These influences can appear in all genres, but their impact is much 
stronger in adaptations. 
Firstly, there is “the influence of reality on the story, in so far as reality plays a part in it  [, 
which means that] direct or indirect knowledge of the context of certain characters contributes 
significantly to their meaning” (Bal 119). This is doubly true when one considers adapted 
works, since the viewers familiar with the original or previous recreations come to the 
adaptation with a certain knowledge which cannot be discounted. This leads to the second 
external influence specific to characters, predictability/expectation. Consumers who know a 
character already, or even just a type of one, expect that character to “exhibit a certain 
stereotypical behaviour and set attributes; if the story were to depart too far from these set 
characteristics, they would no longer be recognizable” (Bal 121).4 New spins on an old idea 
 
4For instance, James Bond is a famous character who is a government agent, drinks martinis and easily flirts 
with women. How many of these characteristics known to all can we take away in an adaptation while still 
being able to call him James Bond? 
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are always interesting but adapters, as well as actors who often like to add their own 
interpretation to a well-known character, must treat them with care.  
That having been established, I must mention a special type of character, as it were, which is 
more flexible to adaptation than most. Bertetti calls them characters based on multiple courses 
of events, meaning that apart from “a number of recurring essential properties, the character 
can vary greatly from one textual occurrence to another” (10), and this can include anything 
from appearance to biography, as long as the most famous properties stay the same. It is typified 
by Sherlock Holmes. 
One would think that the character’s journey, as far as creation is concerned, is completed once 
it is made ready for primary presentation. While this may be true in stand -alone novels and 
films, serialised works and adaptations are another matter, for here yet another factor of impact 
enters into the frame: the fans. A recent addition to the influences on the media, they can greatly 
contribute to increasing the success of a franchise by spreading the word, buying merchandise 
and even suggesting ideas to the creators. But pandering to their wishes is not always 
productive since giving them what they want and portraying a character accurately can be two 
very different things. Thus, previously well-planned characters can become shallow, and “fan 
involvement can inhibit creativity and render a production camp and superficial” (“Evaluating 
fan power”). 
Thus, we can conclude that, in theory, a character is in truth the sum of many influences. When 
it comes to adaptation, some of these are the fidelity to the original combined with the adapter’s 
creativity, the wish to communicate, homage to previous adaptations, the times in which it is 
made and still many more. There is no special process or way to approach adapting characters 
and stories as a fresh perspective is precisely the point. In the following chapters, this theory 
will be tested on one of the most famous fictional characters, who, judging by the number of 
his appearances through history, is also one of the most beloved by adapters. Sherlock Holmes 
will, as is his wont, either confirm or disprove it. 
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3. To Express the Inexpressible:5 Profiling Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes 
Sherlock Holmes is one of the best-known fictional creations of all time, both as a series of 
novels and short stories as well as a notable figure of literature. One would be hard-pressed to 
find a person above the age of ten who has never heard the name at least in passing. In fact, his 
renown is so great that there are countless societies devoted to him and his companion 
Dr Watson all over the world, numbering well over 200. Members of these societies have 
included some very prominent figures over the years, such as the writers Isaac Asimov and 
Neil Gaiman. Apparently even American Presidents Harry S. Truman and Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt belonged to one of them, namely the oldest American society, The Baker Street 
Irregulars (Cole). But fans of the stories have gone even further and invented what is known as 
the Sherlockian game, the Holmesian game, The Great Game or simply the Game, where they 
essentially pretend “that Holmes and Dr Watson were real, and that Arthur Conan Doyle was 
merely their literary agent” (Cole). All the while, they are fully aware that the detective’s world 
is completely fictional and indulge in the pretence merely for the fun of trying to explain all 
the contradictory pieces of information throughout the stories. Despite never actually existing 
in this world, there is much more material about Holmes’ life than about most factual people. 
Numerous authors after Doyle have written original stories about him, artists have made songs, 
poems, paintings and other expressions of art on his account. 
In order to properly describe him, however, we must begin with a definition. Sherlock Holmes 
is a fictional detective created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who recounted his adventures in 
four novels and 56 short stories, also known as the Canon. All 60 works first saw the light of 
day in magazines. Most of them appeared in a relatively new newspaper at the time, The Strand. 
Eventually, however, all the stories were also printed as books. The four novels came out 
individually whereas the short stories were arranged into five book collections: The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes (1892), Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1892-3), The Return of Sherlock 
Holmes (1903-04), His Last Bow (1908-17) and The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes (1921-27). 
We can see that, though somewhat sporadically, Doyle was creating his detective’s life for no 
less than 40 years, from 1887, when the first novel, A Study in Scarlet, was first published, to 
1927, the year of his last short story, “The Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place”. 
 
5 A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 5. 
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Indeed, Sherlock Holmes is such a stock figure in literature that it is difficult to know where or 
how to begin his description. He is a man with a superlative intellect. In fact, he supposedly 
has an “IQ of 190, which is considered as a super genius and in top 0.1% population of the 
world. [His] IQ was estimated by John Radford in his book ‘The Intelligence of Sherlock 
Holmes and Other Three-pipe Problems [’]” (Alpha High IQ Society). It is not surprising, 
therefore, that he also has a unique vocation. He is the world's only consulting detective: 
[W]e have lots of Government detectives and lots of private ones. When these fellows 
are at fault they come to me, and I manage to put them on the right scent. They lay all 
the evidence before me, and I am generally able, by the help of my knowledge of the 
history of crime, to set them straight. (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes11)  
He is well-versed in countless subjects, having written a few monographs on matters of 
observation, such as  
‘Upon the Distinction between the Ashes of the Various Tobaccoes’. In it I enumerate 
a hundred and forty forms of cigar-, cigarette-, and pipe-tobacco, with colored plates 
illustrating the difference in the ash. [Also a] monograph upon the tracing of footsteps, 
with some remarks upon the uses of plaster of Paris as a preserver of impresses [, a] 
work upon the influence of a trade upon the form of the hand, with lithotypes of the 
hands of slaters, sailors, corkcutters, compositors, weavers, and diamond-polishers. 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 77)  
There are, however, matters in which he is not so well-versed. In A Study in Scarlet, Watson, 
still ignorant as to his roommate’s work, even compiles a list of fields along with the degree to 
which Holmes is familiar with them in his attempts to discern Holmes’ profession. He discovers 
that though “[h]e plays the violin well” and “[i]s an expert singlestick player” (A. C. Doyle, 
The Complete Holmes 9), boxer, swordsman and chemist, his knowledge of literature, 
philosophy and astronomy is virtually non-existent. 
This list does not prove entirely correct in the later books, however, for we soon learn that 
Holmes’ knowledge of literature, for one, is more than passable as he can quote classical 
authors such as Goethe or Shakespeare from memory at any given moment. His grasp of 
politics as well as fields of study not on Watson’s list, such as cryptanalysis, mathematics and 
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psychology, is proved equally astounding.6 It is true, however, that his mind focuses on one 
thing, usually a case, at a time and neglects all other so-called distractions until that focus is 
satisfied and he can move on to the next problem. His thinking is centralised to the point where 
he refuses to eat or sleep, believing these activities too trivial to bother with. 
Sherlock Holmes is an avid music lover, adept at playing the violin as well as composing. 
Furthermore, he seems to spend quite a lot of free time between cases at the opera or attending 
concerts as is evidenced in stories such as “The Adventure of the Redheaded League”, “The 
Adventure of the Red Circle” or A Study in Scarlet. When not relaxing, his favourite weapon 
is the riding crop, though, as mentioned above, he excels at many forms of fighting with or 
without a weapon. In fact, the only weapon the use of which he mainly prefers to relinquish to 
his companion is the revolver, despite not being an inept shooter himself. One of his talents, 
which saves him from death in the famous fight with Professor Moriarty, is the martial art 
baritsu, likely mispronounced by the author, who probably meant bartitsu, “a martial art created 
by a British engineer, Edward-William Barton Wright” (Godfrey). Physically, he is shown to 
be exceptionally strong. In “The Adventure of the Speckled Band”, for example, he straightens 
the poker which the antagonist, Dr Roylott, has bent in half to demonstrate his own physical 
power. Yet he “seldom [takes] exercise for exercise’s sake” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete 
Holmes327), though he does appear to take up swimming in his later years. Holmes is also a 
brilliant actor and a master of disguise, able to render himself unrecognisable by anyone he 
wishes, including people close to him: “His expression, his manner, his very soul seemed to 
vary with every fresh part that he assumed. The stage lost a fine actor, even as science lost an 
acute reasoner, when he became a specialist in crime” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 
154). It is mentioned in “The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton” that he is adept at 
breaking into safes and can see well in the dark. In fact, all his senses are described as sharp at 
different points of the canon. 
His intelligence alone separates him from the majority and can be counted as a personal 
characteristic. His mind works in a unique way to say the least: “I hold a vast store of out-of-
the-way knowledge without scientific system, but very available for the needs of my work. My 
 
6Some participants of The Great Game speculate that that may be because  Holmes had played a practical joke 
on Watson and pretended to be ignorant of many things due to their irrelevance, like the fact that the Earth 
revolves around the Sun, but it is far more likely that Doyle made a continuity error, as he directly contradic ts 
himself in “The Valley of Fear”, where he says, “All knowledge comes useful to the detective” (A. C. Doyle, 
The Complete Holmes 740). 
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mind is like a crowded box-room with packets of all sorts stowed away therein—so many that 
I may well have but a vague perception of what was there” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete 
Holmes1046). From that self-given explanation, we can conclude that Holmes values logic and 
intellectual order above all. In fact, he despises emotions, which he sees as the opposite of 
logic, in others as well as himself and rarely shows any. The only constant exception is the 
obvious enthusiasm for his cases, the thrill of the chase and the opportunity to show off his 
skills of detection and deduction, as well as the immediate boredom bordering on lethargy at 
the lack thereof. The change from one to the other is astounding and can be very sudden. 
Between these two extremes, Holmes only rarely allows others to see what he is feeling. The 
clearest example of his facade slipping is when Watson gets shot in “The Adventure of the 
Three Garridebs”, when the doctor is more than touched at his friend’s reaction: “It was worth 
a wound, it was worth many wounds, to know the depth of loyalty and love which lay behind 
that cold mask” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes1010). He lets his feelings show on other 
occasions as well, but these moments are few and far between. 
Due to the limited range of emotions, he is unable to function as a normal human being, often 
acting inappropriately and showing glee at a case in the presence of a distraught client. And 
yet, a reader would be wrong to think Sherlock Holmes is without sympathy or principles. He 
is more than aware of what is right and wrong and adheres to a strict moral code, though it does 
not always correspond with the one followed by the police: “I go into a case to help the ends 
of justice and the work of the police. If I have ever separated myself from the official force, it 
is because they have first separated themselves from me” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 
750). Thus he will almost always let the criminal go free if he feels their crime had been 
justified, particularly where love is involved such as in “The Devil’s Foot”, “Abbey Grange” 
or “The Crooked Man”. In the instance of “The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle”, however, 
he releases the perpetrator simply due to the spirit of Christmas. It is also worth noting that his 
moral code, and feelings in general, tend to appear after the first two novels, when the author 
has managed to flesh him out beyond a mere template. 
Despite his limitations, Holmes knows how to interact with people, at least most of the time. 
He is always polite to clients if they merit his good conduct, regardless of their social status. If 
anything, he tends to be sharper and more sarcastic with the richer clientele, such as with the 
king of Bohemia in his adventure. In the event that a client attempts to lie to him (like in “The 
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Adventure of the Resident Patient”), he dismisses the person immediately. He views his work 
as an art and performs it for art’s sake since, of his cases,  
many [are] tragic, some comic, a large number merely strange, but none commonplace; 
for, working as he did rather for the love of his art than for the acquirement of wealth, 
he refused to associate himself with any investigation which did not tend towards the 
unusual, and even the fantastic. (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 238)  
Contrary to popular belief, however, he does not decline cases when they do not appear to be 
promising, a fact proved by the beginning of “The Copper Beeches” or “The Blue Carbuncle”. 
Because he is a completely logical thinker, there is no room in his world for the supernatural – 
something he did not have in common with his author. His view on the matter is clear: “This 
agency stands flatfooted upon the ground, and there it must remain. The world is big enough 
for us. No ghosts need apply” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 992). He does, however, 
indulge another habit which we now know to be illogical, a 7-percent solution of cocaine used 
for the purpose of stimulating his idle mind. In “The Adventure of the Missing Three-Quarter” 
Watson mentions that he has gradually helped Holmes to shrug off his addiction by the time 
they are both middle-aged, but he is still worried it might reappear. 
We cannot make a complete description of Sherlock Holmes without mentioning his view on 
women. That too is largely ruled by his lack of feeling and his tendency towards logic. Watson 
calls him “an automaton, --a calculating machine” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 82) and 
even claims Holmes has an “aversion to women” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 406). 
But if one takes a closer look, things are not so simple. It is true that he distrusts women, but 
he makes it clear on several points that he respects their intuition: “I have seen too much not to 
know that the impression of a woman may be more valuable than the conclusion of an analytical 
reasoner” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 220-221); despite not being able to understand 
their particular way of thinking. To further contradict Watson’s assessment of his friend, we 
need only look at Holmes’ interactions with women. Not only does he treat them as equals, he 
is also kind to them and looks for excuses for their actions much more often than with men, 
shifting the fault elsewhere or claiming there was no alternative. Besides that, he seems to be 
inclined to protect women, going so far as to almost attack Mr. Windibank for wronging his 
stepdaughter in “A Case of Identity”, and taking a case simply to clear a lady’s name in “The 
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Problem of Thor Bridge”. What he is very much averse to, on the other hand, is the notion of 
love and marriage, because he sees them as the opposite of reason: “[L]ove is an emotional 
thing, and whatever is emotional is opposed to that true cold reason which I place above all 
things” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 140). Many have attempted to establish that there 
was one exception to Holmes’ hate of love. Irene Adler only appears in one story, “A Scandal 
in Bohemia”. Though an extremely intelligent woman and a worthy adversary, her importance 
to Holmes is surmised clearly:  
To Sherlock Holmes she is always THE woman. [...] In his eyes she eclipses and 
predominates the whole of her sex. It was not that he felt any emotion akin to love for 
Irene Adler. All emotions, and that one particularly, were abhorrent to his cold, precise 
but admirably balanced mind. (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 145) 
Watson also remarks that “Holmes had, when he liked, a peculiarly ingratiating way with 
women, and that he very readily established terms of confidence with them” (A. C. Doyle, The 
Complete Holmes 583), which could indicate simply that he treated them with respect and 
viewed them as equals, though he did manage to deceive a girl into almost marrying him in 
“The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton”. From that we can conclude that while love 
and marriage truly were not to his taste, he did have respect, and even a fondness for women, 
particularly those that “displayed cleverness, bravery, trustworthiness, inventiveness, and 
composure” (“Sherlock Holmes and Women”). 
He is not emotionally reserved only where women are concerned, however. He has a “half-
humorous, half-cynical vein which [is]his habitual attitude to those about him” (A. C. Doyle, 
The Complete Holmes925). He has very few friends. Next to Watson, his biographer and 
roommate, he claims to have none but mentions a small number of them in the course of the 
stories. He values Watson very much, using him as his protector, errand boy, secretary and 
sounding board in turns. Though it may often seem to the reader that Holmes is merely abusing 
Watson’s admiration and trust, that is far from the truth, for Watson is also the only man, with 
the possible exception of Holmes’ brother, on whom Holmes relies without reserve. 
Besides these, Holmes has many other characteristics which, when combined, make him a 
unique detective. He is very meticulous: “For many years he had adopted a system of docketing 
all paragraphs concerning men and things, so that it was difficult to name a subject or a person 
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on which he could not at once furnish information” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 149). 
He goes to great lengths to assure the success of his cases. A fine example of this is “The 
Adventure of the Dying Detective”, where he refuses to eat or drink for three days in order to 
effectively impersonate a dying man for an hour. He is also very hard on himself and 
reprimands himself when he is not as efficient as he should be or when he makes mistakes: 
“Should you care to add the case to your annals, my dear Watson, […] it can only be as an 
example of that temporary eclipse to which even the best-balanced mind may be exposed” 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 913). He is brave as well as discreet, both qualities greatly 
valued by clients, but can also be secretive and dramatic, only revealing all the facts when it 
suits him. This does not tend to annoy his clients and friends as much as some of his other 
qualities, however, one of which is that he can be quite vain, as Watson not infrequently 
reminds the reader: “[H]e was as sensitive to flattery on the score of his art as any girl could be 
of her beauty” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 21). 
His habits and routines are what one might call unconventional to say the least. Apart from 
jumping between frequent activity during cases and near hibernation at their absence, which 
almost seem to split him into two different men, he has other habits practiced by few, if any, 
besides him. Since Doyle finally fleshed him out to his full potential, he is known to forgo 
sleep and nourishment when working because, as he points out, “faculties become refined when 
you starve them” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 972). Watson complains on more than 
one occasion that he often abuses his iron constitution as well as enormous mental and physical 
strength and durability in the interest of a case: “I have known him to presume upon his iron 
strength until he has fainted from pure inanition” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 457). 
On the other hand, during the so-called stagnation his habits do not seem to go further than 
drug use, laziness and propensity for wearing his mouse-coloured dressing-gown. Though he 
has a “catlike love of personal cleanliness” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 704), that does 
not extend to his rooms, at least not at first glance. He  
keeps his cigars in the coal-scuttle, his tobacco in the toe end of a Persian slipper, and 
his unanswered correspondence transfixed by a jack-knife into the very centre of his 
wooden mantelpiece, [his] chemicals and […] criminal relics […] had a way of 
wandering into unlikely positions, and […] turning up in the butter-dish or in even less 
desirable places. (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 361)  
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But those are not the only idiosyncrasies his unfortunate roommate must put up with. He plays 
the violin at all hours of the night, tends to wake up Watson at the crack of day if the need calls 
for it, and last but not least, he tends to shoot patterns at the wall, such as the initials V.R. for 
Victoria Regina, when he is bored. 
Many fans as well as scientists have taken some or all of these facts and tried to diagnose 
Sherlock Holmes. He has been assigned many extreme, and curiously famous, disorders, from 
psychopathy, sociopathy – or anti-social personality disorder by those who do not acknowledge 
the difference between the two –, to Asperger’s syndrome and plain autism. Countless blog 
entries, forum posts and even articles have been written on that topic. In fact, I have been 
surprisingly hard-pressed to find material claiming that Holmes is simply an unusual healthy 
character. But while this research shows that audiences love diagnosing fictional characters 
almost as much as they enjoy romanticising them, no two entries, expert or otherwise, were in 
complete agreement. It is not difficult to see why. As Sonya Freeman Loftis states in her article, 
“it would be impossible to diagnose a fictional character with a neurological difference.” A 
literary figure cannot be interviewed or questioned, a practice which is essential in determining 
any psychological diagnosis. One is also prevented from delving deeper into a character’s 
psyche than the past divulged in the material, so to speak, as the readers are given only as much 
as the writer is willing to part with. Therefore, no-one can examine Holmes’ childhood, which 
means that his formative years, an integral part of diagnosis, are utterly inaccessible. 
Arthur Conan Doyle may have been an exceedingly observant and intelligent man, but a 
prophet he was not. For although he was inconceivably close to all these disorders in one way 
or another, he could not have been writing with a diagnosis in mind because at the time of his 
writing, none of them were officially named or described in the way we define them today. For 
these reasons, I will not attempt to diagnose Doyle’s creation, though this aspect had to be 
mentioned as it plays a large role in certain adaptations of the character. 
Holmes’ psyche is not the only facet of the detective that interests the fans. His biography pre7- 
and post-canon8is equally shrouded in mystery and therefore cause for speculation. Doyle was 
not generous with details about the detective, even his age is alluded to only briefly. In 1914, 
 
7 Before the start of the novel A Study in Scarlet or the fictional year of 1886. 
8 After the end of the chronologically final Sherlock Holmes story “His Last Bow” or the year 1914.  
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in the short story “His Last Bow”, it is mentioned that he is sixty years old (A. C. Doyle, The 
Complete Holmes 934), which would put his date of birth sometime in 1854.Still, using various 
complicated arguments gathered from fragments of the stories, “Sherlockian scholars place the 
date of Holmes’s birth variously in the years 1852,1853, 1854 and 1833” (E. Smith 125). His 
birthday was decided upon by much less substantial means: “6 January is the Sherlockian 
choice for Holmes’s birthday, on the slender grounds that he left his breakfast untasted on 
7 January at the beginning of The Valley of Fear, so he may have been celebrating the night 
before; and he quotes from Twelfth Night more than any other Shakespeare play” (Redmond 
148). In truth, one can gleam but little of Holmes’ life outside his cases using only the canon 
for material. His “ancestors were country squires [, and his] grandmother […] was the sister of 
Vernet, the French artist” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 406). He also has an older 
brother, Mycroft, whose powers are supposed to exceed Holmes’ own and who appears, 
directly or by mention, in four of the stories. The younger Holmes spent two years at a 
university, speculated to have been either Oxford or Cambridge, where he first started 
developing his detecting skills. After that, he moved to Montague Street. But in 1881 or 1882, 
his financial situation forced him to find a roommate, a man who became his best friend, 
admirer, helper and biographer, Doctor John H. Watson. They moved to the now famous 
221B Baker Street, where they were dutifully watched over by their landlady and cook, 
Mrs Hudson. In The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes, we find out that Holmes was in practice 
for twenty-three years, Watson acting as his assistant for seventeen of them (A. C. Doyle, The 
Complete Holmes1050). He was relatively unknown until Watson came along. The doctor 
wrote down the most fascinating of his exploits, but Holmes was not pleased by the stories 
loved by everyone else, claiming, 
You slur over work of the utmost finesse and delicacy, in order to dwell upon 
sensational details which may excite, but cannot possibly instruct, the reader. 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 602)  
Still, by 1905, his practice was “immense” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes527), which 
allowed him to comfortably retire to the Sussex countryside and look after bees in his old age. 
Apart from those facts, nothing is known about Sherlock Holmes’ beginning and end of life. It 
is equally impossible to establish the chronology of his cases, due to countless inconsistencies 
Doyle made and never bothered to correct. He continuously mixed up dates, possibly 
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resurrected Watson’s wife from the dead (or simply remarried him), even Holmes keeps 
changing inexplicably: “Sometimes the inconsistencies in Holmes’s character resulted from 
Arthur’s own slapdash, devil-may-care approach to writing. He didn’t worry about details and 
apparently considered internal consistency a minor virtue in fiction—not one on which he was 
going to lavish much attention” (Sims 90). Most of these changes happened after what is known 
as The Great Hiatus, a period between 1891 and 1894 in the fictional timeline, which in reality 
lasted from 1893 to 1901. By 1891, Doyle was growing tired of his most famous character. He 
wanted to pursue other writing interests, so he killed him off in a battle with his arch-enemy, 
Professor James Moriarty, sending them both off a cliff at the Reichenbach Falls in 
Switzerland. In an unprecedented turn of events, however, the public outcry was enormous, 
with young men reportedly wearing black wristbands as a symbol of mourning. Nevertheless, 
eight years had passed before he wrote another Holmes novel; ten before he brought the 
detective back for good. But if one observes closely, the post-fall Holmes is slightly different 
than the original: “[T]here disappeared in 1891 an able violinist, addicted to drugs, well-versed  
in spies, and ready to retire. There returned in 1894 a theoretical musicologist, free from 
narcotic vices, ignorant of spies, and eager to continue the profession of detective” (E. Smith 
63). Though only details, these discrepancies were enough to make some believe that Holmes II 
is an impostor. 
Lastly, I will discuss what is probably Holmes’ best-known feature, his appearance. A little-
known fact is that no-one actually knows what the original Sherlock Holmes would look like 
since the author was never satisfied with any of the portrayals: “Before I leave the subject of 
the many impersonations of Holmes I may say that all of them, and all the drawings, are very 
unlike my own original idea of the man” (A. C. Doyle, Memories and Adventures 63). He goes 
on to say that Holmes was never supposed to be as handsome as his illustrations by Sidney 
Paget had made him. In A Study in Scarlet, the readers are given this description of Holmes: 
“In height he was rather over six feet, and so excessively lean that he seemed to be considerably 
taller. His eyes were sharp and piercing, save during those intervals of torpor to which I have 
alluded; and his thin, hawk–like nose gave his whole expression an air of alertness and decision. 
His chin, too, had the prominence and squareness which mark the man of determination” 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 8). Throughout the books, Doyle elaborates further. 
Holmes has an aquiline face with clear-cut features and black hair. His eyes are grey and deep-
set, often alight with fire during a case. He is not only thin but is athletic and wiry. All that 
combined makes him look “very formidable when he [is]moved” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete 
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Holmes 1017). On different occasions, his voice is described as “high, somewhat strident” 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 338) and “cold, incisive, ironical” (A. C. Doyle, The 
Complete Holmes 704). He does not laugh often in the “hearty, noiseless fashion which 
[is]peculiar to him” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 234), but when he deigns to do so, it 
seldom bodes well for someone (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 715). 
More than by his own physical appearance, however, he is now recognisable by his long curved 
pipe and what is known as the deerstalker, “[a] soft cloth cap, originally worn for hunting, with 
bills in front and behind, and ear flaps that can be tied together over the top” (“Deerstalker”). 
But Sherlock Holmes never smokes such a pipe in the books and wears the hat only twice, in 
“The Adventure of Boscombe Valley Mystery” and “The Adventure of the Silver Blaze” when 
he travels to the countryside. The word “deerstalker” never even appears in the books. In fact, 
Holmes is described as a fashionable man, so he would not appear in the streets of London 
wearing what is essentially a hunting hat. Nevertheless, his illustrator, Sidney Paget, drew him 
thus, unaware of how important his decisions would prove to be. Since then, the hat has become 
one with detectives in fiction and would play a great role in many adaptations, either as an 
attempt at fidelity or a tool of parody. 
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4. One so Like the Other: Comparisons of the Adaptations to the Original and Each 
Other 
Fidelity always plays an important part in the process of adaptation, be it because the creators 
are trying to distance themselves from the original or because they wish to follow it as closely 
as possible. But adaptations of better-known works must deal with the added pressure of 
previous adaptations, since “actors and adapters often [draw] as much from previous 
adaptations as from the original source materials” (Allan and Pittard 198). Thus, they are 
inevitably influenced by them as well. Sherlock Holmes is no exception. Rather, as the most 
frequently portrayed character with an enormous fan following all over the world, adaptations 
of the great detective are probably more scrupulously examined and compared to one another 
than most. Creators are pressured to include nods to the original and to previous portrayals 
while also maintaining enough freshness for their work to remain attractive to the aud ience. 
In order to clearly and correctly specify what exactly influenced a certain aspect of Sherlock 
Holmes’ character, we must first recognise the influence the earlier versions had on the ones 
that were created later. On the following pages, I will demonstrate how Doyle’s original 
influenced the ones that came after him, and how those in turn affected the ones that followed 
them. For this reason, I have chosen three adaptations where Sherlock Holmes appears as the 
main character. Each was written in a different time, intended for a different audience. The first 
is the 1939-1945 series of fourteen films with Basil Rathbone in the title role. A TV series of 
seven seasons follows, namely the 1984-1994 Sherlock Holmes made by Granada Television 
and starring Jeremy Brett. The last adaptation I will examine is the relatively recent reimagining 
called Sherlock, which started in 2010 and is not yet definitively labelled as finished. 
In this chapter, I will only provide a short description of the characters and compare the 
adaptations to one another. Further information about each of them will be given in the 
following chapters, where I will explore each adaptation in detail and delve into other 
influences. The effect of previous works requires its own section because of clarity of structure 
as well as the impossibility to coherently illustrate the comparison in any other way. 
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4.1.Rathbone’s Holmes, the Militaristic Patriot (1939-1946) 
The series of fourteen films about the great detective starring Basil Rathbone was first produced 
by 20th Century Fox in 1939, but after only two instalments, Universal Studios took over, and 
twelve more features were produced from 1942 to 1946. These films are sometimes divided 
into two groups because the first two films differ greatly from the rest in style and setting. The 
first two instalments are set in Victorian times and follow the book The Hound of the 
Baskervilles in one case and reportedly the play Sherlock Holmes in the other. The Universal 
films, on the other hand, are set during WWII and only draw certain, often less important, 
elements from Doyle’s work. They are sometimes inspired by the canon as is the case in The 
Pearl of Death, which is loosely based on “The Adventure of the Six Napoleons”, but most of 
them have completely original storylines. A clearer demonstration of a typical bow to the 
original is the ceremony called the Musgrave ritual in the film Sherlock Holmes Faces Death 
and Holmes’ disguise as a bookseller in Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon (02:16-
04:28), an obvious nod to “The Empty House”. Homage is also paid to Doyle himself when 
the two protagonists holiday in Scotland, his home country, at the beginning of The Spider 
Woman, and when they plan to do so again in The Pursuit to Algiers. But despite these tributes, 
the films contain hardly any direct quotes from the books. As time has shown, however, the 
instalments themselves have probably made an even larger impact in that area since they have 
spawned what is now arguably the most often-quoted phrase: “Elementary, my dear Watson!” 
The lack of story references in these films, however, strongly emphasised that the protagonist 
was, perhaps as a contrast or an attempt to retain the essence of the written material, very much 
like Doyle’s creation in almost all aspects of his person. Physically, Rathbone bore an almost  
uncanny resemblance to the famous Paget illustrations, which in turn follow Doyle’s 
descriptions in the books closely, apart from the probable misunderstanding over the 
detective’s excessively handsome face, which is not specifically measured anywhere in the 
canon. Rathbone was conventionally handsome, with a receding hairline and an aquiline nose. 
Even his hair was combed in the same way. Like the original Holmes, Rathbone was tall, long-
limbed and wiry. The only aspect in which the two differ visually is their age since Sidney 
Paget started by drawing Holmes much younger than Rathbone was when the filming began, 
only gradually drawing him older, while Rathbone’s Holmes is in his late forties to begin with, 
about ten or even twenty years older than he would have been in the original if we take into 
account the calculations Sherlockians have made about his birthday. In fact, it was this series 
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of films which appropriated the image of Holmes and his friend as middle-aged men no matter 
the adventure. Like the original, Rathbone is also often seen with a pipe in hand, though it is 
never the famous Calabash. If we combine all that, “[w]ith his angled face and crisp vocal 
delivery, Rathbone looked as if he had been torn from the pages of The Strand Magazine. To 
the movie-going public, with his fourteen Holmes films (and hundreds of Holmes radio shows), 
Basil Rathbone and Sherlock Holmes were one” (S. Doyle 269). 
Clothes proved slightly trickier to accurately adopt. The first two instalments presented no 
trouble since they were both set in Holmes’ original timeline and therefore the characters wore 
appropriate clothing. But as soon as the timeline moved, clothes had to change, and so they 
did. The creators dressed their actors in what was then fashionable or at least current, leaving 
only a few details as a nod to the Victorian era. This decision was both necessary and conscious, 
as is especially evident from the first Universal instalment when Holmes puts on the famous 
deerstalker of the past but Watson makes him don the trilby which was then in fashion instead 
(Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror 15:30-15:36). 
Holmes’ habits and aptitudes also stay mostly faithful to the original. He is an extremely 
talented musician with perfect pitch as is demonstrated in Dressed to Kill, where he is able to 
whistle a tune after hearing it only once (14:17-14:45). He makes use of his singing abilities in 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (56:16-57:29), and there are multiple scenes of him playing 
the violin, though Watson is far less impressed by it than he was in the books. Stronger 
emphasis was also going to be put on Holmes’ drug habit. However, it was only mentioned 
once, rather famously, in The Hound of the Baskervilles, “Oh Watson, the needle!” (01:19:03-
01:19:06). Predictably for the time, “[t]he scene, criticized as too risque by 1939 audiences, 
caused the film’s producers to make a conscious decision to omit any additional mention of 
Holmes’ recreational drug use in future outings” (“Drugs and Alcohol in Film”). Like the 
detective on paper after A Study in Scarlet, he is filled with knowledge on various things not 
directly connected to his work, such as classic literature in Sherlock Holmes and the Secret 
Weapon, where he admits: “I’ve always thought that a thorough knowledge of the classics 
might come in handy” (08:27). He is also able to distinguish between pottery of the Tang and 
the Ming dynasties in Sherlock Holmes in Washington. In the latter film, his penchant for 
monograph writing is also revealed: “I shall write a monograph some day, on the noxious habit 
of accumulating useless trivia” (19:17-19:24). The basics of his approach to cases are also the 
same, as he refuses to eat when working and will not accept a commission unless all the 
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information is given to him, a clear tribute to “The Adventure of the Second Stain” in The 
Pursuit to Algiers (07:24-07:31). 
Certain emotional quirks of Doyle’s creation persist as well. Rathbone’s Holmes can be equally 
resolute and theatrical, something we see most clearly in the second half of The Voice of Terror. 
In other behaviours, however, he differs from the original. Though he is just as cold and 
objective when it comes to his cases, the darker side of Holmes was not put in the forefront 
apart from the brief drug problem mentioned above. His sense of humour is certainly more 
prominent in the series as he laughs quite often at things which are not connected to either the 
case or his adversary, and he occasionally makes a joke himself. For example, both in The 
Hound of the Baskervilles and The Spider Woman, he dupes Watson with a disguise and has a 
bit of fun goading him to anger. Occasionally though, his jibes at Watson in particular border 
on the condescending as is the case in Sherlock Holmes faces Death: 
Watson: [realising the simplicity of Holmes’ explanation] Simple reasoning. A child 
could do it. 
Holmes: Not your child, Watson. (13:09-13:13) 
In addition to the jibes, Holmes often silences Watson very tactlessly, which never happens in 
the books. In fact, the idea of the possibility of him doing so seems unlikely from what the 
reader learns of their relationship. Another inconsistency between the series and the books is 
his treatment of Watson during cases in general. While he does like to keep his friend in the 
dark till the solution and dislikes his story-writing like in the books, we never see the literary 
Holmes give Watson work while he does nothing, whereas in The House of Fear, he has 
Watson dig while he calmly crouches next to the hole and smokes a pipe (57:02-57:06). 
Nonetheless, the films do portray a strong bond between the two, and even though he is more 
patronising, Holmes values Watson as well: 
Watson: [surprised] And you let Moriarty go? Because of me? 
Holmes: [nonchalantly] I had no choice, I can’t afford to lose you, old fellow. (The 
Woman in Green 35:51-35:57) 
In general, though, he seems to be kinder. He is able to establish a rapport with most clients 
and witnesses, be they men, women, children or the elderly. He is also more in touch with their 
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emotions, being able to sympathise with Billy’s youthful enthusiasm in The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes(21:49-22:10) and understanding Anne’s shock in the same film(44:58-
46:21); incidentally, he willingly takes on Annie’s case even though she initially only wants 
him to advise her as to whether she should go to a garden party or not, a scene very similar and 
yet different to the beginning of “The Adventure of the Copper Beeches”, where he is very 
annoyed by a similarly trivial letter until he is “favourably impressed” (A. C. Doyle, The 
Complete Holmes296) by his client, Violet Hunter. By and large, Rathbone’s Holmes values 
women more. Like the original in “The Adventure of the Copper Beeches” and “The Adventure 
of the Naval Treaty”, he does not shy away from giving them tasks vital for the solving of the 
case as is evidenced by Anne in the second film of the series. But neither does he underestimate 
them as villains, which is a good thing since he is pitted against a female antagonist no less 
than three times, with only one of them acting in league with a man. In the film The Spider 
Woman, his feelings are clear as he describes the lady criminal as “[o]ne of the most fiendishly 
clever minds of Europe […] I suspect a woman […] because the method, whatever it is, is 
particularly subtle and cruel, feline not canine” (11:56-12:06,12:12). In short, the Holmes of 
the books is able to respect women professionally both as helpers and as villains, and if 
anything, Rathbone’s interpretation makes this respect stand out more. One exception in his 
treatment of women comes in The Scarlet Claw, however, where he deliberately ignores 
domestic abuse as he calmly watches a father slap his daughter and even prevents Watson from 
intervening (20:00-20:47), an act Doyle’s Holmes would never stand for if his anger at Hosmer 
Angel or James Windibank in “A Case of Identity” is anything to go by: 
“[T]here never was a man who deserved punishment more. If the young lady has a 
brother or a friend, he ought to lay a whip across your shoulders. By Jove!” he 
continued, flushing up at the sight of the bitter sneer upon the man’s face, “it is not part 
of my duties to my client, but here’s a hunting crop handy, and I think I shall just treat 
myself to-.” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 183) 
But the greatest divide between the detective of the paper and the sleuth of the screen is 
undoubtedly in the actions of the two. While Doyle’s Holmes works for the government at least 
four times in his career, he is never completely clear in his thoughts on either patriotism or 
politics. The Holmes of the 1940s, however, is very much a product of his time and is portrayed 
as a staunch patriot who is never afraid of his opponents and who is, especially in the first four 
Universal films, always ready with a nationalist quote, for example from Shakespeare’s 
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Richard III: “This fortress built by Nature for herself, This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, 
this England” (Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon 01:07:42-01:08:00). Yet the film series 
goes even further than simply making Holmes a brave fighter against evil, which was perhaps 
necessary at the time, as it turns him into an action hero reminiscent more of James Bond than 
the intellectual puzzle-solver the readers got to know through stories and novels. He pretends 
to be overpowered or lets himself fall into a trap multiple times, only to somehow save himself 
by distracting his captors for long enough to be rescued or even incentivise one of them to kill 
the other (The Pearl of Death 01:03:46-01:05:26). There is also a different spin on “The 
Adventure of the Devil’s Foot”, where Watson originally saves the detective from imminent  
death by poison, but here the roles are reversed and it is Holmes who saves Watson (The Spider 
Woman 40:09-42:16). In addition, Moriarty appears in no less than three films to foil Holmes, 
dying in the attempt each time. Interestingly, Holmes is romanticised as a hero only in The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, where he is shown carrying a fainted maiden (31:05-31:26) as 
well as saving her by throwing himself on her fainting body in a different scene (01:09:44-
01:09:57). 
There is a character far more distanced from the original than Holmes in this version, whom 
we must mention despite not being the subject of this thesis. That character is Dr John Watson. 
The friend and companion of the great detective is changed almost beyond recognition, turned 
into a bumbling old gentleman with a good loyal heart, but not much else to contribute to 
Holmes’ investigations. He does not play the part of the admiring everyman and treasured 
assistant as Doyle’s Watson did, but rather assumes the position of a clown, the happily 
oblivious butt of Holmes’ jokes and condescending remarks as well as the main source of 
comedy. While Nigel Bruce does make the character lovable, most of the original Watson’s 
worth was lost with him, and it would remain absent from the screen for years, until he 
famously came back in the Granada adaptation with another spectacular Holmes by his side. 
 
4.2. Brett’s Holmes, the Faithful Imitator (1984-1994) 
When Michael Cox of Granada Television decided to make yet another adaptation of Sherlock 
Holmes in 1984, no-one could begin to imagine it was about to give rise to the next era of the 
detective. The series would span a decade, thirty-six one-hour episodes and five feature films. 
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This Sherlock Holmes was Jeremy Brett and he had very little in common with the former 
Rathbone icon. In fact, he was closer to the original Holmes, as was the series in general. Unlike 
the Rathbone films, this series prided itself on fidelity. Indeed, the Granada adaptation is the 
most faithful of all that came before or after. Yet it , too, stumbles, particularly in the later 
seasons when the creators had to deal with monetary issues, Brett’s declining health, actors’ 
unavailability and other problems. Still, as concerns the character, it achieved far more than 
anyone expected. Until then, “[t]he common picture of Holmes [was] of a square-jawed, well-
off, middle-aged, stuffy do-gooder who lives with an elderly, slightly befuddled roommate in 
a quaint London apartment” (S. Doyle 10). But as soon as Brett took over, he became the 
people’s new Sherlock Holmes. 
Physically, he looked more like Rathbone than like the original, just as Rathbone resembled  
Paget’s drawings rather than Doyle’s descriptions. Like Rathbone, he had an aquiline nose, 
pale skin, and a receding hairline, even sporting the same hairdo. He was tall and handsome, 
thinner than both his predecessors, though he gained a lot of weight as his health grew ever 
worse. He began filming when he was fifty-one years old, thus continuing the trend set by 
Rathbone of Holmes as a middle-aged man. His voice was also more like that of the previous 
adaptation, deeper and gravelly in contrast to Doyle’s Holmes’ “high, somewhat strident” 
(A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 338) tones. 
But that is where the similarities between the two actors end, mostly due to the purposes of the 
respective adaptations. For whereas the bulk of Rathbone’s Holmes was made to connect the 
character to the audience and thus propagate a cause, the aim of Brett’s Holmes was to present 
the detective through authenticity; “an overarching dedication to conjuring up what was seen 
as the spirit of Doyle – Holmes in his Victorian context – was apparent in each of the episodes, 
with the primacy of the original writings respected to the nth degree” (McCaw 39). And they 
truly were painstaking in this endeavour. This can be seen in all aspects of the show, from the 
backdrops to food and people’s clothes. The creators chose to follow the canon to the point 
where they decided to discard Holmes’ deerstalker everywhere but in the countryside, where 
he would actually have used it, despite it having become an integral part of the detective’s 
popularised image. Even then, he does not always sport one. It never appears in the city, 
however, having been replaced either by a more fashionable top hat, a bowler or a homburg. 
Another perhaps minor but significant detachment from the familiar yet inaccurate idea is the 
decision not to give him the famous curved Calabash pipe. He does smoke it on the screen but 
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only once, in “The Final Problem”. Otherwise, he is seen with different types just like in the 
original. 
General canonicity is established in the initial scenes of the first episode, “A Scandal in 
Bohemia”, where the creators cram as many references to the books as possible in as little space 
as possible: Watson’s war wound is mentioned(03:20-03:24), Holmes’ drug habit and his 
approach to work are explained by quoting parts of the dialogue from The Sign of Four almost 
verbatim(04:32-05:35), Holmes repeats a quote from “The Empty House” which would have 
been well-known to Sherlockians: “I am lost without my Boswell”(09:13-09:17), and his 
appreciation for music and eccentricity are hinted at (21:07-21:13). The rest of the episode, and 
indeed to a great extent the series as a whole, follows this pattern of fidelity, and Holmes’ 
character is the most faithfully reconstructed of all. The most famous previous adaptations like 
Gillette and Rathbone have all focused on the more gentlemanly side of Holmes and did not 
portray the darkness the character also embodies. Brett did not have that problem. His Holmes 
has complexity and is far from one-dimensional. He skilfully 
portrays a detective who is rigid, asocial, enigmatic, cold-blooded, and methodic as well 
as brilliant and elegant, but also moody, lively, emphatic and full of humor. In his 
performance, Brett managed to merge perfectly the eccentric and messy Holmes with 
the Victorian gentleman people generally have in mind when thinking about the 
detective. (Mallet 28)  
The multi-faceted persona, however, also means he is far more difficult to describe than any 
before him. He is colder and less jovial than Rathbone’s Holmes, but at the same time he is 
also more human. Though not taken from the canon word for word, his emotions are close to 
Doyle’s creation, rare but definitely present. We witness how he whoops at the victimless 
resolution of a case (“The Second Stain” 48:50-49:12), makes clear his disapproval of Hugh 
Boone’s deception of his wife (“The Man with the Twisted Lip” 48:38-48:56) or cannot hide 
the impact Lestrade’s words of praise have on him (“The Six Napoleons” 47:16-48:10). 
Doyle’s Holmes, though perhaps exaggerated in some cases, is equally present in the darker 
aspects of Brett’s portrayal, such as when he gently mocks clients, whether with cynicism 
(“And when did the first cloud cover the sun of this great happiness?” (“The Dancing Men” 
11:24-11:38) or straight-forward contempt for human feeling such as love (“The Solitary 
Cyclist” 15:58-16:07). He is oblivious to sarcasm (“The Blue Carbuncle” 14:23-15:09), 
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emphasises his eccentricity by shouts and exclamations at surprising points, an example of 
which can be found in the same episode (48:34-48:54). He is surprised by bursts of emotions 
and seems to dislike prolonged physical contact, particularly if it is not instigated by himself 
(“The Abbey Grange” 48:32-49:00). Another aspect of the detective that becomes known to 
us, or rather guessed by the creators and then shown to the viewers, are Holmes’ fears. In “The 
Devil’s Foot”, the two friends poison themselves with the eponymous plant and hallucinate, if 
the doctor’s descriptions are anything to go by, about “all that was vaguely horrible, all that 
was monstrous and inconceivably wicked in the universe” (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 
924). As the story is written from Watson’s point of view, Holmes’ fears are never defined, but 
here, we see them in his hallucinations, and they predictably include James Moriarty (“The 
Devil’s Foot” 36:00-37:13). 
Furthermore, he keeps to the original’s propensity and talent for disguises, just as Rathbone’s 
Holmes did. Like both his predecessors, he appreciates music (cf. “The Eligible Bachelor” and 
“The Red Circle”). He is a talented violinist himself, though the instrument is much more 
appreciated by Watson than in the 1939-46 version. His physical prowess and ability to fight 
are evident in what is probably the most famous example from the books, when he beats the 
crass Woodley in “The Solitary Cyclist” (31:17-32:58), a scene Brett choreographed himself. 
His considerable strength is demonstrated in “The Speckled Band” as he famously responds to 
intimidation by re-straightening the poker Dr Roylett has bent to threaten him (24:27-25:14). 
He is also seen speaking Greek and Italian, has knowledge about various things not directly 
connected to the detective profession, and is indicated to have an eidetic memory (cf. “The 
Creeping Man” 08:38-08:48). There is another aspect of the detective which played an 
important role in Doyle’s writings and which has either been glossed over or incorrectly 
emphasised in previous and subsequent adaptations, but which was handled very well in this 
adaptation. That is Holmes’ drug habit. It is certainly present as I have mentioned above, but 
as a nod to the books the detective forswears it in “The Devil's Foot”, where he buries his 
needle in the Cornish countryside (08:05-08:38). There was a second reason for that, however: 
“Brett became worried about the influence of Holmes’s cocaine habit on children. Everywhere 
he goes, he finds young Holmes fans and he gets hundreds of letters, which he tries to answer. 
He consulted with Dame Jean Conan Doyle, daughter of the author. She too was concerned” 
(Conroy). 
In his cases, he is also similar to the Holmes of the 19th century. He refuses to eat, particularly 
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if he is confused as to how to proceed (cf. “The Creeping Man”, “The Second Stain”, “The 
Norwood Builder”). Sometimes he appears disinterested in the case until he finds a factor 
which interests him, an element I was not able to find in the books, where Holmes is unfailingly 
polite to most clients and never lets them know their problems might bore him. In “The Six 
Napoleons”, he does say: “I dare call nothing trivial, Lestrade. Some of […] most classic cases 
have had the least promising commencements” (10:32-10:38). However, he contradicts himself  
multiple times in the latter part of the series, in “The Sign of Four”, “The Red Circle” and “The 
Eligible Bachelor”. 
His relationship to clients is all but copied from the books. He can be very comforting and 
supportive no matter how trivial the circumstances may appear (cf. “The Blue Carbuncle”, 
08:33-12:35), but an entire episode is proof of how rude and contemptuous he can be if a client 
is in the wrong or overly entitled, for instance when the king of Bohemia requires his services. 
It is the same with witnesses. Irrespective of their position, he can make them talk through 
charm and sympathy and particularly excels at speaking to women, always partial to damsels 
in distress (The Hound of the Baskervilles 1988: 01:27:05-01:29:42). Be it through charm, 
deception or persuasion, he always gets the information he is after. Like his original 
predecessor, however, he cannot abide secrecy and omissions (cf. “The Resident Patient” and 
“The Second Stain”). But he is not all seriousness; he is able to laugh and covertly ridicule 
anyone, be they client, witness or villain, and he is seen laughing both at their cleverness as 
well as at their stupidity. 
The encounters he has with regularly appearing characters also more or less mirror those of the 
books. The relationship he has with his older brother Mycroft is mutually respectful, but the 
series, or perhaps Brett’s performance, makes Holmes more loving and proud as he brags about 
him in “The Bruice-Partington Plans” (05:03-05:55). Mycroft himself appears more often in 
the series than in the books, especially towards the end where he acts as a helper or even a 
substitute for Holmes mostly due to production issues. Mrs Hudson, another staple of the 
Sherlockiana, is also shown to have affection for the detective, which he reciprocates according 
to his abilities for the most part, although there are a few slip-ups in the later series where he 
is ruder to her than the original would ever be, at least from what the readers have seen of their 
interactions. He spends a lot of the final season simply telling her to get from under his feet in 
varyingly polite ways. His most important relationship, however, returns to its origins from a 
long hiatus, as John Watson is no longer the kind-hearted yet useless gentleman popularised  
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by Bruce, but becomes the helpful biographer he was meant to be. Not only that, he acts as a 
sort of buffer between Holmes and the world, smoothing down Holmes’ edges on occasion 
(“The Dancing Men” 08:52-09:11). Holmes acts accordingly towards him and never belittles 
him like Rathbone’s portrayal did, though he still, of course, complains about his writing. For 
the purposes of easier filming, however, the good doctor remains unmarried in this adaptation. 
Various other things still had to be adapted to make filming easier, particularly in the last two 
instalments, The Casebook and The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, when Jeremy Brett was 
becoming increasingly ill and was able to completely commit to his part less and less. As a 
result, we see much less of him in this season, and his presence is substituted either by other 
canon characters like Mycroft in “the Mazarin Stone”, or by embellished storylines as is the 
case in “The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax”, “The Master Blackmailer”, “The Last 
Vampyre” and “The Eligible Bachelor”. Often that meant that the plotlines became enormously 
distanced from the canon and the quality suffered as the once so proudly faithful series became 
a shadow of itself. The clearest example of this is “The Eligible Bachelor”. Not only does the 
arrogant but ultimately harmless Lord St Simon become a cold and ruthless jailer and serial 
wife-murderer, Holmes is not engaged until forty minutes into the almost two-hour episode. 
But its most egregious atrocity comes when Sherlock Holmes, the pillar of reason and logic, 
has prophetic dreams, which then come true and shake his belief in the lack of the supernatural, 
no matter how slightly. Though he started as the best reincarnation of the detective as far as 
fidelity is concerned, Holmes could hardly be called Holmes by the end of the series. 
 
4.3.Cumberbatch’s Sherlock, The Modern-Day Enigma (2010-) 
Less than three decades elapsed till the next Sherlock Holmes craze, but when it arrived, it did 
so with a bang. Within only three years, three different versions of Sherlock Holmes were 
produced, and all of them achieved success. First, the director Guy Ritchie released the film 
Sherlock Holmes in 2009, where Holmes was played by Robert Downey Jr, accompanied by 
Jude Law’s Watson and Rachel McAdams’ Irene Adler as well as other established actors like 
Mark Strong and Stephen Fry. It received mixed to positive reviews from the critics but did 
well enough to spark two sequels, Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows in 2011 and a third 
film scheduled for release in December 2021. Within months, BBC’s Sherlock followed, this 
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time placed in the 21st century and equipped with an iPhone and modern forensic methods. It 
was produced by Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat, with Benedict Cumberbatch in the title role 
and Martin Freeman by his side as Watson. It has been nominated for many awards and has 
won a few in various categories, including four Emmys. It also spawned a mobile app, signature 
clothes and a live-experience game. Three years later, in 2012, Robert Doherty and CBS 
created a third Sherlock Holmes, only they placed him in America and gave him a female 
Watson. It stars Jonny Lee Miller and Lucy Liu and has concluded in 2019 after its seventh 
season.  
In view of my topic, I have decided to explore the Sherlock Holmes whose appearance on the 
screen called out to the general public the longest and the loudest, as well as the one that seemed 
the most connected to the predecessors, that is, BBC’s Sherlock. So far, there have been thirteen 
90-minute episodes in four seasons spaced approximately three years apart, and though the 
most recent episode can be viewed as the last, the creators have not said their final word on the 
matter quite yet. 
One of the many reasons this series about the great detective has captured and held the interest 
of the public is certainly the fascinating spin the creators have put on the character. They 
followed the earliest film adaptations and placed Sherlock Holmes in contemporary times, 
which may seem different to the extreme from both the Victorian period and the first half of 
the twentieth century, but the showrunners disagree. In fact, Steven Moffat is sure of the 
opposite: “We didn’t take anything out. We’re actually quite thorough about our Sherlock 
Holmes. There’s very, very little you have to change at all to put Sherlock Holmes in the 
modern day” (Leader). Like the original Holmes, Sherlock is very up-to-date with the latest 
technology and is almost always the cleverest man in the room. What had to be changed, 
however, is the narrative or rather the point of view. In the books, we see everything but two 
short stories from Watson’s perspective, something television as a medium does not allow for. 
Moffat and Gatiss have chosen to tackle this problem by not only making their detective explain 
himself as the previous adapters did, but also to show his deductions on the screen. Yet simply 
updating Holmes to his 21st century counterpart and giving him modern cases, thus drawing in 
new fans, was not enough for Moffat and Gatiss. Themselves great fans of Doyle, they also 
wanted to pay continuous tribute to the original work. They adapted an original story to some 
degree, updating it and referring to various elements of other stories within the main one. This 
final part is done in various ways, such as taking details from the canon but changing their 
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significance,9 updating actions,10 mentioning names and cases in passing,11 or merely taking 
significant scenes or even just words from both Doyle’s work as well as various adaptations 
and dropping them somewhere inconspicuous.12In addition, the most famous quotes are 
peppered throughout the series. This way, the creators manage to “stay loyal to the source 
material, but give the long-time Holmes fans something new” (Stafford 51). The result of all 
this is a series full of tension slashed with humour and a character for the ages. 
Physically, Benedict Cumberbatch looks the least like any of his predecessors. Though he fits 
Doyle’s description of a tall, black-haired wiry man, his visage does not immediately call to 
mind the famous Holmes silhouette. He is the smallest of the portrayers and also younger than 
the two previous actors. In this respect, he is closer to the original. Instead of the by now typical 
Holmes’ hairdo, Cumberbatch sports a full head of curly hair. His aquiline nose, narrow face 
and sharp features are in line with the previous actors, and his eyes come close to the original’s 
grey ones. He is handsome, though not so conventionally as Brett and Rathbone. His clothes 
are also updated as is to be expected, but like the deerstalker and the Inverness cape did in 
Victorian England, the Belstaff coat with the upturned collar and a scarf worn in a loop made 
the 21stcentury Sherlock instantly recognisable. The 2010 creators still gave a nod to the 
deerstalker mistakenly attributed to Doyle, however, by making the people within the Sherlock 
universe just as wrongly think he always wears it because of a botched escape from reporters 
(“A Scandal in Belgravia” 07:35-08:03). Cumberbatch’s voice, on the other hand, is dissimilar 
to what Doyle wrote as it is deep and velvety like Rathbone’s and Brett’s. 
When it comes to the mental side of the great detective, however, one encounters an obstacle. 
In the 19th century, Doyle was not invested enough in his creation to give him more than the 
most general of characteristics. His opinions were often inconsistent. Readers barely got a 
glance at his relationships with people outside his cases, since with the exception of the doctor, 
we know practically nothing about his feelings towards those close to him, apart from the fact 
that he respected his brother and was probably quite fond of his housekeeper. Brett’s adaptation 
 
9 Reducing the importance of the ring and increasing and changing the meaning of the word RACHE in “A 
Study in Pink” (25:39-28:50). 
10 Holmes’ shooting “VR” into a wall is changed to him shooting a smiley face (“The Great Game” 02:38-
02:58). 
11 “The Creeping Man” and “A Case of Identity” are both used in “The Empty Hearse” (38:13 -39:16). 
12 For instance, in “The Empty Hearse” John mistakes an old man for Holmes in disguise (39:21-40:31), a  scene 
taken straight from “Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman” (29:33 -30:52), or perhaps most touchingly in the 
very last scene of season 4, when Sherlock and John are shown leaving Rathbone Place in “The Final Problem”. 
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stayed faithful to this aspect of the books while the detective’s soul was not yet of such interest 
to the public in Rathbone’s time, particularly in a propaganda film. Seven odd decades later, 
however, things are no longer that simple. Fans want to know a character, and Moffat and Gatiss 
were aware of the fact. They gave Sherlock depth, which, however, cannot be truly compared 
to anything. Therefore, I have examined what aspects of his psyche I could in relation with the 
previous adaptations, and only briefly acknowledged the others. 
Like the literary Holmes, Sherlock is clearly aware of the fact that he is above the police and 
most people in general, and does not try to hide it. He is not as good at curbing his arrogance, 
however: “Look at you lot, you’re all so vacant. Is it nice not being me? It must be so relaxing” 
(“A Study in Pink” 01:00:08-01:00:15, also the entire scene). He does not spare anyone from 
his venom, though it is not clear whether he is aware of being rude to his friends and colleagues. 
He can also attempt to be kind but misreads the situation, for instance when he brutally lets 
Molly Hooper know that her new boyfriend, later identified as Jim Moriarty, is gay, thinking 
he did her a favour (“The Great Game” 18:07-19:54). Because he mostly behaves like that when 
he is deducing, it is likely that in his mind, cases take precedence over everything and people 
cease to become people but are mere abstract canvases which he must decipher. The 
juxtaposition between Sherlock’s activity and inactivity is also beautifully portrayed, with him 
refusing both food and sleep during a case, claiming: “I don’t eat when I’m working, digesting 
slows me down” (“The Blind Banker” 53:03-53:06). He does not stop until he solves the 
problem by any means necessary. But he becomes almost manic when he is bored, shooting at 
walls and sniping at everyone on hand (“The Great Game” 02:39-05:23). On a case or not, he 
refuses to do the most menial of tasks if they are not urgent, which includes moving to retrieve 
his phone from the other room or get a pen. 
Another aspect well-updated is the inconsistency of Holmes’ knowledge. In the third episode 
of the first season, Sherlock explains that his knowledge must be selective, a fact which is later 
contradicted multiple times since he knows seemingly irrelevant things like fairy tales and the 
identities of Margaret Thatcher and Winston Churchill. This is expanded on even further in the 
later seasons, where viewers get increasingly detailed glimpses into Sherlock’s way of thinking 
also known as the mind palace (“His Last Vow”34:33-41:29). 
The creators have kept other aspects of Holmes’ original character as well. He still refuses to 
accept a case without having all the available information, which is shown in “A Scandal in 
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Belgravia”, in a scene reminiscent of one from “The Adventure of the Second Stain”, where 
Holmes also refuses to work in the dark. Doyle’s detective’s penchant for the dramatic is 
present, though logically it is not as readily accepted by John: “Shut up! You are not a puzzle-
solver, you never have been. You’re a drama queen” (“The Sign of Three” 01:14:11-01:14:16). 
His attitude towards fame or even acknowledgment of people indirectly connected to him as 
long as his advice is followed and his genius recognised by those around him is taken from the 
later stories where Holmes no longer desires recognition for his cases: “We’ll just slip off, no 
need to mention us in your report” (“The Blind Banker” 01:22:11-01:22:25). Like in Brett’s 
version, the viewers get a glimpse of Sherlock’s greatest fear, which is doubt in himself and 
his abilities (“The Hounds of Baskerville” 40:49-42:40). 
There are some other aspects, however, which are exaggerated or taken from different 
adaptations. For example, Sherlock is more egocentric thanthe original Holmes, especially in 
the third season, which ironically begins to portray him as increasingly human. Where the 
original prefers to extract himself from the equation of other people’s problems and acts merely 
as the solver, hardly ever dropping information about his personal life, Sherlock cannot imagine 
John functioning without him (“The Empty Hearse” 15:46-16:04) and makes the best man’s 
speech to John mostly about himself, though that is likely because of the story. He dismisses 
cases he considers boring(“A Scandal in Belgravia” 04:40-05:15), a likely nod to Brett’s 
adaptation rather than the original.  
What is not at all similar to either of the three relevant Holmeses, however, is Sherlock’s 
attitude to clients and witnesses.He can be quite impolite and even dismissive to the 
former(“The Hounds of Baskerville” 06:42-12:22) and downright brutal to the latter(“The 
Reichenbach Fall” 32:16-32:40). But again, it is not clear whether he does this deliberately. 
Furthermore, though he understands only the basics of sarcasm and requires John to direct him 
through the social graces, something that is also more like Brett than the original, Sherlock is 
fully able to charm his way into getting what he wants as well as to pretend to be in a healthy 
relationship with a woman (“His Last Vow” 18:32-21:46). In short, his understanding of people 
is sometimes contradictory, just as that of Doyle’s Holmes was. Another interesting addition 
to the modern version of the detective is the hint in the second episode of the first season that 
he might have been bullied in school for his intellect (“The Blind Banker” 07:52-08:44). The 
emotional comparison between Cumberbatch’s Holmes and the original is best put by Ragnhild 
Sollid: 
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Cumberbatch’s Sherlock is less perceptive of human emotions and nature than the 
original Holmes. The original Holmes has no problem decoding human emotions, 
although he can be insensitive to them. He reads people remarkably well, also in terms 
of their emotional state, a skill which he very much depends on in his deductions, and 
his success depends upon it. This skill also implies that he is able to identify a broad 
range of emotions, something which would be difficult for him had he never felt these 
emotions himself. In BBC’s TV-series, however, the detective sometimes seems 
oblivious to the emotions of those he encounters, and often misinterprets or 
misunderstands expressions of emotion, or fails to relate to emotion according to 
conventions. (Sollid 23) 
Sherlock is physically active and athletic, able to run long distances when chasing a cab (“A 
Study in Pink” 52:25-54:00) and hold his own against an attacker multiple times. He can dance 
and play the violin, though his love of music is not as obvious as in the previous adaptations 
and is limited to his own creations. In fact, the only time we see him even close to a music 
event is when he actively avoids attending the musical Les Miserables, seeing it as a fitting 
punishment for his brother (“The Empty Hearse” 01:21:27-01:21:45). Just as 
incomprehensively, his drug habit is not updated. He is portrayed as a former addict, though 
he seems to miss cigarettes the most. Lines are further blurred in the final two seasons, where 
viewers receive decidedly mixed messages, it being unclear whether he is occasionally still 
taking drugs or his high from a case has significantly increased. The clearest example is the 
whole episode of “The Abominable Bride”, which happens almost entirely in Sherlock’s head 
and is set in Victorian times. For this reason, I will not discuss it further in my analysis of his 
character despite it giving the viewers a glimpse of a version of a 19th-century detective because 
“whatever dissonance in the setting or characterization viewers may perceive from ‘authentic' 
Victorian-set stories can be blamed on Sherlock’s subconscious understanding of what it means 
to be Victorian” (Porter 37). 
He is a pickpocket when he feels like it (“A Study in Pink” 54:49-54:55). This is neither a 
direct nor a covert allusion to the books and has no discernible origin that I could find 
anywhere, though it may be taken from one of the many other adaptations not explored in this 
thesis. The final obvious contradiction to the books as well as to the other two portrayals are 
the detective’s disguises. The original Holmes was a master of the art, able to impersonate 
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people of all shapes and sizes. The modern Sherlock, however, is not capable of fooling anyone 
for long, perhaps because he is not as devoted. 
The series delves into elements of Sherlock’s psyche which could not be explored in the earlier 
versions either because of a lack of knowledge on the matter or due to the much larger influence 
of censorship. These elements are, of course, Sherlock’s psychology and sexuality. As to the 
first, the show does not waste time and makes the detective label himself in a self-diagnosis as 
a “high-functioning sociopath”, who, as we later find out, “solves crimes as an alternative to 
getting high” (“His Last Vow” 56:10-56:15). For reasons I have already delineated in the 
second chapter, I will not attempt to analyse the truth of that statement. As for his sexuality, 
the series contains many hints to him being either homo- or heterosexual, though it keeps the 
truth firmly ambiguous and never confirms either. 
The last part of Cumberbatch’s detective that has been changed is his relationship to others. I 
have already analysed his attitude to people in general, but the show also puts a great emphasis 
on his interactions with specific recurring characters from the canon. First and foremost, there 
is John, no longer just an admirer of the borderline mystic detective, but his friend, who 
sometimes gets angry with him, or even disappointed (“The Reichenbach Fall” 35:09-35:24). 
Other canon characters expanded in the show are Mrs Hudson, Lestrade, Mary Morston and 
Mycroft. The latter’s relationship with Sherlock has been altered the most, for while the 
brothers’ relationship is built on mutual respect and perhaps a bit of admiration on Sherlock’s 
side, the show changes this into a sibling rivalry where Mycroft treats Sherlock like a child and 
Sherlock acts accordingly (“A Scandal in Belgravia” 15:12-15:20). Also present is an original 
character, Molly Hooper, with a crush on Sherlock, who also eventually becomes close to him. 
This chapter makes it clear that although they are understandably similar to one another since 
they clearly originate in the same source, each of the Holmeses is all his own. Brett is certainly 
the closest to the original while Rathbone is the furthest. Cumberbatch, however, is somewhere 
in-between, though he is the most similar to Brett, emphasising some of the detective’s darker 
characteristics. All in all, though, we must agree with Brett when he said : “The definitive 
Sherlock Holmes is really in everyone’s head. No actor can fit into that category because every 
reader has his own ideal”(“Remembering Jeremy Brett: The definitive Sherlock Holmes”).  
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5. A Star is Born: Influences on Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes (1887-1928) 
 
Paget, Sydney. “The Adventure of Silver Blaze”13 
In the previous chapter, I have demonstrated the significant effect the preceding adaptations 
can and very often do have on those that come after, be it deliberate or not. But it is plain that 
such a universal character as Sherlock Holmes cannot come from only one secondary source, 
the primary, of course, being the author. Each variation on the detective I have mentioned 
above, including the original, was also the product of its time, culture and, perhaps obviously, 
its creator(s). Therefore, it is imperative to delve deeper in order to satisfactorily answer the 
question how exactly Holmes came to be the way he is. I will closely examine the background 
and circumstances behind the creation of each variation on the detective I have discussed, 
including the original. 
 
13Christies.com, The Strand Magazine, 1892 
(https://www.christies.com/img/LotImages/2014/NYR/2014_NYR_02861_0223_000(doyle_arthur_conan_page
t_sidney_illustrator_original_gouache_and_water).jpg, accessed 17 Jul. 2020). 
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The first Sherlock Holmes story, the short novel A Study in Scarlet, was first published in 
November 1887 in Beeton’s Christmas Annual. Though neither it nor its protagonist attracted 
much attention at first, that would change forever with the publication of another novel, The 
Sign of Four, and the serialised short stories about the great detective. The author, previously 
likely destined to be forgotten, suddenly became one of the most revered writers in history. 
Arthur Conan Doyle, born 22 May 1859, was only twenty-seven when he conceived of 
Sherlock Holmes, never dreaming his detective would become one of the most famous names 
of all time. He wrote the first story in only three weeks and was not planning on ever revisiting 
the character. But he would have to do so again and again by demand of the public. Doyle was 
not grateful to his creation for this popularity. He resented it and debated killing him off many 
times.14 But I did not list the creator as one of the influences on the character simply because 
they are the one who conveys a person from their imagination to paper or onto the screen but 
because sometimes they also pour a part of themselves into their creation. That was certainly 
the case with Doyle. A less frequent characterisation occurs when a protagonist becomes the 
complete opposite of the author. Arthur Conan Doyle managed to do both. His Holmes is very 
similar to his creator in some aspects and utterly different in others, perhaps because “Doyle 
himself was both a man of his age and a critic of his age, not to be casually stereotyped or 
labeled” (Hodgson 392). 
Like Holmes in most of the canon, Doyle was a very intelligent and well-read man. The many 
inaccuracies in his writings may seem to argue differently but those were to the result of the 
lack of research the author had made into certain subjects, probably because he had no real 
enthusiasm for the detective and longed to dedicate his work to other genres which he 
considered more important. But according to one of his many biographers, Michael Sims, “[h]e 
became something of an encyclopedia about every new interest” (40) and always “had to have 
access to books” (50), no matter how little money he had. He was also a very physically active 
man, and though he was not an expert single-stick player, did not practice any martial arts and 
could probably not defend himself equipped only with a whip, he was an avid sportsman, 
having “tried [his] hand at very many sports, including boxing, cricket, billiards, motoring, 
football, aeronautics and skiing” (A. C. Doyle, Memories and Adventures 3). The only activity 
 
14In April 1893 he wrote to his mother: “I am in the middle of the last Holmes story, after which the gentleman 
vanishes, never never to reappear. I am weary of his name” (Lellenberg et al. 216). 
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he chose to share with his detective was boxing.  
He also shared some personality traits with Holmes. Some transfers were deliberate, for 
“[d]espite his patriotism and fierce ambition and commitment to a medical career, despite his 
preoccupation with money and his devotion to family, Arthur liked to think of himself as 
bohemian” (Sims 90). He even seemed to take some pride in this assertion and therefore called 
Holmes the same, though one quickly observes that the fictional bohemian was much more 
unconventional than his creator. The author further built his character by assigning him another 
of his own personality traits, though this one may have been accidental. He gave Holmes his 
propensity towards mood swings (Sims 88). While his detective showed boundless energy in 
crime-solving, Doyle’s lay in sports and later spiritualism. He shared Holmes’ views on food, 
“which was certainly not something to be fussed over or enjoyed” (Lycett 222), as well as his 
immodesty, particularly in the later years when he bragged to his mother, “if I want a baronetcy 
after this I could get it, I fancy” (Lellenberg et al.414). 
Yet he gave more of his views on the world and opinions to Watson, apart from “his desire for 
close relations between Britain and her North American cousins” (Lycett 157), which is shared 
by Holmes: 
I am one of those who believe that the folly of a monarch and the blundering of a 
Minister in far-gone years will not prevent our children from being some day citizens 
of the same world-wide country under a flag which shall be a quartering of the Union 
Jack with the Stars and Stripes. (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes 278) 
While Arthur Conan Doyle had climbed to fame with Holmes, the detective was not the only 
thing he would be known for in his time, particularly towards the end of his life. Young Arthur 
was brought up Catholic, but as he grew up, he “found himself ranged both individually and 
professionally on the side of progress, so it was inevitable that his Roman Catholic beliefs 
would suffer” (Lycett 42). In 1887, he first attended a table-rapping session, not because he 
believed in spirits but rather because he was “interested but very sceptical” (A. C. Doyle, 
Memories and Adventures 50). In 1893, he joined the Society for Psychical Research, which 
seems to indicate that he viewed spiritualism as a kind of science. In the later part of his life, 
however, spiritualism would completely overwhelm him: “He believed the dead were in 
constant communicat ion with him and brought him news of the afterlife” (Grylls 151). He 
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even attempted to catch fairies when two little girls had claimed they had seen them, and he 
caused the famous magician Harry Houdini to call him a “bit senile” and “easily bamboozled” 
(Carlson). However, despite 
his author’s faith and credulity, the great detective remained convinced that this was the 
only world there was, and that reason and scepticism were the only sure guides to 
human behavior, and in these valedictory pieces he denounced human cravings for the 
artificial prolongation of life, as well as rejecting suicide. (Cannadine 26) 
Despite the spiritualist inclinations, Doyle had more in common with Holmes than even he 
imagined, for he would take one aspect of the character onto himself. He became an amateur 
sleuth on two occasions and was successful in getting to a satisfactory resolution both times. 
The first problem came to him much like Holmes had got his cases, in a letter. A man called 
George Edalji, who had been accused of mutilating cattle, “sent Arthur some cuttings on his 
case culled from the magazine Umpire, and asked for his help” (Lycett 228). Since he had no 
pressing engagements at that time, the writer agreed and managed to free the man. The second 
case, that of Oscar Slater, was much less publicised but was equally successful. 
Doyle took one more thing, or more accurately an event, from his life and transferred it to the 
detective with very different results. In 1902, the author “was given a knighthood in recognition 
of his pamphlet on the Boer War and service at the front—although many felt that the honor 
was more of a thank-you for bringing about the return of Sherlock Holmes” (Davies and 
Forshaw 15). He accepted the honour, however reluctantly. More than twenty years later, 
Holmes mentions that the same title has been offered to him by the fictional King Edward VI, 
also in the year 1902, only he refused it (A. C. Doyle, The Complete Holmes1001). It is possible 
Doyle suspected or feared the rumours were true and that was his way of responding to the idea 
of the motives behind his own title. 
Just how much of Doyle there is in Holmes and which parts are intentional is impossible to say 
with certainty. We can expect the obvious allusions to his life but can only guess at the rest as 
they might well be incidental. After all, the author was right when he poetically dismissed that 
he is to blame for Holmes’ vanity: “Have you not learned, my esteemed commentator, /That  
the created is not the creator? […] So please grip this fact with your cerebral tentacle, / The 
doll and its maker are never identical” (A. C. Doyle, “To the Undiscerning Critic”). 
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Doyle said of his detective, “his character admits of no light or shade. He is a calculating 
machine, and anything you add to that simply weakens the effect” (A. C. Doyle, Memories and 
Adventures 65). Yet it is clear from the exploration into his influences alone that the author did 
not give Holmes the credit that he deserved. It is true that his character does not develop a great 
deal in the course of the books, but he is already colourful, partly because of the many different 
models he had. Doyle did not draw only from himself but also from his acquaintances, and 
even other fictional characters. He initially wanted to write something that would entice people 
but which would also be something new, a combination with high stakes. He had always read 
a lot and detective stories sparked his interest already in his childhood ; therefore, he took the 
traits of the detectives he found interesting and gave them to his own burgeoning character.  
His most revered inspiration was Edgar Allan Poe, a universally acknowledged ground-breaker 
in the detective genre and, according to Doyle, “the supreme original short story writer of all 
time” (A. C. Doyle, “Through the Magic Door” 32). Poe inspired many elements of the canon, 
particularly in the beginning, but I will focus only on the marks his C. Auguste Dupin made on 
Holmes as a character. It was he who gave Doyle the idea of a man reaching conclusions from 
small clues by deduction, or, as Poe called it, ratiocination. As Poe did with Dupin, Doyle 
brought his detective back for more adventures and gave him an everyman companion to 
explain and be astonished by his friend, but he further developed his narrator, gave him a name 
and raised him above mere admiration by making him critical of Holmes on occasion. He also 
expanded upon Poe’s detective and thus brought him closer to the readers, for unlike the 
American, he felt that “his hero ought to demonstrate his genius, not merely proclaim it” (Sims 
95). What Holmes also inherited from Poe’s detective is his distance from any horror, “despite 
the bloodshed—the case remains for Dupin an intellectual exercise” (Sims 68). 
Another fictional detective who served as a model for Holmes was Émile Gaboriau’s 
Mr Lecoq, from whom Doyle took the more practical traits, such as “scientific and methodical 
crime scene investigation [and] the use of disguises” (S. Doyle 31). Curiously enough, 
Gaboriau and Doyle shared inspirations since they both modelled their detectives on Dupin as 
well as a real-life Frenchman by the name of Vidocq, whom we will address later on. 
These two fictional idols were publicly acknowledged by Doyle. But it is possible that he had 
other fictional figures to guide him. One possibility is Wilkie Collins’ Sergeant Cuff from his 
novel The Moonstone. He did not imitate his abilities or his character so much as his 
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appearance, or at least one can suppose so from the description of a man who, though grizzled  
and elderly, was so  
lean that he looked as if he had not got an ounce of flesh on his bones in any part of 
him. […] His face was as sharp as a hatchet, and the skin of it was as yellow and dry 
and withered as an autumn leaf. His eyes, of a steely light grey, had a very disconcerting 
trick, when they encountered your eyes, of looking as if they expected something more 
from you than you were aware of yourself. [And he had] long lanky fingers. (Collins 
72) 
We can make assumptions about his further fictional inspirations, but there are a few likely 
candidates. While investigators had been present in literature since antiquity (the honour of 
being the first known example probably going to King Oedipus), not many had Holmes’ skills. 
Still, one appears as far back as The Book of Daniel in the Old Testament, dated to the third or 
second century BC. One of the stories is that of a locked-room mystery, a genre of which Poe 
would become the master, and has Daniel discover the culprit who has been eating the sacrifices 
in a temple. The prophet provides an explanation worthy of Holmes as well as points out the 
importance of attention to detail (New American Bible, Revised Edition, Book of Daniel. 
Chapter 14). Much later, Voltaire, too, wrote about a potential detective, Zadig, who is able to 
describe the queen’s dog and the king’s horse through close observation of his surroundings 
without having ever seen either, though it is played for laughs. Even Alexandre Dumas used 
such an investigator in his book Louise de La Valliere, where D’Artagnan must play detective 
when the king orders him to find out whether a minister’s account of an alleged hunting 
accident is true. Though Doyle never specifically admitted to having read any of these works, 
he very likely would have since he was brought up in a Catholic family where the Bible would 
have been present, while both Voltaire and Dumas were widely read  at the time. 
By drawing from these characters, his first goal, popularity, was almost ensured. But that was 
not enough. He wanted to create something new, a detective unlike any other before: 
Gaboriau had rather attracted me by the neat dovetailing of his plots, and Poe’s 
masterful detective, M. Dupin, had from boyhood been one of my heroes. But could I 
bring an addition of my own? I thought of my old teacher Joe Bell, of his eagle face, of 
his curious ways, of his eerie trick of spotting details. If he were a detective he would 
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surely reduce this fascinating but unorganized business to something nearer to an exact 
science. I would try if I could get this effect. (A. C. Doyle, Memories and Adventures 
44-45) 
Thus, his professor became his most prominent template for Sherlock Holmes, and with good 
reason. Born 2 December 1837, Joseph Bell was a demonstrator and lecturer at the University 
of Edinburgh as well as “personal surgeon to Queen Victoria whenever she was in Edinburgh, 
[as well as] a Justice of the Peace, and a Deputy Lord Lieutenant” (“Joseph Bell”). Together 
with another surgeon and Edinburgh’s first Medical Officer of Health, Henry Littlejohn, he 
even assisted in a few criminal investigations, most famously the Ripper murders, when 
“Scotland Yard enlisted the help of eminent detectives from around the UK, including Bell and 
Littlejohn” (Siddons). But to his students, he was best-known for his diagnostic and deducing 
skills. He was able to guess aspects of people’s lives from details he saw at first glance, and he 
could often tell what was wrong with them without needing to touch them (cf. How 103). 
Unsurprisingly, Doyle was very impressed with that and when he was thinking about the 
innovations in his literary detective, Bell came to mind with his skills and the confidence with 
which he pronounced his deductions. And so, the main idea was born. He expanded it by giving 
Holmes specific areas of Bell’s knowledge such as practical use of geology, fairly admirable 
skills in botany, especially regarding poisonous plants, which Doyle also possessed, and, of 
course, the expertise in chemistry. Holmes also inherited Bell’s sharp grey eyes and thin 
aquiline nose. In A Study in Scarlet, Doyle also borrowed Bell’s notion that “the memory 
should not be cluttered with unnecessary facts: irrelevant material belonged in the ‘lumber 
room’ of the library, to be looked up as needed” (Redmond 49). This he later discarded as it 
was not fitting for the great detective. Still, he transmitted elements of the professor to paper 
so well that those who knew Bell immediately recognised him in Holmes even before the fact 
was publicised. One of these was Robert Louis Stevenson, who wrote to Doyle asking about 
the matter. Bell himself appeared to be flattered by this homage. As Doyle notes in his 
autobiography, “Bell took a keen interest in these detective tales and even made suggestions 
which were not, I am bound to say, very practical” (A. C. Doyle, Memories and Adventures 
15). 
Another man who taught and inspired Doyle was Henry Littlejohn, “medical officer of health 
and expert in forensic medicine” (White). He used his expertise in medicine to help with 
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forensic science, an idea which must have appealed to Doyle given his musings mentioned 
above. Besides that, he is a candidate for inspiring another element of Holmes because he “soon 
became known for his theatrical persona at the lectern. Gesturing dramatically, he presented 
with clarity and startling wit” (Sims 32) and must have convinced the young student enough to 
borrow and immortalise his theatricality. 
Doyle seemed to have positively revered his Edinburgh professors, some only by reputation. 
One of these was Robert Christison, who wrote an article about self-experimenting with a 
poison, the toxicity of which he had previously been aware of. That was a seed he called 
Calabar ordeal-bean. After noting almost immediate death in rabbits and slugs, he ingested it 
himself and even increased the dosage before he was forced to take “immediate means for 
getting quit of it, by swallowing the shaving water [he]had just been using, by which the 
stomach was effectually emptied” (Christison 202). Doyle walked faithfully in his footsteps 
and poisoned himself with gelseminum. Years later, he would do the same to Holmes, who 
poisons himself and Watson with the powder from a plant known as the devil’s foot.  
The author did not limit himself to transmitting his medical betters to paper. He found models 
in other sources as well. Eugène François Vidocq (1775-1857) was a career criminal for 
twenty-five years before he was incarcerated and became an informant for the police. He was 
responsible for creating the branch for the detection of crime as well as the idea of criminal 
detection (cf. Gillespie and Harpham 451). 
Even Doyle’s extended family could not escape his borrowings when it came to literature, 
though the following imitation may have been accidental. Dr Bryan Charles Waller was a 
lodger Doyle’s mother had taken in to support her family when Doyle was still in school. Not 
much is known about him other than that he suggested young Arthur study medicine at the 
Edinburgh University, but a lot is suspected. He could have had a relationship with one of 
Doyle’s sisters or possibly even his mother, who went to live on his estate after her alcoholic 
husband had died. None of this is confirmed but it appears that the author bore some animosity 
for his mother’s friend , which may have carried through to his writing. Redmond claims that 
“Waller’s intellectual arrogance became part of the more famous fictional character, as in some 
of the earlier stories did his habit of interspersing his speech with ‘ha!’ and ‘hum!’” (Redmond 
48). 
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Even the detective’s name may have had a model, namely in Oliver Wendell Holmes, of whose 
writings the Doyle family was fond. As for Sherlock, multiple explanations are offered. 
Michael Sims summarises them all most succinctly: 
Besides his Stonyhurst classmate Patrick Sherlock, and the William Sherlock who 
cavorted through Macaulay’s History of England, and fictional characters such as 
Carmel Sherlock in Sheridan Le Fanu’s novel A Lost Name, Arthur must have also 
encountered the name Sherlock in the context of crime-solving. During his time in 
medical school in Edinburgh, London’s metropolitan police force already included one 
Chief Inspector William Sherlock of Division L in Lambeth, who was often mentioned 
in British newspapers amid their extensive reports of crime and investigations. (83) 
People were not the only influences on what is now the greatest crime investigator in history. 
Indeed, time itself played a pivotal role in his making as did, consequently, society and its 
ideals. The end of the 19th century was both a time of triumph and great fear in Britain, for it 
was full of changes. Industrialisation had altered many lives, more and more people were 
moving to live in the cities, pollution was becoming a problem, and an ever greater divide 
between classes was evident. On top of that, the 19th century was the time of inventions and 
innovations, some of which completely changed the old views on almost everything, especially 
Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species, published in the year Doyle was born. All this 
combined “gave rise to an irrational fear of violence and crime. While policing and detective 
work were helpful in reducing crime, they could not eliminate the fear of crime because the 
sources of this anxiety were fictional” (Gillespie and Harpham 450). The people were looking 
for someone to calm these fears, a superhuman hero who would defeat their imaginary demons 
and maybe even reassure them that the future is nothing to be afraid of. As literacy had greatly 
increased since Forster’s 1870 Education Act had made elementary education compulsory for 
the children of England and Wales between the ages of five and twelve, many sought their hero 
in fiction. But not just anyone could be their hero. The society’s hero had to be someone they 
would like, trust and respect, not an easy feat for a fictional character. 
Sherlock Holmes proved more than up to the task. He was like those who read his stories, 
solving their crimes and walking their streets, so he understood them and they understood him. 
But his intellect also raised him above everyone else and gave him a certain authority that made 
others believe what he said. His language was not overly complicated and his stories easy to 
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follow, which made it possible for all classes to read his adventures. There was another 
extremely important factor: Sherlock Holmes was a gentleman. He represented the ideals a 
Victorian gentleman should strive for: refinement, intelligence, honour, charity, social 
responsibility, honesty and generosity. Though the status of gentleman usually also implies 
wealth, we know little of Holmes’s monetary position. This is because he is a self-made 
gentleman, an innovation in the Victorian period where “[c]haracter, courtesy, and cultivation 
were declared to be replacing birth and wealth” (Galakof). Sherlock Holmes was all this. He 
was loyal to his country and its leaders as he shows in “The Adventure of the Bruice Partington 
Plans” and probably in “The Adventure of the Illustrious Client”, where he diligently obeys 
orders from the Government and King Edward. His intelligence, particularly from The Sign of 
Four onwards, is self-evident, but he is also an educated man. He seems to have a somewhat 
aristocratic background as well as a taste and talent for music. His “courtesy and nobility of 
heart” (Mallet 14), both important Victorian character traits, are somewhat lacking at first 
glance, but he is always courteous, especially to women, and his moral code has proved to be 
firm on multiple occasions. 
Yet despite all the traits, Holmes was an unusual gentleman. He worked with science and 
followed its innovations, recognising it as his only religion. This mindset is far more typical of 
an intellectual of our times, though a few other literary characters are famous for it as well. 
It is impossible to know how much of this influence of time and society on the great detective 
was done consciously by the author, but one can say with certainty that “[t]his balanced 
combination of a perfect gentleman, displaying all the familiar qualities valued by Victorian 
morals, and of an extraordinarily brilliant, almost mechanical mind, is exactly what allowed 
Sherlock Holmes to become the key figure of the Victorian era he turned out to be” (Mallet  
17).  His confident faith in progress and the ease with which he navigated the innovations in 
the same world the readers lived in calmed people’s fears and helped them accept the future. 
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6. Sherlock Holmes Marches into Battle: Influencing Rathbone’s Holmes (1939-
1946) 
 
Sherlock Holmes: The Rathbone Films, “Rathbone Holmes”15 
 
The handsomeness Paget added to Holmes has continuously served him well even after the 
character’s first round of fame, for once arrived, he has never truly left the media. He began 
appearing in films practically as soon as the art of cinema itself was made possible, only twelve 
years after what is believed to be the first recorded motion picture, Roundhay Garden Scene, 
was filmed in 1888. Since then, the detective has never been away from the screen for long. In 
1916, even William Gillette, probably the most famous Holmes reincarnation since his 
 
15Warpedfactor.com, 2018 (https://2.bp.blogspot.com/--
XgmaQoZGZE/Wm32R5P1sGI/AAAAAAAASjY/Dl0 ldfRvOS4aPuVlu91lixdE-
vOFSI6jQCLcBGAs/s640/rathbone%2Bholmes.jpg, accessed 17 Jul. 2020). 
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conception, adapted his play into a film.16 Though a few actors have made the sleuth 
memorable in their time, there would be no lasting portrayal till the 1940s. Few could have 
foretold that one of the most difficult periods in history would produce a character which would 
resonate with audiences for ages. 
The fourteen films by 20th Century Fox and Universal Pictures starring the great detective were 
made in a stormy time that rocked the world to its core and precipitated a fundamental change 
in its perception of almost everything. Unsurprisingly, this pivotal era also left its mark on the 
medium of cinema, including the films about Holmes. In this chapter, I  explain how the time 
and circumstances influenced the character as well as his surroundings. The focus is almost  
exclusively on these two aspects of impact as others, if there be any, are hardly as significant. 
In fact, I have managed to find but little material focusing on the 1940s Holmes films which 
did not also deal with the way they are related to the contemporary era. 
Before the films can be effectively analysed, therefore, it is necessary to give a brief summary 
of the situation Britain and America have found themselves in between 1939 and 1946. The 
Second World War officially started on 1 September 1939, with Germany’s invasion of Poland. 
Two days later, on 3 September, Great Britain and France responded by declaring war on Nazi 
Germany, followed by most of Britain’s dominions and colonies. From July to November 1940, 
the German air force executed multiple large-scale attacks on Britain in order to secure air 
superiority over the RAF. When failure was imminent towards the end of this battle, also 
known as the Battle of Britain, the Germans engineered a bombing campaign that lasted from 
7 September 1940 to 11 May 1941. During this time, America remained neutral, though it kept 
supplying Russia, China and Britain with war material. Events on 7 December 1941 put an end 
to this neutrality when Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, and as a result, the US joined the Allies. 
From then till the end of the war, approximately 16 million Americans served in the US Armed 
Forces, around 405,399 were purportedly killed and 671,278 were wounded (“World War 2 
Casualties”). In Britain, the death toll was equally devastating. The war went on to ravage the 
world for four more years, until Europe was finally liberated and the German Instrument of 
Surrender was signed on the night of 8 May 1945. 
 
16Despite the fame and the great impact his version of Holmes had on future generations, I will not delve into 
the influences on his portrayal any deeper than I have done above due to the lack of material or unreliable 
information. 
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Throughout this period, America did not rest on the home front. It continuously devised 
innovative ways of distracting the worried citizens or inciting active support for their troops, 
often making use of the films or characters for different purposes at different times. Sherlock 
Holmes films were no exception. This is one of the reasons why such a small number as 
fourteen films must already be divided into no less than four types or stages in terms of 
influence and goals. These are the Victorian Holmes, the war-themed Holmes, the Holmes who 
remains in the present but moves towards gothic settings and more individual-centred cases, 
and the Holmes pitted against a female villain while also flirting with more physical horror 
(Field 31). I would argue that in terms of Holmes’ character, however, the third and fourth 
stage can also fit under one single label, the Holmes on the move back to mystery and horror. 
Because the films mostly got revamped as an adjustment to the fast-changing times, these 
stages also occur in roughly the same order. 
When the first two films, The Hound of the Baskervilles and The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes, were released by 20th Century Fox, it was still 1939 and America had no intention of 
actively participating in the great war. Therefore, Holmes is firmly rooted where Doyle had 
placed him, somewhere around 1895. The acting choice for the detective was obvious. Basil 
Rathbone was well-known to period films, having appeared in multiple costume dramas both 
on stage and on screen, typically as a suave villain. Perhaps even more importantly, he looked 
similar to what came to be identified as the Sherlock Holmes look: he was tall, lean, elegant, 
with a sharp face and quick delivery. And of course, he was actually British, unlike many 
American actors who simply put on the accent. His physical prowess and wide acting range 
could also not be easily ignored. The latter can be frequently observed throughout the Sherlock 
Holmes films and the many disguises he must don. As for his physical ability, he was well-
known for it. Not only was he a two-time fencing champion, IMDb even describes him as “the 
greatest swordsman in Hollywood history, superior even to on-screen foes” (“Basil Rathbone 
- Biography”). While that cannot realistically be confirmed, we know that he was good enough 
to teach other actors. Other than that, however, not many particularly new factors seem to have 
influenced the early Rathbone adaptations. The producer Darryl F. Zanuck was satisfied to 
bring to the screen a Holmes who would more or less be like the one made by Doyle but would 
be as interesting as possible for the 1939 audiences. Thus, “[t]he character of Holmes was 
recognisable in every aspect: brilliant, eccentric, arrogant and enigmatic, with a strong personal 
sense of justice, and an affection for Watson that throws into relief his emotional detachment 
from the rest of mankind” (Field 119). But he was also a man of action who handled guns 
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instead of Watson (The Hound of the Baskervilles01:09:56-01:10:18) and carried around 
fainted damsels (Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 31:05-31:26). His deduction skills were 
reduced, perhaps because the producers believed that they would slow down the films’ pacing. 
The rest is essentially in accordance with the books. The sets and the main characters’ clothing 
are strictly Victorian. The creators even managed to insert a mention of Holmes’ drug habit, 
though that particular detail proved too controversial for the time and would not reappear in 
any of the future films in the next decade. 
After Pearl Harbor, soldiers were soon mobilised, and the US armed forces went into battle. 
While the soldiers were fighting, those at home wasted no time in ensuring the public’s support 
for the war as well as inciting hatred for the enemy. All media were employed for the purposes 
of propaganda, which encouraged citizens to help their loved ones in the war in various ways. 
Advertisements for buying war bonds were common, for example, and a message urging to 
buy war bonds was placed in the closing credits of many motion pictures. Many films were 
entirely dedicated to promoting war and instigating patriotism. The great detective was also 
employed for this cause, this time under the Universal Pictures studio, which demoted Sherlock 
Holmes from the A-features of 20th Century Fox to B-movies with a much tighter budget.17 
Like the whole country, and indeed the world, the sleuth too would have to get used to 
uncomfortable changes. It is thus that we come to the second stage or type of the 1940s 
Sherlock Holmes films. 
This stage encompasses three titles: Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror, Sherlock Holmes 
and the Secret Weapon and Sherlock Holmes in Washington, all released in 1942 and 1943. In 
these films, the detective was placed in the contemporary time and instead of criminals, he 
would fight the Nazis. This was rather controversial at the time, despite the fact that “all the 
Holmes films up until the late 1930s were set in the period in which they were made, instead 
of in the Victorian or early Edwardian era of the original stories” (Davies and Forshaw423). 
Field believes there were three factors which precipitated this transformation: “America had 
joined the war; Hollywood had enlisted its star characters in the service of the Allies and the 
crime genre itself was rapidly evolving” (120). As the second factor suggests, Holmes was not 
 
17This meant “extensive use of the studio’s standing sets, clever incorporation of stock footage and a rigorous 
schedule. Sherlock Holmes in Washington, for example, had a 150,000-dollar budget, 20,000 of which went to 
Rathbone, 3,666 to scriptwriter Bertram Millhauser and 8,900 on sets. The film was shot in 15 days” (Field 
127). 
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the only fictional person to suddenly deal with war-related problems. He was joined by other 
creations famous at the time, such as Abbott and Costello and Tarzan in films, Little Orphan 
Annie in comic strips, even Bugs Bunny and Minnie Mouse in animation. Perhaps Holmes was 
better suited to this than most since he had already proved that he can be reassuring for people 
at a time of uncertainty when he had first come on the scene. This time, the circumstances were 
essentially the same, only on a much bigger scale. Therefore, who better to make people believe 
that the Allies would prevail if not the infallible Sherlock Holmes? Such a character could not 
only speak for England as a strong force in the war while promoting collaboration between 
Britain and America, he was also possibly the only character who could make the world believe 
him when he said victory would come. One of the most obvious instances of enforcing this 
persona is evident at the end of every film, when Holmes delivers a patriotic speech. In The 
Voice of Terror, he quotes directly from “His Last Bow”, the final story by Doyle, which also 
deals with the problem of war. Apparently, this ending was so popular that the creators chose 
to incorporate similar orations in subsequent instalments. In Sherlock Holmes and the Secret 
Weapon, he borrows from Shakespeare’s Richard III, while Sherlock Holmes in Washington  
makes use of Churchill’s speech to the US Congress on 26 December 1941. 
But it was not enough for Holmes to spout noble patriotic monologues. His personality had to 
be appropriated as well. When Universal Pictures took the character over from 20th Century 
Fox, they were allowed to change and adapt the original stories as they pleased, but the 
agreement between the studio and the Doyle estate specifically states that the main protagonists 
“shall be characterised in the same general way in which they are characterised in the said 
Sherlock Holmes stories” (qtd. in Field 128). Indeed, the plots are all but impossible to equate 
to their origins and the genre is almost completely changed from mystery to espionage, but at 
least Holmes’ character is clearly recognisable as the one created by Doyle. In fact, that seems 
to have coincidentally served the creators well, since many of his qualities fit right in with their 
ideology. In the canon, Holmes is an amateur who succeeds much more easily and often than 
his professional counterparts, the police. In this, he “mirrored and was a part of the upper-
middle and aristocratic world of his author, Doyle, the same class-orientated space occupied in 
reality by the thoroughly elite world of British espionage in the first half of the twentieth 
century” (C. Smith 9). Thus combining the books with the spy biographies, Holmes is never 
frazzled, does not give up and, most importantly, is not afraid of the danger which terrifies 
everyone else. The censorship at the times dictated the creators gloss over or skip some of his 
darker elements, as did the circumstances since the fictional saviour of England and thwarter 
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of the Nazis could hardly be seen wallowing in depression when he had no case. His values 
remain the same, though Bernard Dick argues that he embraces a kind of “morality of 
expediency” (112) in The Voice of Terror, which is logical considering the circumstances. He 
is well-versed in technology, perhaps even more so than his inspiration since the audience sees 
him interacting with modern appliances whereas Doyle’s Holmes tends to mention them rather 
than use them. The films are consistent with the books in that “technology is never allowed to 
overshadow the basic premise of the classic detective genre, which is that the crimes must be 
solved through intelligent deduction” (Field 157). 
With the aim of reassuring the audience that Holmes really is, despite everything, still the 
Holmes they know, the creators took another, rather surprising, approach. Although Sherlock 
Holmes was moved from the 19th century to the 1940s, they kept some Victorian elements, 
mostly in the outward appearance of both him and his surroundings. It is unclear what they had 
hoped to achieve with this idea. I would suggest it was done either to portray Holmes as 
timeless yet rooted in the 1890s, something which was more explicitly stated in writing before 
each film began, or to convey the idea that Holmes is the same Holmes from the books, 
somehow still alive and middle-aged. One thing very indicative of this approach is Holmes’ 
costume, a subtle mix of the Victorian and contemporary. In The Voice of Terror, for example, 
he appears fashionably dressed, but he is sporting an Edwardian collar (05:05-10:05). He is 
also wearing the same smoking jacket in all fourteen films, despite there being about fifty years 
between the first two and the rest. His lodgings also remain Victorian, even becoming more so 
in the Universal instalments. Ignoring the few electrical appliances,  
[c]areful analysis of the set reveals that everything else in the room is Victorian: the 
walls are darkly panelled in wood, there are heavy velvet curtains and net curtains at 
both windows, all the furniture is in dark wood, and there is a Persian-style carpet on 
the floor. There is an enormous amount of Victorian-style furniture crammed into the 
room. (Field 147)  
Once the two companions step outside, however, the year is very decidedly around 1943. 
It is possible that by 1943, the audiences had grown tired of all the films about the war. War 
was everywhere they turned, on posters, in newspapers, in the cinemas. Over the next two 
years, the wish for something different must have become even stronger, particularly with the 
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anticipation of victory and their soldiers returning home in 1945. Of course, the media had to 
oblige. Universal Pictures stepped on board with this trend and in the latter part of 1943, the 
third stage of Holmes films was launched. As mentioned above, this stage is further divided by 
Field, but I will discuss it as one since the latter two stages are indistinguishable as far as 
Holmes’ character is concerned. It is distinctive in that it removes the detective from the 
frontlines of the war effort and steers him back to his origins. Though the setting is still the 
mid-1940s, war is no longer his main concern and is moved to the background. There are fewer 
and fewer references to the conflict, such as the presence of several wounded soldiers on the 
mend and Holmes’ respect for them in Sherlock Holmes Faces Death, and the moving targets 
in the shooting gallery with the faces of Hitler, Mussolini and Hirohito in The Spider Woman 
(51:58-52:03), but soon they disappear completely. The adverts for war bonds were removed 
from the end credits by 1944, and after The Pearl of Death, Holmes no longer concludes his 
adventures with a patriotic speech. Furthermore, modernity is scaled down. Technology is no 
longer in the forefront and is completely absent from films like Sherlock Holmes Faces Death. 
The detective is now effectively floating between eras but is definitely closer to the Victorian 
gentleman than the ardent soldier of the previous three films. One could say that he is now a 
mixture of the Holmes of 20th Century Fox and that of Universal Pictures, caught firmly in the 
middle. 
The settings, too, are different. Whereas before he could mainly be found in modern locations 
such as London or Washington, confidently winding his way through conference rooms, police 
stations and even planes, his subsequent cases are more likely to lead him to old Scottish 
castles, sleeper trains, dark gloomy moors and passenger ships. In short, the series was meant 
to be timeless, or, as Alan Barns puts it in his book Sherlock Holmes on Screen, he was to be 
placed in a kind of “ahistorical neverwhere” (167). 
Perhaps coincidentally but more likely as a result of careful planning, these changes would also 
lead to an alteration in genre. Whereas the previous three Universal films veer far into the 
espionage category and the 20th Century Fox instalments are period dramas, these films fall 
under detective mysteries, but they can also be considered as dipping into the horror genre, first 
with the gothic undertones such as gloomy castles, clocks that strike thirteen times and glowing 
monsters on the moors (which do not turn out to be the Hound of the Baskervilles), and later 
with the more physical or human terror of cut-off fingers and deformed mute murderers. 
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The horror genre, particularly in the later films, provided the Holmes creators with another path 
to explore, the female villain. In the books, Holmes never encounters a truly evil woman, 
something the first few Rathbone films faithfully clung to. Women were always there either to 
provide assistance to the great detective or to be assisted by him. He showed them “notional 
respect but only in the context of his passion for justice and for the righting of wrongs” 
(Hammer 70). All that changed after the war, however. In the absence of men during the 
conflict, many women entered the workforce in their stead and a large number wanted to 
continue working after the victory. It is, therefore, possible that the sudden rise of the female 
villain in the cinema was “informed by fears that newly empowered women in the workplace 
may not want to return to domesticity after the war” (Field 19). They were especially frequent 
in the genres of detective mystery and horror, thus providing a perfect new foil for Holmes. 
The producers behind Universal Pictures grabbed this idea eagerly as is evident by the fact that 
they have appointed no less than four female adversaries, in The Spider Woman, The Pearl of 
Death (though here she acts as a part of the gang of which she is not the leader), The Woman 
in Green and Dressed to Kill. They would, however, always have to be overpowered, precisely 
because of the message that women who want more than domestic bliss must eventually suffer 
in some way. Still, despite the message, it is interesting to see Rathbone’s Holmes weave 
around these confident villainesses, to whom he shows great respect (cf. The Spider 
Woman,11:56-11:59). We even see him engage in flirtation with both Ms Spedding and Lydia 
Marlowe from The Woman in Green, though he is never sincere, or entirely successful. The 
women are represented as close to Holmes’ equals, like their male counterparts, and are only 
discovered as below his level at the end of the feature. 
Despite having undergone more genre and setting transitions than any other Holmes adaptation, 
Universal’s Holmes retains the core of Doyle’s creation which had already attracted people 
once: he is a man ruled by his head, who values intellect above all else and can, in a time of 
uncertainty and fear of the future, believably ensure the return of peace and restoration of order. 
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7. Fidelity to a Worthy Purpose: Impacts on Brett’s Holmes (1984-1994) 
 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - 1984 series, “Jeremy Brett”18 
When Michael Cox of Granada Television had conceived the idea to give Holmes another go, 
so to speak, neither he nor anyone else could have foreseen its success or the impact the main 
star would have on the general image of the detective. All he wanted was to create an authentic 
adaptation which would be as faithful as possible to Doyle’s books. To that end, he gathered a 
highly qualified team of writers, producers and directors, some of whom had  previously signed 
their names under very famous productions. Together with a few others, he even compiled a 
little booklet called The Baker Street File: A Guide to the Appearance and Habits of Sherlock 
Holmes and Dr Watson. The people he chose reread the canon very closely and collected every 
minute detail that might be useful to everyone included in the production, from the make-up 
artists to the directors and actors. The booklet contains lists of food and drink each protagonist 
preferred, clothes they wore on different occasions, even the little actions they performed such 
 
18Criminalelement.com, William S. Kirby, 09 Nov. 2015, https://www.criminalelement.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/sherlock-holmes-jeremy-brett.jpg, accessed 17 Jul. 2020). 
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as Watson pouring tea for Holmes. This “file” became essential to everyone; “Jeremy Brett 
referred to it as his second Bible—the first being the Conan Doyle canon itself” (Davies 18). 
Jeremy Brett himself was a great supporter of fidelity to the canon, sometimes even more so 
than Cox. It was agreed between the two of them that each episode of the first season would 
contain one shot from Sidney Paget’s drawings, in which Brett would try his best to imitate the 
figure on paper. One of many such instances can be seen at the end of the very first episode, 
where the frame freezes into a copy of the drawing before the credits roll. Particularly in the 
first few series, whole speeches were taken from the books at Brett’s insistence, Holmes’ 
monologue on Watson’s train of thought in “The Dancing Men” (03:10-04:52) being a prime 
example. David Burke, the first of Brett’s two Watsons, remembers his friend in this phase: 
“Jeremy gave quite a hard time to any writer or director who departed too much from the 
original. I remember one or two scraps over things that were changed unnecessarily and for the 
worse, though things do have to change for television to fit into the medium” (Davies27). 
As Granada TV was determined to follow the canon closely and had taught the fans to expect 
almost absolute fidelity very early on, it had to be careful in handling the deviations. For the 
most part, stories, especially in The Adventures and The Return of Sherlock Holmes, were as 
closely adapted as they could be. The love everyone had for Doyle’s mysteries ensured that the 
changes which were made only added to the experience. Holmes almost never appears in the 
first scenes, which instead introduce the problem he will deal with, so the viewers’ curiosity is 
aroused, and they anticipate his appearance after the main titles. The same ploy was used in the 
Rathbone films and would be used again in the 2010 adaptation. The problems clients present 
to Holmes are no longer just recounted but are shown in flashbacks. Viewers can see minor 
characters as people in their own right, not merely impressions of Holmes and , even more so, 
Watson the narrator. This impartiality of the visual medium also means we are able to follow 
Holmes where Watson cannot, such as when he shadows Irene Adler in “A Scandal in 
Bohemia” (28:35-32:03) or chats to a tramp in “The Norwood Builder” (32:48-35:41). 
But some changes were necessary for practical reasons, too. Scenes without Holmes were not 
always added for the experience, but rather because the episodes would have been too short 
without them. Early examples of this are “The Blue Carbuncle” and “The Final Problem”. Later 
this trend would appear more and more often with increasingly bad results. Furthermore, “The 
Musgrave Ritual”, an adventure recounted by Holmes on a winter evening, is moved to the 
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present so Watson could participate in the adventure. Relatively soon, the creators came upon 
another problem, that of the lack of drama or a climax. The first episode presenting this 
dilemma was “The Greek Interpreter”, where the entire finale had to be changed and made 
more dramatic due to the sudden end and a merely implied resolution in the book. Because the 
book ending would be utterly boring to a viewer, a train chase with Mycroft, the apprehension 
of one villain and the death of another were added (38:20-48:32). These additions would also 
reappear more frequently in the latter part of the series as the creators began running out of 
filmable stories yet refused to stop filming. 
Holmes himself was not altered as such, not till the latter part of the series when it could not 
be helped for reasons which will be discussed below. He was, however, expanded on, mostly 
due to his impersonator, Jeremy Brett. Knowing that the sleuth was described as almost  
superhuman by Watson, he knew he must bring him closer to humanity somehow. He set to do 
this by allowing him to show glimpses of emotion, like when he sits in the opera with tears of 
mourning in his eyes for his friend in the end of “The Red Circle” (49:34-49:44). Through him, 
Holmes also cannot prevent moments of vulnerability shining through, such as when he calls 
out “John!” in “The Devil’s Foot” (37:17) or when he touches Violet’s Smith’s hand  and then 
quickly snatches his hand away in “The Solitary Cyclist” (04:30-04:36). The actor went so far 
as to devise a detailed, and quite painful, biography for his character (cf. Davies64), which was 
largely based on his own story. Brett also lent his character his mannerisms and his eccentricity. 
It was said that the actor and the character were becoming increasingly similar and would soon 
be indistinct from one another. 
Brett was Cox’s first choice to play the detective. Not only did he look remarkably like Paget’s 
drawings, in Cox’s own words,  
he had the voice and the actor’s intelligence to make the lines work. He had six or seven 
of the characteristics that you want to put together which are the voice, the looks, the 
intelligence, the presence, the physique, the ability to jump over the furniture, handle 
the horses, do the disguises, and whatever may be. To me he had the best combination 
of all those. (Davies13) 
He was truly an actor of great range, a fact which is obvious in all the disguises he adopts as 
Holmes. Yet at first, Brett was hesitant to play him. He thought every version of Holmes had 
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been shown and was not sure that he could bring anything new to the table. He only changed 
his mind and acquired some enthusiasm for the role when he read the books. Edward Hardwick, 
his second Watson, describes his performance thus: “Everything he, Jeremy Brett, does can 
ultimately be justified by chapter and line from Conan Doyle’s stories but he has taken liberties 
with the myth so confidently that he has, over the last decade, taken possession of it and 
displaced the literary Holmes” (Davies14). Despite being uncertain about how to play the 
character in the beginning, he soon grew to love him and wanted to do him justice with fidelity 
and appeal. It was he who came up with dressing Holmes in black and white, as he said, “Colour 
softens the whole thing. It adds pastels and warmth to his world, and this softens and 
romanticises it. Whenever possible I kept Holmes in black and white to retain some of the 
sombre quality of the stories” (Davies14). He was reportedly even present during 
postproduction, giving his input. 
Critics almost unanimously agree that the first two seasons or the first series19 named The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes are beyond reproach. Brett was at his best, the scripts brilliant  
and the scenes beautifully shot, all despite the uncertainty of success. But once that was 
achieved, first troubles began to plague the main star. By The Return of Sherlock Holmes, the 
pressure of filming had started to get to him. On top of that, the death of his wife must have 
contributed to his weak mental health, and it was not long before he started to hate the sleuth. 
He is even reported to have commented multiple times that he “wouldn’t cross the street to 
meet him” (Graham). This decline of enthusiasm is visible in The Return of Sherlock Holmes, 
in the detective’s uncharacteristic actions like unexplained bursts of giggles and a blanket 
around his shoulders in the first section of “The Musgrave Ritual”. He is also considerably 
fatter in this series since the drugs he was prescribed at the time resulted in a lot of water 
retention. His behaviour only deteriorated. Hardwick described him in 1988: “Jeremy, who 
normally was such an immensely generous man, would be turned, by the illness, into something 
quite different. He could then be black and harsh” (Davies70). 
Things did not improve with The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes, which began its run in 1991. 
The producers were struggling to find filmable stories, and because of the changes they were 
forced to make, Holmes’ character suffered further. Brett no longer hated Holmes so much and 
did what he could. One could even say that he was doing far better than in The Return, but the 
 
19 In Britain the labelling of series is a bit confusing since they refer to both the series and the seasons within 
those as series. 
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plots, particularly “The Disappearance of Lady Francis Carfax”, ensured that the sleuth 
sometimes felt stretched. 
To add insult to injury, orders came from above to make two-hour films from what essentially 
amounted to “bottom-of-the-barrel Conan Doyle tales averaging around twenty pages” 
(Davies76). The outcome is appalling. The stories are no longer adaptations but mere pastiches 
which Brett, mentally and physically ill, was simply too weak to fight. His mood-swings were 
great, and his opinions were changing on a day-to-day basis. He looked less and less like 
Sherlock Holmes of old. Consequentially, his performance suffered. Holmes was no longer an 
energetic intellectual but had turned into a more subdued and solemn figure, snapping at his 
beloved Mrs Hudson and less patient with Watson. It was becoming obvious that the task was 
becoming too big for Brett. He told David Steward Davies on the set of The Last Vampyre in 
1992: 
I’m out of my depth. You see I can’t do my usual trick of bringing Doyle to the 
rehearsal. You see I only receive a script just before we start a show, and the first week 
of rehearsals has always been my week for slavishly returning the script to Doyle, 
omitting any real departures from the canon. Now I’m not able to do that. If I make a 
criticism, I’m criticising the adaptor, not Doyle. Basically, it’s not the canon anymore; 
we’re only doing bits. (83) 
It got even worse with The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes. Edward Hardwick was absent for 
“The Golden Pince-Nez” and had to be replaced by Mycroft, an egregious inconsistency with 
the canon. Besides that, the producers could no longer avert their eyes from Brett’s illness as 
he finally broke under the strain and collapsed while filming “The Three Gables”, having to be 
rushed to the hospital. When he returned to finish the episode, he had to use a wheelchair and 
artificial oxygen between takes. He barely appears in “The Mazarin Stone”, and Mycroft 
replaces him as the main investigator this time. As soon as the last episode, “The Cardboard 
Box”, was filmed, he was hospitalised again, this time for his mental problems. It is sad that 
the greatest Sherlock Holmes “failed to see his own last series because he was in a ward where 
the other patients preferred to watch another station. Jeremy Brett deferred to their choice of 
viewing” (Davies96). 
Brett is not to be blamed for the deterioration of the series, however. He did what he could 
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while battling his demons at a time when bipolar disorder was hardly recognised and was 
frowned upon. In addition, there were other factors which contributed to the drop in quality. 
One of these is quite simply money. When the filming for the first season started, no-one knew 
how it would turn out, whether the audiences would like it. Cox made it as faithful to the canon 
as possible both in hope of attracting the viewers and as his own tribute to Doyle, something 
which the budget allowed for. He even persuaded the producers to let him film the fight 
between Holmes and Moriarty in Switzerland, the original setting Doyle had chosen. However, 
as Holmes achieved the all but unprecedented success locally as well as internationally, the 
situation started to change. In the following years, popularity and profits only grew, but just as 
exponentially, commitment to fidelity was dropping and, as a consequence, so was quality.  
At the peak of the series, the budget was slashed quite drastically, and the producers were 
forced to become creative with their ideas. They had less money yet were expected to maintain 
the same standard as before, a fact virtually impossible when it comes to reproducing Victorian 
times. Thus, the scenes of “The Disappearance of Lady Francis Carfax” which were supposed 
to have taken place in Switzerland, a location Granada could no longer afford for the series, 
were set in the English countryside instead, and after that, other changes followed. Predictably, 
the situation only got worse when the orders for two-hour films came. It was difficult enough 
to fill one hour with a Sherlock Holmes story at the beginning, but on top of now having to fill 
two, the creators were running out of material since all the best adventures had been snapped 
up a long time ago. Furthermore, the budget had not increased at all. When the allotted time 
per episode returned to an hour, it was too late. The series could hardly be called a continuation 
of the canon adaptations. In fact, the characters of Holmes and Watson were the least affected 
by the budget cuts and the time extension since they were the only recognisable factors left by 
the end. Thus, the Sherlock Holmes series  
came to embody a momentous shift in the culture of UK TV production, with profit 
(rather than quality or esteem) becoming the inescapable measure of value for 
independent broadcasters, and with the marketing of a series (especially overseas) 
deemed exponentially important. (McCaw 42) 
In the same essay, McCaw also argues that the series can be viewed as being influenced by the 
Thatcherite ideology, especially the earlier series. Just as Doyle’s detective was introduced to 
a time of tumult, so was the Granada adaptation witness to great changes. Thatcherism, in its 
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essence, dealt with themes of “authority, law and order, patriotism, national unity, [and] the 
family” (Jacques 53). It celebrated nostalgia and called for the orderly past, or rather its myth, 
to be reflected in the present. The ideology found a perfect historical model in the Victorian 
period or rather in its supposed “moral, political and economic order” (McCaw 37). The 
Granada episodes, so faithful to the canon and therefore the period, served this purpose well. 
Just as the original did in the 1890s and 1900s, they soothed the anxieties with stories of an 
England which could be understood and navigated safely. In effect, the Granada stories served 
as an illusion of safety and a simpler time, “a riposte to the more dramatic – even hysterical – 
media representation of crime on television, [filled with random violence, unsolved crimes and 
never-ending problems,] is replaced by a re-establishment of moral order” (McCaw 40). Both 
Thatcherism and the fidelity to the Sherlock Holmes series were greatly diminished by the 
1990s, however. As Stephen Fry puts it, “nothing would ever be the same again, the old 
certainties were dead and the harsh realities of capitalism arrived at Wood Lane and Portland 
Place” (Fry). 
But that was not the concern of Jeremy Brett and his Sherlock Holmes. After all the trials and 
tribulations, his moment had finally passed, though it lasted longer than any other television 
impersonation. The last Holmes story was released on 11 April 1994, ten years after the first 
episode. Only a year later, the man who breathed life into what is now known as the definitive 
Sherlock Holmes took his own final breath on 12 September 1995. It would be a long time, 
near thirty years, before someone he himself knew only as “the likely lad of the next 
generation” (Davies 81) would take up the baton and manage to bring the same appeal and 
magnetism to the character. It is fascinating to wonder what Brett would have thought of him, 
or how he would have reacted if he knew that his successor was to be a boy he himself knew. 
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8. Whatever next? What Affected Cumberbatch’s Sherlock (2010-) 
 
Sherlock– BBC, “Benedict Cumberbatch”20 
Brett has never really been replaced as the definitive Holmes and remains the most  accurately 
portrayed screen impersonation. That being established, however, one must concede that a new 
version of the sleuth has recently supplanted him in many hearts, particularly those of the 
younger audiences. That is not to say that the new version is now considered as the improved 
Doyle’s Holmes. That honour still belongs to Brett, and perhaps to a lesser extent even to 
Rathbone. It would be more appropriate to say the new version has once again brought the 
detective to the spotlight from which he was temporarily pushed. The adaptation in question is 
the TV series Sherlock, created by Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat for BBC.  
 
20movies.ndtv.com, Indo-Asian News Service, 29 Oct. 2014, http://i.ndtvimg.com/i/2014-10/benedict-
cumberbatch_625x300_41414581866.jpg, accessed 17 Jul. 2020) 
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With so many TV and film adaptations since the 1910s, it is fairly obvious that any attempt to 
make yet another version of the detective must have something new to add, an imaginative 
twist, so to say. Simply retelling the stories yet again is risky since many have done it before, 
and well. Therefore, to catch the interest of as wide a range of audiences as possible, innovation 
and creativity are necessary. Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat, who had previously been 
successful with their new approach to Doctor Who, were familiar with this problem, which did 
not deter them in the least. Both great fans of the original themselves, they spent many an hour 
discussing it on a train and decided that they wished to try. Gatiss explains: 
It didn't take long, though, for us both to shyly admit that our favourite versions of the 
oft-told tales were the Basil Rathbone/Nigel Bruce films of the 1930s and 1940s. 
Particularly the ones where they brought them up to date. […] Also, the original stories 
are models of their kind. Incredibly modern, dialogue-driven, fast paced and short! 
What better way to get back to the roots of these fantastic creations than to make Holmes 
and Watson living, breathing, modern men just as they had been originally? (Gatiss)  
Indeed, placing Sherlock Holmes in the present day is nothing new. But unlike in Rathbone’s 
films, for example, this no longer means updating the detective for a mere fifty years or so. 
Now, times are vastly different than they were in the Victorian era, not only with regard to 
technology and innovations but also the entire social context. And yet, the creators of Sherlock 
claim that circumstances are not so incompatible after all, and one can easily draw parallels: 
“As our generation, much like Victorian people, is facing economic crisis, the threat of global 
warming, alarmingly fast technological and scientific advances, Sherlock Holmes and his 
science of deduction are still powerful symbols that help us cope with reality” (Mallet 40). In 
fact, it was precisely this mix of similarities and differences, the transposition of a beloved 
character from one time to another, which spurred them on and gave them hope that they can 
make it. 
Since both creators love Doyle’s stories so much, however, they did not want the character of 
Holmes to disappear in the face of updating the setting. But they also wanted to correctly and 
believably modernise him. Thus, they compromised by making new stories which would 
remind one of the originals but not be strict adaptations. In addition, they took many other 
elements from both the stories they were adapting in a particular episode as well as other tales 
from the canon and inserted them into the episodes. In short, their goal was to “create a 
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networked narrative out of the fragments of Doyle’s canon” (McClellan 17). That way, the 
viewers would get one adapted tale per episode with numerous allusions and hints of multiple 
others carefully inserted. They also slipped in numerous subtle nods to previous adaptations 
such as Rathbone’s and Brett’s, as well as any other references to the character of Holmes. 
The result is “a medley of Doyle stories, Paget illustrations, Rathbone incarnations, Stephens 
references, and more” (McClellan 24). All these decisions have proved rather brilliant as they 
have managed to attract a vast audience consisting of both long-standing fans of the original 
and newcomers who have not read Doyle yet. 
But it was not enough for the creators to simply transpose Sherlock from the 1890s to the 
present day and keep him essentially as Doyle wrote him. Gatiss and Moffat chose to delve 
deeper and make an entire study on exactly how and why Sherlock Holmes would be different 
in one time than he was in another. They asked questions like: What would influence an 
intelligent, barely socialised detective today? How would the changes in society and 
technology impact him? Would he himself have the same impact on others? “What are the 
immutable aspects of the characters and the stories?” (Gatiss). Thus, despite Sherlock being an 
adaptation of a Victorian text, it believably updates key aspects. Holmes and Watson now 
address each other by first names, they share a flat like many people do in these times, and 
Mrs Hudson is changed from a housekeeper to a landlady. Instead of publishing stories in a 
magazine, John writes a blog, where he writes up the cases from the episodes as well as alludes 
to unseen cases, a few of which are The Poison Giant, Hat-Man and Robin and Tilly Briggs 
Cruise of Terror (Watson), just like Doyle had. Sherlock himself replaces his pipes for nicotine 
patches and enlists the help of what he calls “the homeless network” in place of his street 
urchins called The Baker Street Irregulars. He also has a website, The Science of Deduction, 
where he writes about the many different kinds of cigarette ash, which, however, appears to 
have been taken down. Sherlock’s look and dressing style are also updated, though they still 
follow the model Doyle set: almost conservative but somehow dramatic. The typical Paget coat 
is replaced by the big coat and Belstaff, while the hat, inaccurate in terms of the canon, is 
parodied.  
Another fascinating decision on the creators’ part is the way they have chosen to portray other 
people’s attitudes towards Sherlock, for whereas the Victorian Holmes was admired and 
thought of as infallible, the modern Sherlock has no such luck, having his acquaintances 
generally ridicule and even mock him, calling him derogatory names such as “freak”. Having 
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taken care of all these aspects, the main problem still remained. What to do with Holmes the 
innovator? When he first appeared, he essentially preceded forensic science. Obviously, this 
would not be possible in the 21st century. Gatiss and Moffat solved the problem by putting all 
the gadgets and the knowledge of the internet at his disposal just as it is at everyone else’s, but 
he can sift through it better than anyone else. Such a modernisation works; “Holmes’s ability 
to navigate this ocean of information marked him as a modern hero and this skill is equally 
vital in the digital age because the Internet can’t do our thinking for us: We have to know 
exactly what to search for if we want to get meaningful results” (Joyce 83). 
The series has also modernised the cases the detective and his blogger deal with. For as the 
creators have said, Sherlock Holmes is a character for contemporary times. When he first saw 
the light of day, the world was dealing with innovations, the doubts of new science and 
enormous changes in all areas, but Holmes made them believe they could adapt and all would 
be well. Now, the times are not all that different, and again “[w]e can believe in Holmes, in 
part, because we believe in modern science and its claim that there is an answer to every 
question and a solution to every problem” (Gillespie 458). 
In addition to that, the focus is put on Sherlock’s relationships with the characters around him, 
interspersed with and sometimes overshadowing his methods and even crime-solving. He must 
navigate the 21st century world and face all that it demands. This includes a loving landlady to 
whom he struggles to show affection, a seducing dominatrix, a shy colleague with a crush on 
him – the obstacles are endless. But particular emphasis is put on his friendship with John 
Watson. More than that, their relationship is the most important aspect of the show for Moffat 
and Gatiss: “I would say to anyone who is worried that it has to be about hansom cabs and 
fogs… it so doesn’t. It’s about the relationship between these two unlikely friends, and the 
adventures they have. And it works” (Leader). According to both, the friendship could not be 
unbalanced with one contributing more to the relationship than the other. The creators took 
inspiration from what they believed to be the most beautifully portrayed version, the 1970 film 
The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes.  
But the writers wanted to delve deeper and explore the bond between Sherlock and John from 
the beginning to what fans have come to love. They wished to show why they work so well 
together and what each contributes. This was done slowly and gradually, taking up the entire 
first season, at the end of which it is clear that Sherlock needs John just as much as, if not more 
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than, John needs Sherlock, something that was glossed over in the canon. Here it is clear that 
they have  
an interdependent homosocial bond, while still maintaining their masculine identities. 
They are productive in society, mostly because they have each other. Sherlock is driven 
away from the world of criminal degeneracy because of his humanizing companion, 
John. Likewise, John is kept from an idle life of social degeneracy because of the 
excitement and professionalism that Sherlock offers. (McLaughlin 25) 
The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes also inspired Sherlock’s humour, as it is one of the few 
incorporating it in the relationship. Moffat states: “The original books are funny. If you read 
the Sherlock Holmes stories, the interaction between the two main characters is always funny” 
(“Steven Moffat”). Indeed, the series perhaps has an unexpected number of moments which 
make audiences laugh out loud, where John is not lagging behind his friend in punchlines, such 
as the following dialogue in “A Scandal in Belgravia”: 
Sherlock: Punch me in the face.  
John: Punch you?  
Sherlock: Yes, punch me, in the face. Didn't you hear me?  
John: I always hear “punch me in the face” when you’re speaking, but it’s usually sub-
text. (22:38-23:13) 
Another problem presented by the modern-day Sherlock is his sexuality, which plays a much 
larger part in today’s consumer art than it did in the Victorian times. Though the creators have 
stated repeatedly that they believe Sherlock to be asexual, fans would not take the hint and kept 
searching for either homo- or heterosexual Sherlock clues, rather angering Gatiss and Moffat: 
“It is infuriating, frankly, to be talking about a serious subject and to have Twitter run around 
and say, oh, that means Sherlock is gay. Very explicitly it does not” (McKenney). Though it is 
true that the show contains many scenes where the two are considered gay, that is merely a nod 
to the countless discussions on the canon Holmes’ potential homosexuality, just as the dubious 
feelings Sherlock shows towards Irene Adler are a reference to the endless debates of Holmes’ 
ability to love a woman. Conan Doyle wrote: “Holmes is as inhuman as a Babbage’s 
Calculating Machine, and just about as likely to fall in love” (Graham and Garlen 24). Gatiss 
and Moffat hold true to this statement. Despite all the red herrings, “epistemophilia [love of 
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knowledge] might be perversely considered the most sexualised aspect of the BBC series” 
(Nicol 136). 
These are far from the only updates, however. The creators were not going to be satisfied 
merely by putting the 21st-century Sherlock in contact with some characters and situations he 
would not have encountered in the Victorian era and leave it there: “From the very outset, what 
excited us was the very rare chance to go right back to the beginning. To get to the heart of the 
characters” (Gatiss). That held especially true for the enigmatic personality of Sherlock, whom 
they not only pinned against modernised villains but were able to fully explore as a character. 
The first season sees him slowly coming to terms with the fact that he also needs others from 
time to time and learning to care for another person. The second season in turn examines the 
detective’s relationships with villains and the emotions that come with them. These villains 
make him face the possibility of love, fear and death, all of which open additional paths of 
exploration into his psyche as he reacts to each differently than an average human would. This 
understandably changes and even humanises him to an extent. But he remains unique to himself  
yet plausible from the perspective of the original, something that must surely have been 
difficult to achieve.  
Thus far, one would be hard-pressed to find many viewers who complained of Sherlock’s 
characterisation. That would change with the next two seasons, however. Gatiss and Moffat 
tried to explore how relationships impact the detective, but by doing so, it could be argued that 
they have changed his character to the point where he is no longer also the character of Holmes 
since he does things that are in opposition to Holmes. The third season is particularly indicative 
of this with instances such as the scene where he reunites with John after two years and instead 
of offering a serious apology, he acts quite flippantly and makes fun of John’s new moustache 
as well as downplaying the hurt he caused his friend (21:16-22:36). Furthermore, he convinces 
John that they are about to die in the same episode, thus all but forcing him to forgive him, and 
upon John doing so, he finds his fear amusing (01:11:02-01:11:56, 01:19:40-01:20:53). While 
the original Holmes also reveals himself to Watson through a disguise, this is not done to 
entertain himself but rather out of necessity, and he appears to be genuinely remorseful after 
Watson faints. While it is true that the character development present in the show is more 
realistic considering that there is very little of it in the original, one nevertheless wonders if 
Moffat and Gatiss had not taken it too far. 
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Having established that, however, one must admit that Sherlock has not been quite Holmes 
from the very beginning. While Doyle’s Holmes could never be accused of excessive kindness 
and human emotions, he has a good way with people when he wants to and can effect a 
comforting and trusting persona with distressed clients and witnesses. BBC’s Sherlock is his 
complete opposite in that. He is cold, distant and only comprehends the mere basics of sarcasm, 
when he is the one to employ it, that is. Furthermore, he is almost cruel to witnesses: “Miss 
Mackenzie, you’re in charge of pupil welfare, yet you left this place wide open last night! What 
are you? An idiot, a drunk or a criminal?! Now quickly! Tell me!” (The Reichenbach Fall 
32:21-32:40). He can be downright rude to the admittedly intellectually inferior police: 
“Anderson, don’t talk out loud, you lower the IQ of the entire street” (“A Study in Pink” 
01:00:40-01:00:43). 
In general, he is more arrogant and condescending to those around him. In addition, Holmes’ 
avoidance of boredom is exponentially increased to the point where he rudely sends clients he 
considers uninteresting away. He even styles himself as a high-functioning sociopath on more 
than one occasion, which may be an incorrect diagnosis but is very important to today’s viewer. 
Throughout the years, society’s values have been changing and are completely different today 
than they were 150 years ago when Doyle wrote Sherlock Holmes. Jon Ronson argues that 
“[c]apitalism at its most ruthless — rewards psychopathic behavior: the lack of empathy, the 
glibness, cunning, manipulative. Capitalism could even be a physical manifestation of 
psychopathy” (09:27-09:46). As a result, society admires cold, ambitious and ruthless 
personalities if popular characters like Dexter, Dr Gregory House or Hannibal Lecter are 
anything to go by. It finds them attractive because of the values they possess, values which it 
itself finds profitable. The cold unemotional characters “are often portrayed as being highly 
intelligent and successful, and they produce feelings of admiration and fascination in the 
public” (Sollid 44). Thus, Sherlock also must follow this trend and adhere to the fashionable 
demands if the series is to be successful. Consequentially, an odd Victorian gentleman hero has 
turned into an anti-hero,  
characterized by emotional detachment—from family, community, nationalism or 
patriotism—the institutions and ideologies on which social order is founded, because 
to attach oneself to such notions commits the anti-hero to subscribing to social mores 
rather than acting based upon his own personal code of conduct. (Marinaro and Thomas 
74)  
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His increased apathy is “the natural product of the ‘sociopathic’ world represented by modern 
crime drama” (Nicol133). Cristopher Redmond sums his character up rather well: 
Benedict Cumberbatch has the manic quality of the original Holmes (not so much the 
depressive states that go with it), the brilliance and knowledge, the arrogance. He 
controls the arrogance less well than the original Holmes, who was somewhat 
constrained by Victorian standards of behavior, in spite of what we sometimes think. I 
don’t think he has the aesthetic sensibility of the canonical Holmes, however. (Stafford 
81-82) 
Cumberbatch agrees with the characterisation and understands it well. He is a great Sherlock 
Holmes fan himself and he often consulted the source material when looking for inspiration on 
his role. He greatly admired the definitive Holmes, Jeremy Brett, before he agreed to take on 
the role (cf. Jones).He was personally acquainted with the man, so he probably knew what the 
part could do to the actor.21But that did not deter Cumberbatch once he decided to take up 
Brett’s mantle. He studied the character in detail and carefully prepared for the role. He was 
aware of the impacts society would have on his own interpretation and embraced it warts and 
all. 
But society and a capable actor who studied the role are not the only factors that made Sherlock 
what he is now. Another influence, which was essential in a way, is technology. Technology 
as an area of study has been rapidly evolving and developing since its conception, doubly so 
in the last few decades. The film industry is constantly acquiring new inventions in the 
departments of camera work, sound design, special visual and sound effects. When Moffat and 
Gatiss conceived the idea for the BBC series Sherlock, they likely knew how lucrative 
technology could prove to their new project. Sherlock Holmes would enter the 21st century, 
and that would mean that technology would have to be very much involved. One aspect of this 
involvement becomes apparent very early on in the first episode and continues throughout the 
series to its end. In the books, readers get all their information from Watson and therefore 
cannot see into Holmes’ thought processes unless he chooses to disclose them to Watson. The 
screen removes this subjective element as each of the characters can tell their own story, and 
Watson’s role is no longer that of the narrator but rather puts him on the same level as all the 
 
21“[Brett] was a friend of my mom’s, and he was around our family a lot. He and the part collided, and he let it 
take him over.” (“Benedict Cumberbatch: How a Mimic Became a Star”) 
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others. The creators have decided to bring Sherlock even closer to the aud iences, however, by 
literally showing his thoughts on screen. His deductions flash across our field of vision just as 
quickly as they do in his mind but are presented in slow motion for easier understanding (i.e. a 
scene from “A Scandal in Belgravia” 01:06:57-01:07:17). Thus, “[t]he series’ visual rhetoric 
of omniscience allows it to step in and out of a subject’s consciousness, showing Sherlock’s 
thought processes (and later, those of Magnussen)” (Poor 96). 
In fact, everything about Sherlock’s world reminds one of technology: “It is a computerised 
world, conveyed visually by the brief speeded-up transitional shots of London which punctuate 
the narratives of the series […] all bright lights and speeding cars, like the circuitry of a 
gigantic computer” (Nicol 133). Even Sherlock himself reminds one of a computer sometimes, 
with his cold demeanour and almost abnormally fast deadpan delivery. In essence, one could 
argue that the series is saying the modern world has created the new detective, “the Holmes 
for our age: a central processing unit” (Nicol 131). Sherlock is in complete control of such a 
world. Just as the original Holmes was always “on top” of all the newest discoveries in crime 
detection, Sherlock must be able to master all the newest gadgets. Though it is no longer 
possible for Sherlock to be the man who used methods unknown to the police in the present 
day, he “is still, and always, the best and wisest man there is. The police may be able to put 
clues together, but only Sherlock has the vast brain power and imagination that can make the 
huge leaps of deduction” (Gatiss). Though this might sound a bit far-fetched to some, it is, in 
fact, entirely in keeping with the ever-present idea of the great detective since his inception. 
As Kustritz and Kohnen argue in their essay,  
Sherlock fulfils a similar cultural role to Holmes: both extraordinary men reassure us in 
a time of cultural and social transformations. While Holmes’ scientific knowledge 
reassured 19th century readers that order could exist in the industrial city, Sherlock’s 
technological expertise eases 21st viewers’ anxieties about the digital city and 
information management. (94) 
Lastly, there is yet another factor which has influenced the character of Cumberbatch’s 
Sherlock, an external factor which has only recently started to acquire the ability to impact the 
film industry in any large capacity: the fans. That is not to say, however, that fans have never 
tried to influence the Holmes franchise before. When Doyle first tried to kill off Holmes in 
“The Final Problem”, “[t]wenty-thousand readers cancelled their subscriptions [...] Thousands 
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more wrote furious letters to the editor. Even The Prince of Wales disapproved ” (Redmond 
63). But at that time, Doyle stuck to his decision and when he did return to his detective, it was 
not because of fans. But then, fandom was still in its infancy. In fact, many believe that 
“Sherlock Holmes’ avid readers helped to create the very modern practice of fandom” 
(Armstrong). But recently, one might ask oneself if they were not too successful in their desire 
to connect with their beloved fiction as they have started to influence the way stories and 
characters are presented in actual art, particularly TV series. Sherlock is a clear testament to 
this. In the first two seasons, the character was carefully created from the original with additions 
from previous adaptations and the writers’ innovative decisions that were to do with 
transposing Sherlock to the 21st century. The third season, which features the great detective 
coming back from his faked death in season two, however, opens with an homage to the many 
fan theories of how Sherlock had managed to fool everyone into believing he was truly dead, 
a nice nod to the series’ lovers everywhere. But it goes on to include two more rather lengthy 
sequences on the matter, and by the third one, these have become repetitive and lost their 
purpose, especially since it soon becomes clear that viewers will never in fact find out what 
had actually happened. That is not all, however. It is generally believed that the third season 
marks the shift in Sherlock where the protagonist is no longer acting as himself. It has always 
been known that Moffat and Gatiss write for two shows that reached huge followings overnight, 
Sherlock and Doctor Who. But with “The Empty Hearse”, one got the sense that “the franchises 
are inadvertently merging. [… T]here seemed to have been an attempt to make Holmes more 
whimsical and romantic, in the line of recent Time Lords” (Lawson). 
Furthermore, the plots in the final two seasons have become more and more outlandish, and 
crime-solving gave way to exploring the depths of Sherlock’s character. But without much 
character development in Doyle’s canon, any depth had to be invented, which removed the 
character of Sherlock from the character of Holmes, thus begging the question: is the show still 
Sherlockian or is it veering into fanfiction? Is Sherlock still Holmes? The answer is debatable. 
As many have pointed out, the final two seasons do indeed border on fanfiction. It is true that 
liberty must be taken with any adaptation, especially one which has had as many prominent  
predecessors as the Holmes franchise, but that is precisely why this liberty must be carefully 
observed and moderated, a fact which might have sometimes escaped the creators as canon 
fans in the recent episodes. Mark Lawson seems to have a useful formula by which every TV 
series should adhere: “While any successful TV drama these days should generate fan fiction, 
it cannot afford to become entirely fan fiction itself.” 
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Predictably, or perhaps not, this fan pandering and fanfiction did not please the fans themselves. 
The reviews of the last two seasons were downright poisonous: “The Final Problem felt like 
the outer orbit of Sherlock. It felt like it came from a place so utterly divorced from what it 
ever was, that it’d be a blessed relief if the next episode was just a meat and potatoes mystery 
caper. […] Sherlock has become a parody of himself” (Heritage). Indeed, there is an immense 
difference between the first and final season, and one can observe the downfall. It appears that 
the creators have tried to either please their fans too much or have slipped into the fan roles too 
convincingly themselves. Or perhaps the fans’ expectations were simply too high. If so, then 
their desire for an unrealistic Sherlock has backfired on them, since Martin Freeman, the 
show’s John, believes they are partly to blame if the fifth season never materialises as he no 
longer enjoys making the series: “People’s expectations, some of it’s not fun anymore. It’s not 
a thing to be enjoyed, it’s a thing of: ‘You better f—ing do this, otherwise, you’re a c—.’ That’s 
not fun anymore” (Chapman). Cumberbatch adamantly disagrees with this view, however, so 
it remains to be seen whether there is any truth to Freeman’s predictions. Either way, though 
his characterisation may have floundered in the last few episodes, the irrefutable fact remains 
that due to different influences, Sherlock has cemented himself as one of the best updated 
characters and one of the better Sherlocks of all time.  
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9. Conclusion 
Since he first saw the light of day in 1887 in the short novel A Study in Scarlet, Sherlock 
Holmes has not left the spotlight for longer than a few years at a time. Every decade has 
produced a new version of him, and it is probably safe to assume that not a year has passed 
without a new story being written about him. He has been adapted to every type of medium, 
from literature to films, TV shows, radio plays, video games, board games, he has even starred 
in comics and anime. He has been reinvented, re-explored, updated, transposed and 
transformed. References to his world can be found everywhere one looks, no matter the time, 
place or subject. Now, in the 21st century, he is more alive than ever. Studies are made about 
him, numerous plaques and statues have been unveiled in his honour and he has become the 
most adapted character of all. 
One of the great and largely unexplored questions is: why? What made him popular enough to 
withstand the trials and tribulations of humanity and stand firm where countless characters have 
perished from memory? He has remained with people for more than a century and shows no 
sign of leaving. Furthermore, the original character is not the only one recognised for his 
uniqueness. No less than three adaptations so far have not only recaptured international 
interests again and again – many have done that – but have repeatedly reaffirmed the practically 
legendary status of the original as well as each reincarnation in its own right. Numberless 
factors must have played a part in making him unforgettable. But what were those factors? Did 
they differ from version to version or were they the same? In short, what impacted different 
reincarnations of Sherlock Holmes and made him an unlikely miss for the adapters and a 
bottomless well of fascination for audiences? 
In this thesis, I have explored the influences behind the original as well as the three most famous 
adaptations of the detective. Since this was an examination of arguably the most famous 
fictional character in history, it is hardly surprising that influences on each interpretation are 
plentiful. The sleuth has been impacted by fidelity, changing times, trends, the wish to create 
something new or to propagate existing ideas, actors who have portrayed him, even fans. 
I have discovered, for example, that all four versions of the detective were influenced by the 
time in which they were made, which more than likely contributed to their popularity. The 
Holmes of the 1940s, who fought the Nazis and protected Britain, was sure to play on people’s 
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sense of duty, incite patriotism and inflame the hope to win. Likewise, the industrial revolution 
and the time of sudden innovations inspired the original. In all four, money was another 
motivation. It persuaded the author to continue the original and caused the rapid decline of the 
series where Brett portrayed the detective. The adaptations are not only all influenced by the 
original, a rather obvious consequence of any adaptation, they have also picked  up aspects of 
previous versions either intentionally or by accident. 
Certain influences were unique to a specific characterisation. The original was naturally the 
only one directly affected by its author as well as by people he had known. In the case of Brett’s 
Holmes, the character and actor were impacted by one another to the point where it was difficult 
to tell them apart. Rathbone’s detective was under the thumb of propaganda. Cumberbatch’s 
modern reincarnation was partly the result of technology and all the discoveries in various 
fields of science that have occurred since the original was penned. 
Some of the influences overlap in certain cases; others are specific to one version of the 
character. There is one statement, however, which rings true for every single one of the chosen 
interpretations. Sherlock Holmes is a hero who must appear when people need him. He has 
been there when Victorian London sought reassurance in the face of emerging scientific 
changes. He has come again in a modernised form to lead Americans into victory during the 
Second World War, when everything was uncertain. Decades later, he stood with the people 
facing the encroaching grasp of capitalism. In the 21st century, when the society is on the cusp 
of increasing intrusion of technology and invasion of privacy, a state which reminds one of the 
first time Holmes had come to calm Victorians, here he is again, this time updated to our era. 
What we can deduce from this is that any Sherlock Holmes who appears in a time of chaos to 
restore society to a moral order is here to stay and will not be easily forgotten by the future 
generations. 
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PRILOGE K MAGISTRSKI NALOGI 
 
 
1. Jernej Lorenci, režiser, 9.4.2019 
 
Bi se strinjali, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Ne toliko adaptacija kot interpretacija. Katerokoli dramsko besedilo polno zaživi šele v uprizoritvi, 
vsaka uprizoritev pa je drugačna, saj ne obstaja aprioren zapis, po katerem naj bi se igra postavljala 
na oder. Neke objektivnosti ni in nič ne obstaja brez interpretacije. Interpretirajo pa vsi, ki igro 
postavljajo. 
 
Kakšen je po vašem proces adaptacije? Kaj je najtežji del? Je to odvisno od dela do dela? 
Sam najprej pripravim zelo širok okvir igre. Pravi proces se pa začne z igralci, saj brez njih ne morem 
nič. Sicer pa je to zelo odvisno od materiala, nekega vzorca ni, en sam način ne obstaja. Original 
lahko pomaga, lahko pa tudi ovira. K sreči veliko tipov teatra pomeni tudi, da lahko material 
obdelujemo iz različnih točk, na različne načine. 
Najtežji del se morda pojavi v prvotni fazi, in sicer ugotoviti, kako iz improvizacije, domačih nalog na 
dane teme ipd., sepravi materiala iz vaj, napraviti neko relativno fiksno strukturo. Torej prehod iz 
svobode improvizacije v strukturo predstave. 
Prejšnjih uprizoritev, npr. preden začnem postavljati neko adaptacijo, nikoli ne gledam, saj poskušam 
slediti svojim impulzom in impulzom svoje ekipe. 
 
Koliko se v svojih adaptacijah pravzaprav zanašate na tekst? 
To je čisto odvisno od tega, kaj me pri materialu pritegne.  
 
Je izbor igralcev npr. odvisen od materiala? 
Igralce izbiram po zelo različnih ključih. Odvisno je tudi od tega, kje neko delo postavljam. Imam tako 
imenovano »jedro svojih igralcev«, ki ga pa vedno rad »začinim« z novimi, meni manj poznanimi 
člani. Rad vključujem tudi mlade. Moram pa čutiti nek interes igralca, ki pa ni nujno vedno pogojen s 
talentom, temveč osebnostjo igralca, čeprav talenta brez osebnosti pravzaprav ni. 
 
Ali ima jezik originala kakšen vpliv na adaptacijo? Morate biti pozorni na prevod?  
Nekaj se s prevodom zagotovo izgubi. Mene sicer bolj zanimajo izgubljenosti druge vrste, npr. 
znotraj odnosov in drugi nesporazumi, ki se jih ne zavedamo. 
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Koliko svobode dajete igralcem pri ustvarjanju adaptiranega lika? 
Glede na to, da predstave nastajajo v veliki meri tudi iz domačih nalog in timskega dela, veliko.  
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Jo ve svojih delih veliko dovoljujete? Kakšen vpliv ima to na adaptirane like? 
Z improvizacijo na vajah kot tudi z domačimi nalogami dosežemo akumulacijo materiala, najprej na 
širši, potem pa na čedalje bolj usmerjen način. Večina mojih zadnjih predstav je pravzaprav nastala 
na podlagi domačih nalog in improvizacije. Jaz imam v bistvu velikokrat vlogo usmirjevalca in 
kustosa. 
 
Bi rekli, da je publika v splošnem bolj navdušena nad adaptacijami del ali nad originalnimi igrami?  
Nekatera kapitalna dela verjetno že vzbujajo večji interes, obstajajo neke arhitipske oz. mitske točke, 
ki pritegnejo, kar je logično, saj smo odvisniki od velikih imen, velikih zgodb in poznanega teritorija. 
Je pa to količinski interes in ne vedno drži. Sam delam tako, da ob delu predstave dobim občutek, 
kako želim na publiko učinkovati, pa naj bo to adaptacija ali originalno delo. Publika je namreč zelo 
pomembna pri predstavi, saj se vsako delo z njo šele rodi in z njo diha – brez publike je predstava 
mrtva. 
 
Kaj je za vas pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Živi lahko le tisto, kar izvira iz jedra ustvarjalca, sepravi jedro materiala mora korespondirati z jedri 
ustvarjalcev – uspostavitev dialoga med jedri. Ne verjamem, da je stvari možno le posnemati, 
temveč je zelo pomemben osebni pristop. Gledališče namreč teži k doživetju.  
 
Menite, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Mislim, da se da vsak lik postaviti v drugo prizorišče, ne smemo pa nikakor tega početi na silo in ga 
vsiljevati publiki. Začutiti ga morajo ustvarjalci in publika, tako da je treba biti pri tem zelo previden. 
Če se liku prisluhne in se mu omogoči prostor, se ga lahko pošlje marsikam.  
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2. Tomi Janežič, režžiser, 10.4.2019 
 
Bi se strinjali, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Predvsem so prakse v uprizoritvenih umetnostih lahko zelo raznolike. Ampak na splošno se že dolgo 
postavitev nekega dramskega ali literarnega dela ne smatra le kot predstavitev/uprizoritev tega dela, 
temveč je predstava samostojno umetniško delo. 
Če imam v mislih svoj pristop k delu v gledališču, mi beseda adaptacija ni najbolj blizu. Vsak tekst 
namreč razumem kot material predstave. Pogosto proznih besedil ne prilagajam/adaptiram oz. ne 
dramatiziram, temveč jih vzamem, kakršna so, oziroma vzamem zgodbo, in če že, me zanima, kako 
uprizoriti zgodbo, ne pa kako npr. iz proznega besedila narediti dramsko. Seveda je besedilo na 
določen način »adaptirano« že s samim dejstvom, da se znajde v predstavi, tudi, če je npr. 
predstavljeno v celoti, saj to besedilo npr. izgovarja eden ali več igralcev in tako prozno besedilo že s 
tem osnovnim dejstvom postane del »scenarija« predstave. 
 
Kakšen je po vašem proces adaptacije? Kaj je najtežji del? Je to odvisno od dela do dela?  
Težko je reči. Zaradi raznolikosti materialov in ker sem se loteval proznih besedil v različnih obdobjih 
in okoliščinah, je pristop do t.i. adaptacije vsakič drugačen. Vsakič me je zanimalo nekaj drugega, nek 
drugi aspekt. Vsekakor pa ko imam nekaj, kar mi je v tekstu zanimivo, naprej razmišljam skozi 
uprizoritev. Kot rečeno, adaptacije ne vidim kot »pretapljanje« iz npr. proznega dela v dramsko. 
Gledališče ne potrebuje klasičnega dramskega materiala, da bi obstajalo. Načeloma se izogibam 
temu, da bi »pretvarjal« to, kar je zapisal avtor. Črpanje dialogov ali delov teksta oz. raba materiala 
kakršenkoli je, mi je bližje.  Jemljem pa, da imamo svobodo ali celo dolžnost, da do izbranega 
vzpostavimo in artikuliramo svoj odnos. Ampak to ni »dopisovanje« avtorja ali »adaptiranje« tega, 
kar je določen avtor zapisal. 
 
Koliko se v svojih adaptacijah zanašate na tekst? 
Tekstovni material je ključnega pomena, ker definira temo in zgodbo, s katero se ukvarjamo. V 
ogromno primerih teksta nisem spreminjal. Kot sem omenil, tekst jemljem skoraj kot »dokument« ali 
nekakšno »dejstvo«, zanima pa me uprizoritvenost, kar med drugim pomeni tudi odnos do tega, a ne 
zgolj to, predstavlja, kaj določen tekst pomensko proizvaja, ko se znajde v določenem 
uprizoritvenem kontekstu. 
 
Si v primeru predhodnih uprizoritev dela, ki ga nameravate postaviti na oder, ogledate že obstoječe 
verzije? 
Pri klasiki se na splošno ni mogoče izogniti kontekstu prejšnjih uprizoritev. Včasih v svojih delih celo 
referiram prejšnje uprizoritve. Samih uprizoritev si navadno sicer ne ogledujem načrtno, se pa o 
uprizoritvah vsekakor informiram in tudi sicer mimo podatkov o njih ne moremo. Ko katerikoli 
umetnik ustvarja, se ne želi obremenjevati z drugimi deli, a kljub temu ustvarja v dialogu/polilogu z 
njimi, saj obstaja znanje o prejšnjih uprizoritvah, ki ga ni mogoče izbrisati, predvsem pa, ker njegovo 
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delo ne obstaja ločeno/izvzeto od teh razmerij, zato se vzpostavljanje odnosa do teh preteklih 
obravnav določenih tekstov in tem v umetnosti zdi po svoje ključno.  
 
Je izbor igralcev npr. odvisen od uprizoritve dela? 
Igralce izbiram tudi na podlagi tega, da se mi zdi, da jih bo material zanimal. Izberem jih v fazi 
priprav, ko izbiram tudi material. Vendar k temu prav tako pristopam na različne načine. Včasih se 
zgodi, da se tekom priprav in samega ustvarjalnega procesa ekipa tudi spremeni.  
 
Obstaja razlika med adaptiranjem dela v film in adaptiranjem v igro? 
Seveda. Vsak medij ima svoje zakonitosti, vsak zahteva določene prilagoditve. V teatru je možna 
neka nerealna hkratnost različnih časov, prostorov in ljudi. Film se tega velikokrat ne more poslužiti, 
saj je takorekoč zapisan realizmu ali pa vsaj drugačni obravnavi časa. Čisto drugače je biti v 
prisotnosti nekega dejanja, kot če ga spremljamo na filmu.  
 
Ali ima jezik originala kakšen vpliv na adaptacijo? Morate biti pozorni na prevod?  
Izvirni jezik je zelo pomemben in v svojem delu poskušam tudi primerjati različne prevode, če sam ne 
poznam tega jezika, da dobim občutek, kako delo zveni v originalnem jeziku. Poskušam se dokopati 
do podatkov, ki bi mi dali predstavo o tem, kako ta jezik izvirno zveni in kakšne pomene vse sproža. 
Velikokrat prevod v določene jezike ne more povsem zajeti karakterja originalnega dela. Izziv lahko 
predstavljajo tudi dela, kjer specifičen jezik karakterizira ljudi in se postavi vprašanje adekvatnega 
prevoda. Kako naj bo npr. določen newyorški sleng ali specifičen jezik določenega priseljenca (npr. 
irskega) v nekem ameriškem literarnem delu adekvatno preveden v slovenščino? Podobno je pri 
nekaterih delih Čehova, v katerih specifičen jezik oz. način izražanja (ki ga je avtor črpal iz življenja 
ljudi, ki jih je srečeval) karakterizira določene like.  
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Jo v svojih delih veliko dovoljujete? Kakšen vpliv ima to na adaptirane like?  
Gledališče je lahko po definiciji improvizacija, saj gre za ustvarjanje v danem trenutku. Sam jo 
spodbujam, vendar jo je treba razumeti. 
 
Kaj je za vas pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Ne vem, če bi znal na to odgovoriti. Ko razmišljam o literarnih delih , ki so našla pot na film in v 
gledališče, bi bržkone rekel, da gre za to, da je film ali predstava na določen način emancipiran/a, da 
torej stoji kot izvirno umetniško delo samo/sama zase in ne pade v past nekakšne »zvestobe« 
izvirnemu delu. Z drugimi besedami, predstava je lahko še najbolj »zvesta« nekemu delu, po katerem 
se navdihuje, če je tudi sama izvirna. 
 
Menite, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
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Najraje nobenih možnosti vnaprej ne izključujem. Lahko si npr. predstavljam izviren lik slovenskega 
detektiva, za katerega je bil navdih Sherlock Holmes, a bomo v tem primeru težko govorili o 
»adaptaciji« Sherlocka Holmesa, ker bo potrebno, da bi bil lik dejansko izviren,  bistveno več od 
nekakšnega »prevajanja«/«pretvarjanja« iz enega konteksta v drugega. To preprosto ne gre tako. Ne 
deluje. Ker kompleksne okoliščine, specifike, ki določen lik opredeljujejo, ne morejo preprosto biti 
»prevedene«/«pretvorjene« v druge kompleksne okoliščine in specifike. Takšni poskusi se navadno 
ali izkažejo za neuspešne ali pa na njihovi podlagi nastane nekaj povsem izvirnega, kar ni mogoče več 
imenovati za adaptacijo dela. Mimogrede, ko gre za adaptacijo (v najširšem smislu) v gledališču je  
eno ključnih imen Brecht, ki se je proslavil z izvirnimi avtorskimi deli, ki pa so skoraj brez izjeme 
izhajala iz že obstoječih. Tako je bilo že z njegovo Opero za tri groše, ki je nastala kot adaptacija 
Beraške opere Johna Gaya. Takšnih primerov je veliko, lahko bi rekli od antičnih grških dramatikov 
naprej, preko Shakespeara in Goetheja do sodobnih avtorjev.  
Kar se Sherlocka Holmesa tiče, pa ne vidim ovire, da ga v neki izvirni slovenski dramatizaciji ne bi 
mogli gledati tudi v slovenskem gledališču. Seveda to ne more biti enako kot, če bi gledali Sherlocka 
Holmesa v angleščini, ampak nič drugače ni z drugimi avtorji in liki.  
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3. Branko Šturbej, igralec, 11.6.2019 
 
Bi se strinjali, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Naloga ustvarjalcev gledališča, filma ali televizije je, da neko situacijo razumemo. Temu bi lahko rekli 
tudi branje. Vsaka nova upodobitev kliče po novem branju. V tem smislu bi torej lahko rekli, da je 
vsako dramsko delo adaptacija. Vendar je adaptacija zame nek ustaljen ključ, ki se ga potem nekdo 
odloči drugače postaviti, kar pa nima smisla, saj noben avtor ne napiše točno, kako naj se stvar 
postavi. Z drugimi besedami je to poseganje v neko zgodbo. 
 
Vam je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidite prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki ste ga morda že nekje videli ali o njem 
brali? 
Včasih je neko novo, nepoznano vlogo lažje pa tudi bolj zanimivo igrati. Če lik dobro poznaš, se lahko 
tudi zgodi, da pride do površnosti, kar pa se načeloma ne bi smelo zgoditi. 
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igrate? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogli igrati? Kje potegnete črto?  
Nimam. Vsaka vloga mi je zanimiva, če le v sebi nosi neko kompleksnost. Ne maram pa vsakdanjih 
likov. Zaradi načel lika je gotovo ne bi zavrnil, sem pa že zavračal vloge, ki me niso zanimale, ali kjer 
me dramsko besedilo ali tema nista pritegnili. 
 
Kakšen je vaš proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik?  
Ta proces se velikokrat dogaja nezavedno, ko študiram dramsko besedilo, ko si v svoji domišljiji 
kreiram zgodbe in situacije, ki jih želim pokazati na vajah. Začne se pa gotovo že z analizo teksta. 
Stanislavski pravi, da popolna transformacija v lik ni mogoča, temveč je bistvo v tem, kako razumemo 
neko osebo v danih situacijah in kaj to osebo do njih privede – igra je izvajanje fizične akcije. To 
seveda ni vse, je pa velik del. 
Če je lik adaptiran iz nekega proznega ali pesniškega dela v samem procesu ni posebne razlike, je le 
več referenc. 
 
Imajo po vašem mnenju igralci različne pristope do spajanja z likom? 
Imamo različne tipe igralcev in vsak igralec ima svojo metodo spajanja z likom.  
 
Koliko svobode imate ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
Zelo odvisno je, nekateri režiserji radi sledijo svoji viziji in ne dopuščajo veliko svobode, bi pa rekel, 
da je tega danes manj. Danes režiserji načeloma puščajo več svobode igralcem, ker se zavedajo, da 
igralci na tak način bolj začutimo like, oni pa poskrbijo za celo zgodbo in njene teme, kon tekst, ideje 
ipd. 
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Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v vašem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko?  
Seveda, vsaka vaja je na začetku improvizacija. Nekateri režiserji jo dopuščajo bolj, drugi manj. Danes 
se veliko režiserjev poslužuje načina, da se skupaj dogovorimo za neke sheme in okvirje ter jih potem 
poskušamo odigrati. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga radi zaigrali v 
prihodnosti? 
Bolj kot liki me zanimajo avtorji, npr. Becket, Kafka – ki pa sem ga takorekoč že celega preigral… 
 
Bi rekli, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Postopek je pravzaprav enak. Razlika je le v medijih in posledično igralskih sredstvih, v tehniki, ki je 
bolj minimalistična pri kameri. 
 
Kaj je za vas pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Mislim, da ni nekih pravil, vse je lahko v redu, če le ni neumno. Tema mora biti vredna adaptacije, 
mora biti sprejemljiva družbenemu okolju, pa seveda mora imeti gledalec kaj od tega.  
 
Menite, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Mislim, da zna biti gledališka postavitev Sherlocka Holmesa precej dolgočasna za današnjo publiko, 
tudi zaradi žanra. Kot karakter bi se ga pa seveda dalo prenesti tudi v slovenščino. 
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4. Gojmir Lešnjak Gojc - igralec in režiser, 5.4.2019 
 
Bi se strinjali, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Je. Sam sem sodeloval v igrah , ki so potrebovale veliko predelave, včasih že v naslovu (Nune v akciji 
iz Nunsense). V komedijah je pogosto potrebna adaptacija humorja, saj iste stvari niso smešne vsaki 
publiki (je npr. že odvisno od jezika originala in jezika adaptacije). To pa ne pomeni, da je lažje 
adaptirati drame kot komedije. Pri adaptacijah se tudi pogosto združuje več vlog v eno zaradi manj 
igralcev. Seveda je veliko krajšanja in črtanja, se pa tudi zgodi, da se v adaptaciji nekega dela ali v 
sami postavitvi igre iz papirja na oder doda kakšen prizor, po možnosti s pomočjo avtorja. 
 
Vam je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidite prvič ali lik, ki je v bistvu adaptacija, ki ste ga morda že nekje videli 
ali o njem brali? 
To ne igra pomembne vloge, saj je vsak lik treba narediti. Tudi dela originala ne gledam preden je lik 
adaptacije narejen, saj lahko original negativno vpliva na adaptirano delo ali na posamezen lik.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igrate? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogli igrati? Kje potegnete črto?  
Najraje igram komične like. Sicer ne bi zavrnil nobene vloge zaradi določenih lastnosti, ki jih ta vloga 
ima, ne zanimajo pa me neki veliki Shakespearianski liki. 
 
Kakšen je vaš proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Kaj je najtežji del? Je proces drugačen, če je 
to adaptiran lik? 
Gledališče je timsko delo. Po branju teksta zgradim neko idejo o karakterju, ki ga igram, naredim 
neko temelje tako, da razmišljam, kako bi karakter odreagiral v različnih situacijah. Nato ga 
oblikujem skozi pričakovanja režiserja, ki mora imeti celoto igre in funkcionalnost karakterjev v glavi.  
Najtežji del je ujeti pravo dušo človeka, ki ga igraš in se vanj naseliti.  
Bistvenih razlik med adaptiranimi in originalnimi liki pa ni. 
 
Imajo po vašem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov?  
Absolutno. 
 
Koliko svobode imate ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
To je zelo odvisno od režiserja. Ko sam režiram, spodbujam igralce, da tudi sami oblikujejo lik, 
moram pa poskrbeti, da ti liki funkcionirajo med sabo. Nekega dogovora se je treba držati,  svoboda 
pa obstaja znotraj tega dogovora. 
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Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v vašem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na adaptirane 
like? 
Skozi improvizacijo ponavadi pridemo do cilja, tudi v adaptacijah. Improvizacije je na vajah veliko.  
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre), ki bi si ga želeli zaigrati v 
prihodnosti? 
Ne, tekst je tisti, ki me pritegne. 
 
Bi rekli, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Mislim, da bistvenih razlik sicer ni, treba pa je upoštevati, da gre za dva različna medija.  
 
Kaj je za vas pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Spoštovanje do izvirnika. 
 
Koliko se v svojih adaptacijah zanašate na tekst? 
Precej. 
 
Je izbor igralcev npr. odvisen od dela adaptacije? 
Sam veliko delam z amaterskimi skupinami, tako da jih ne poznam. Prosim jih, če lahko sami naredijo 
nek okvir, sam pa potem vloge premečem po potrebi.  
Menite, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Dalo bi se gotovo, a potrebne bi bile določene spremembe. Toda temeljno vprašanje je, kje je smisel 
takega posega v original, ki je izjemno domišljen, Sherlock Holmes namreč!  
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5. Matej Puc, igralec, 23.5.2019 
 
Bi se strinjal, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Mislim, da je. Igralec svoj čustveni in domišljijski svet da v vsako vlogo, kar pomeni, da vlogo adaptira 
nase. Seveda pa gre tudi že v osnovi za adaptacijo iz enega medija v drugega npr. iz literature v igro. 
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje videl ali o njem bral?  
V vsakem primeru je treba lik postaviti. Se mi je že zgodilo, da sem igral like, ki sem jih videl že prej, 
vendar sem v takšnih primerih načrtno šel proti znanemu, kar pa me je nepotrebno obremenilo. V 
bistvu bežim od predhodnega vtisa o vlogi, na katero se pripravljam.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogel igrati? Kje potegneš črto? 
Ne, določenih elementov nimam, načeloma se pa držim načela: bolj ko mi je vloga tuja, ljubša mi je. 
Bolj ko me preplaši, raje jo vzamem kot izziv. Naveličal pa sem se likov t. i. mladih ljubimcev, saj se 
mi zdijo nezanimivi in enoplastni. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik?  
Procesa nimam. V bistvu se pri meni obnese ravno nasprotno: bolje mi uspejo vloge, pri katerih 
nisem prepričan, kako bom uspel oz. če sploh bom.  
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov?  
Absolutno, vsak ima svoj proces. 
 
Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
Odvisno od ekipe, predvsem od režiserja. Nekaterim moraš slediti do podtankosti, drugi pa ti pustijo 
svobodo pri  ustvarjanju. Eni ti dajejo več smernic, eni manj. Popolnost pa je zlata sredina.  
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na 
adaptirane like? 
To je tudi različno. Improvizacija mora imeti nek cilj, nek razlog, sicer je lahko tudi moteča. Zanjo je 
treba biti razpoložen. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rad zaigral v 
prihodnosti? 
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To sem si v preteklosti že želel in se mi je tudi zgodilo. Vskočil sem namreč v vlogo Iaga v 
Shakespearovem Othelu. Sedaj pa si nočem več želeti dotičnega karakterja, saj ta želja lahko 
avtomatsko postane breme in odgovornost, da jo odlično izpeljem. Skoraj raje vidim, da mi režiser da 
neko vlogo, na katero se jaz potem prilagodim. 
 
Bi rekel, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Je. V teatru imamo čas, da se v vloge poglobimo, v filmu ali seriji pa pogosto ni toliko priprav, ker ni 
toliko časa. So tudi razlike v tehnikah igre in zakonitostih različnih medijev, menim pa, da nimajo 
pomembnega vpliva na pristop do vloge. 
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
S tem se v bistvu ne obremenjujem, saj vsako predstavo vidim kot samostojno delo in predstave ne 
povezujem z originalom. 
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Mislim, da bi se ga dalo adaptirati z določenimi prilagoditvami na prostor.  
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6. Mojca Funkl, igralka, 22.5.2019 
 
Bi se strinjala, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Vsaka igra je adaptacija teksta. Tudi če bi dva različna režiserja spremljala dva različna igralca le s 
tem, da spremljata didaskalije, bi to še vedno bili dve različni predstavi. Ljudje smo zelo različni in 
različni smo tudi tipi igralcev, že pri pristopu do vloge obstajata dva tipa: igralec, ki približa lik sebi ali 
igralec, ki približa sebe liku. Treba je le verjeti v to »laž«. So seveda tudi različne vrste adaptacij: iz 
enega medija v drugega, adaptacija časa, osredotočenosti na določen element, tako da je odgovor 
na to malce zapleten… 
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič, ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje vide la ali o njem 
brala? 
Pri originalnih karakterjih je manj obremenjenosti. Pri adaptacijah in znanih delih lahko ostanejo 
podobe likov iz prejšnjih uprizoritev, vendar sama poskušam te uprizoritve odrezati od sebe in se 
osredotočim na to, kaj hoče režiser, razen seveda če je cilj posnemati določeno uprizoritev. Prejšnje 
uprizoritve namreč prej ovirajo ustvarjanje karakterja kot pomagajo. Predvsem mi je zelo zanimiv 
koncept upodabljanja resničnih ljudi, tudi kjer ni nekega materiala za posnemanje.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogla igrati? Kje potegneš črto?  
Zelo mi je pomembna kemija med igralci, sicer pa posebnega ljubega elementa nimam, saj v vsakem 
poskušam najti nekaj, kar mi je blizu. Včasih mi je še bolj zanimivo igrati like , ki so mi tuji, saj jih je 
težje razumeti. Pa včasih te še kaj naučijo za resnično življenje.  
Vloge zaradi osebnosti ne bi zavrnila, lahko bi se pa zgodilo, da bi odklonila kakšno početje v teatru, 
čeprav se mi še ni. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik?  
Neke stvari gotovo obstajajo, saj so nas že na akademiji(AGRFT) učili določenih tehnik, kako naj se 
stvari lotimo. Sam se moreš poznati, da vidiš, kako boš nekam prišel glede na režiserjevo željo. V 
osnovi pa imamo najprej bralne vaje, potem razčlembo teksta(pogovori o odnosih, pomenu 
konteksta ipd.), vključitev scene in kostumov… Vse to posrkamo vase in tekom tega se gradi neka 
vsebina, nek karakter. Lahko pa tega ni, saj se režiser zadev loti na drug način. Tako da nekega 
stalnega procesa res ni, se pa stvari skozi postavitev velikokrat skoraj »postavijo« same.  
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov?  
Vsak igralec ima neko rešeto, skozi katerega vidi, kaj pravzaprav nanj vpliva in si iz tega ustvari neke 
procese, ki niso nujno vedno enaki. Nekateri res hitro zagrabijo lik, drugi so z njim zelo previdni. 
Nekateri sistematično rastejo proti premieri, drugi takoj padejo v lik… 
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Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja? 
To je čisto odvisno od režiserja in njegovega načina dela. Ni pa razlik med originalnimi ali 
adaptiranimi liki. 
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima  to na 
adaptirane like? 
Spet je zelo odvisno. Mislim, da je zelo pomembno za igralca, da se zna prepustiti improvizaciji in se 
zaveda ter sprejme, da ne bo vedno uspela, saj z njo večkrat izločimo stvari kot jih vključimo. Težava, 
ali raje nekakšna napetost, lahko nastane, ko poskušamo uspešno improvizacijo obdržati enako živo 
do premiere. 
Sam koncept adaptacije nima nobenega vpliva na to, ali bo več ali manj improvizacije, ali boš lahko 
karakter ustvarjal z več ali manj svobode, saj je najbolj pomembna vizija režiserja. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rada zaigrala v 
prihodnosti? 
Teater mi je tako zanimiv, da rada igram karkoli. V preteklosti sem zaradi njene zgodbe sicer hotela 
zaigrati Medejo, vendar imam sedaj nasprotno pred to vlogo celo nek strah, prav zaradi tega, ker 
sem tudi sama mama in ne vem, kako bi lahko počlovečila njena dejanja.  
 
Bi rekla, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Vsi si želimo verjeti, da je to ista stvar in na nek način je, saj gre v obeh primerih za igro. Sta pa to 
različna medija z specifičnimi značilnostmi. V filmu je lažje komunicirati intimo zaradi kamere. Je pa 
teater bolj zaseben medij in posledično je intimo lažje začutiti v gledališču, ker sta gledalec in igralec 
v istem prostoru. Zato so tudi igralske tehnike različne, predvsem bolj minimalistične pred kamerami. 
V teatru je tudi več časa za postavitev in iskanje lika. Sepravi osnove so enake, načini pa različni.  
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
To je res odvisno od tega, kaj adaptacija hoče. Ko grem sama gledat predstavo, poskušam do nje 
pristopiti kot otrok, brez pričakovanj ali zahtev, zato se mi tudi zdi, da sem teško kritik, teško me kaj 
res zmoti. 
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Sherlock Holmes je v osnovi zame nekdo, ki se ni prilagodil okolju, ki je zelo poseben in ki je resnično 
inteligenten. To je lahko nekdo kjerkoli. Če pa hočemo narediti Sherlocka Holmesa kot Angleža v 
Angliji, se moramo odločiti, kaj prenesti in to storiti na zelo previden način. Res je spet odvisno, kaj bi 
radi s to adaptacijo dosegli in kaj bi režiserju pomenila adaptacija.  
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7. Saša Pavček, igralka, 3.6.2019 
 
Bi se strinjala, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Sama sem vedno razumela adaptacijo kot spremembo medija, sepravi npr. proznega dela, ki ga 
spremenimo v gledališko ali filmsko/televizijsko. Mogoče je vsaka igra adaptacija v smislu, da se 
uprizoritev z gestami in dodatki prilagodi vsebini teksta, čeprav na to lahko gledamo že kot 
avtonomno delo igralca. 
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič, ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje videla ali o njem 
brala? 
Pri velikih, znanih karakterjih je veliko več pritiska, saj jih vsi poznajo. Vsak ima neko predstavo o 
njih, pa tudi pričakovanja, da jih bo ta nova uprizoritev presegla, da bodo videli nekaj novega.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogla igrati? Kje potegneš črto? 
Predvsem so mi zelo blizu karakterji z velikimi čustvenimi razponi. Lahko bi rekla, da iščem sence v 
karakterju, rada igram ranjena bitja. Nnimam pa zadržkov, da česa nebi igrala, razen če vidim, da se 
iz karakterja ne da veliko narediti ali da je le v funkciji nečesa brez zgodbe ali razvoja, npr. političnega 
manifesta. Vendar je treba tudi v teh primerih nekaj narediti iz lika. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom?  Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik? 
Nek ustaljen proces imam. Ko prvič dobim tekst, poskušam biti čim bolj skoncentrirana in odprta, saj 
takrat dobim največ asociacij in intuitivnih vzgibov. Zelo pomembno mi je tudi, da na vajah ne povem 
vsega, kar si o tem liku mislim, saj se mi zdi, da lahko zmanka energije v liku, če imam vse preveč 
določeno v naprej. Sicer pa to ni vse. Imam nekaj različnih načinov spajanja z likom, ki so odvisni tudi 
od tega, kaj hoče režiser in kako dela ekipa. 
Če je lik adaptiran, npr. iz romana, ta roman lahko prebereš in morda izveš kaj več, lahko imaš manj 
maneverskega prostora pri lastnih dodatkih liku, vendar se razen tega proces ne razlikuje.  
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih  likov? 
Mislim, da ja. So sicer neke osnove ampak poleg njih ima vsak tudi svoje procese.  
 
Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
To je čisto odvisno od dela režiserja in sodelavcev, od tega če se dovoli improvizacija in poseganje 
igralcev v besedilo. 
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Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na 
adaptirane like? 
Tudi to je odvisno. Če je lik adaptiran, je improvizacije ponavadi manj. Novejša dela se je bolj 
poslužujejo. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rada zaigrala v 
prihodnosti? 
Želim si le igrati kompleksne in zanimive vloge. 
 
Bi rekla, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Je. Na televiziji si večinoma lahko prilagodiš replike, da zvenijo bolj naravno, nasploh je celotna 
igralska tehnika bolj naturalistična. 
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Dobra adaptacija je nekaj, kar upošteva vse dramatične prvine in dobro pretvarja literarne prvine kot 
so opisi v dialoge in podobno. 
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
To je mogoče, vendar ker je to tako močan, klišejski lik, bi morali imeti zelo dober razlog in jasno 
vizijo zakaj bi ga adaptirali za našo publiko. 
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8. Uroš Smolej, igralec, 10.4.2019 
 
Bi se strinjal, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Odvisno. Adaptacija pomeni že znano zgodbo uprizoriti na drugi način, npr. iz literarnega v dramsko 
ali filmsko delo, ga znotraj medija žanrsko spremeniti ipd.. A ko igralec dobi neko originalno dramsko 
delo, ga tudi adaptira. Sam se nagibam k prvi definiciji, je pa to seveda odvisno od vsakega posebej. 
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje videl ali o njem bral?  
V bistvu ni posebne razlike. Karakter je treba v vsakem primeru izoblikovati.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogel igrati? Kje potegneš črto? 
Teško se je opredeliti, saj moram kot igralec biti širok. Če bi se opredelil samo na en tip karakterja, bi 
se zasidral v njem in izgubil zanimanje občinstva, pa tudi inspiracijo. Treba je obvladovati več 
karakternih tipov, saj te to bogati kot igralca, pa tudi kot človeka.  
Treba je postaviti ločnico med realnostjo in fikcijo. Oder je fikcija, ki upodablja realnost. Mislim, da 
ne bi bilo prav, da bi zavrnil vlogo, ker podpira načela, ki jim sam ne sledim, saj je  to izziv. Sam nisem 
bil še pred takim precepom. Seveda bo prijetna vloga bližje ljudem in jo bodo tudi lažje sprejeli, 
vendar če publika zna ceniti razliko med realnostjo in fikcijo, bodo znali ceniti tudi dobro uprizoritev 
značajsko slabega karakterja. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik?  
Vsesplošen proces je, da se je treba najprej seznaniti s tekstom, z okoliščinami karakterja, nato tvoji 
sliki doda nekaj tudi shema scene in kostumov… preko teh dejavnikov se potem lik gradi in dodela. 
Ves čas študija lika pa je prisoten tudi režiser s svojo konceptualno sliko celote, znotraj katere igralec 
išče idealno varianto karakterja, ki se sestavi iz vseh teh dejavnikov in različnih informacij, te pa se 
lahko spreminjajo tudi iz dneva v dan. Na začetku imam sicer lahko neko predstavo o karakterju, se 
pa ta lahko drastično spremeni do postavitve predstave. Začetna predstava je še posebej prisotna, 
ko gre za adaptacijo, zagotovo pa to ni končna slika. Prejšnjih uprizoritev adaptacije, ki jo 
soustvarjam, ne gledam z namenom, da bi se nanjo naslanjal pri svojem delu, se pa zgodi, da jo 
poznam že od prej, kar nima posebnega vpliva na moje delo. Če me zanima, pogledam, nisem pa od 
nje odvisen. 
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov?  
Mislim, da imamo v osnovi sicer vsi precej podoben proces, se pa igralci soočajo z vlogami in jih 
potem naprej gradijo na različne načine. Meni je npr. pomembno, da ko je tekst memoriziran, se 
moram razbremeniti tega, da mislim na to, kaj govorim, da se lahko potem razigram. Takrat lahko 
najdem neke kreativne poteze. 
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Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
Odvisno od režiserja in dramaturga, pa tudi od teksta (če je tekst v verzih, ga ne moreš spreminjati). 
Znotraj dela režiserja in dramaturga imam lahko predloge za spremembo kakšne besede ali načina 
povedanega. Tu so še osebnostni dodatki karakterja, ki so spet odvisni od zgoraj -omenjenih 
faktorjev. Velikokrat dodam karakterju kakšno gesto, hibo ali govorno napako v komedijah, medtem 
ko npr. v psiholoških dramah lahko krepim karakter s čustvi.  
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na 
adaptirane like? 
Improvizacija je vedno prisotna tekom vaj, že pri prvem branju teksta, saj v bistvu improviziraš že, ko 
prebereš tekst na način, na katerega sam vidiš karakter. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rad zaigral v 
prihodnosti? 
Teško rečem. Nisem veliko razmišljal o tem, me je pa od nekdaj fasciniral Hercule Poirot, čeprav bi 
morda, že fizično, bolj ustrezal karakterju Sherlocka Holmesa. Sicer pa nimam nekih preferenc, saj 
sem že odigral veliko različnih vlog. 
 
Bi rekel, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Razlika je, saj ima vsak medij svoje specifike in zakonitosti. V gledališču neprestano teče kemija med 
gledalcem in igralcem, nobena predstava ni ista. Kamera pa tirja minimalna sredstva in drugačno 
igro, saj je tam viden vsak trzljaj in gib, medtem ko je treba na odru biti veliko bolj izrazen. V 
gledališču je zaigranost bolj pretirana, med tem ko je za TV in film bolj značilna t. i. naravna igra. Zato 
se pri filmih in TV tudi bolj pogosto zgodi, da se izbira igralce, ki že ustrezajo tipu igranega lika,.  
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Najboljša adaptacija je tista, ki zajame vse najboljše stvari iz originala. Seveda so v vsaki adaptaciji 
odrezki in dodatki, treba je le poskrbeti, da se obdrži kvaliteta. Morda je knjiga bližje gledališču kot 
filmu, ker sta oba medija bolj direktna in živa, je pa nekatere stvari bistveno lažje zaobjeti v medij 
filma in televizije, ker veliko lahko poveš že z kamero in glasbo.  
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Kot mnoge prepoznavne like, bi ga teško peljali v drugo smer, se je pa to že počelo skozi 
zgodovino(Cumberbatch, Downy Jr). Dalo bi se z določeno mero previdnosti. 
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9. Matej Zemljič, igralec, 10.4.2019 
 
Bi se strinjal, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Jaz vsak tekst dojemam kot neko ogrodje oz. izhodišče. Če izhajamo iz tega,  da je karkoli naredimo iz 
teksta z interpretacijo, režijskimi posegi, dramaturgijo ipd. adaptacija, potem bi rekel, da je.  
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje videl ali o njem bral?  
V nepoznane vloge posegam z precej manjšo obremenjenostjo, saj je pri poznanih likih prisotno tudi 
znanje predhodnih uprizoritev in s tem pritisk. Če bi npr. igral lik Hamleta, le da bi se ta imenoval 
drugače, bi bilo manj pritiska, ker ga ljudje ne bi takoj  povezali s »najvišjim« dramskim likom. 
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogel igrati? Kje potegneš črto?  
Nimam nekih preferenc, ne bi le hotel postati zakoreninjen v enem tipu vloge. Vloge zaradi 
drugačnih načel od mojih nikakor ne bi zavrnil, k večjemu se mi zdi fascinantno raziskovati njihove 
profile. Načeloma pa se nikoli ne ukvarjam s tem, česa ne bi igral, temveč se bolj osredotočam na to, 
katere vloge me privlačijo. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik? 
Neke metode, recepta, nimam. Raje se prepustim režiserju in njegovemu vodenju, ta pa so zelo 
različna od režiserja do režiserja. Poskušam le priti do vloge čim manj obremenjeno. Dejansko je 
treba vsak lik, vsak proces, začeti čisto od začetka, ker je vsak tekst nek nov svoj svet in če ne začneš 
znova, če delaš iz nekega ustaljenega procesa, tudi gledalcem ne moreš nič novega pokazati.  
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov? 
Ja, vsak ima čisto drugačen proces. 
 
Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
Odvisno je od režiserja. 
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na 
adaptirane like? 
V procesu postavitve je ponavadi veliko improvizacije, saj preko njih pogosto iščeš karakter. To, ali je 
lik adaptiran ali ne pa ponavadi nima vpliva. 
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Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rad zaigral v 
prihodnosti? 
V bistvu nimam želje da bi igral določen lik in sem tega vesel, ker se mi zdi, da z močno željo pride 
tudi večji pritisk. Vsako vlogo, ki jo dobim, poskušam vzljubiti in velikokrat me naučijo drugače 
gledati na svet in mi odprejo perspektive, ki jih prej nisem videl. 
 
Bi rekel, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Sam proces se v bistvu ne razlikuje, ker je spet vse odvisno od režiserja in je vsak drugačen. Razlika je 
samo ta, da so tehnike malo drugačne, ko igraš kameri ali publiki. 
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Dobra adaptacija je tista, ki ima dober razlog zanjo in nam odpre neke nove teme, ki v originalu niso 
tako vidne oz. izpostavljene. Zadnje čase se v gledališču vedno več adaptira, kar se mi zdi super, a  
včasih se režiserji med procesom zapletejo, saj ugotovijo, da je original tako močen in stoji sam zase, 
da se s posegi več izgubi kot pa pridobi. 
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Veliko stvari bi se izgubilo, kot pri vsaki adaptaciji, vendar bi pa lahko tudi nastalo veliko zanimivih 
stvari. Morali bi se le prepričati, da bi imela ta adaptacija več plusov kot minusov.  
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10. Timon Šturbej, igralec, 9.5.2019 
 
Bi se strinjal, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Na nek način, seveda. Vsak poskus gledališčenja je interpretiranje in s tem odmik od literarne 
predloge, prav tako je dodaten odmik prevajanje in črtanje teksta.  
 
 
Ti je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidiš prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki si ga morda že nekje videl ali o njem bral?  
Ne vem koliko je lahko lik adaptiran. Mislim, da lahko o adaptaciji govorimo samo v kontekstu teksta 
ali literarne predloge. Morda kakšen lik lahko postane kulten in se pojavlja v različni literaturi, ampak 
zmeraj le v odnosu do izvirnika. Sicer imam rad vsež poglede na vlogo, ampak se ne obremenjujem 
preveč z drugimi interpretacijami in inscenacijami. Včasih me lahko kaj navdihne ali pa odvrne. 
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igraš? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogel igrati? Kje potegneš črto?  
Uff, ne vem, nimam zares preference. Menim, da v današnjem času, ko igre ne enačimo več s 
transformacijo, lahko vsak igra vsako vlogo.  Drugače je v filmu. Zagotovo bi lahko kakšno vlogo 
odigral katastrofalno…Odvisno od koncepta. 
 
Kakšen je tvoj proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik? 
Nek proces imam, vendar se spreminja od projekta do projekta. Odvisno je od medija in od tega, kaj 
vloga ali nek proces ponujata. Zmeraj pa začnem tako, da tekst dvakrat surovo preberem, potem pa 
ga podrobneje analiziram. Zanimajo me želje in motivacije. Včasih sem raje manj pripravljen in se 
prepustim situaciji, včasih pa imam raje točno razdelano situacijo. Vendar recepta ni. Naše delo je 
skupek večih ljudi, ki so v nenehni soodvisnosti, zato je zanimivo.  
 
Imajo po tvojem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov?  
Seveda. 
 
Koliko svobode imaš ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja?  
To je zelo različno, odvisno od režiserja. 
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v tvojem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na 
adaptirane like? 
Tudi to je odvisno od režiserja, ni pa tega manj ali več, če gre za reintrepretiran lik. 
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Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga rad zaigral v 
prihodnosti? 
Rad bi se osredotočil na teške vloge, ki jih je veliko, sploh v dramatiki.  
 
Bi rekel, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
Je. Vsak medij ima specifične zakonitosti, ki jih drugi medij ne prenese.  
 
Kaj je zate pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Pojem adaptacija je precej splošen in širok. Teško bi določil neke parametre. Če se osredotočim zgolj 
na literaturo, je po mojem mnenju dobra adaptacija ta, ki se po svoji umetniški vrednosti lahko kosa 
s predlogo. Kdaj je temu tako, pa težko povem. Čim vstopimo v prostor gledališča, filma, glasbe in 
likovne umetnosti postane zadeva še mnogo kompleksnejša. Velik faktor je čas v katerega  
umetniško delo postavimo. Nekatere kultne umetnine svojega časa cenimo samo skozi prizmo časa v 
katerem so nastale. 
 
Meniš, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne  bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Teško si predstavljam, da bi ga prenesli v naš kulturni prostor oz. že samo v naše jezikovno področje. 
Morda kot turista na obisku haha. Vsekakor pa si ne predstavljam kako bi to gledališčili.  
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11. Jurij Zrnec, igralec, 18.6.2019 
 
Bi se strinjali, da vsak nastop lahko šteje kot adaptacija, saj vse geste ali načini govorjenja niso vedno 
dani? 
Ja, vedno gre za neko adaptacijo ali približek, pri igri namreč ponavljamo stvari. Čeprav mogoče temu 
ne bi rekel adaptacija ampak raje substitucija, saj je neki situaciji ali stanju treba najti čustveno 
sopomenko, si prilagoditi stvar. Sicer pa bi v širšem pomenu temu lahko rekli adaptacija.  
 
Vam je lažje igrati lik, ki ga vidite prvič ali lik, ki je adaptiran, ki ste ga morda že nekje videli ali o njem 
brali? 
Ponavadi se v vsakem primeru rad pustim presenetiti. Sam posebej v zgodnji fazi nočem vedeti 
preveč in nočem stvari prehitro izvedeti, da lahko odkrivam in spoznavam lik, da raste z mano. Pri 
adaptiranih likih je več referenc in materiala za raziskavo, je pa treba vsak lik odkrivati na novo.  
 
Kakšne karakterje najraje igrate? Obstaja lik, ki ga ne bi mogli igrati? Kje potegnete črto?  
Včasih sem se videl v komediji, še vedno se, rad pa igram tudi negativne karakterje, tako da igram 
različne in tudi nasprotujoče si like. Rad igram kompleksne like, to je bolj zanimivo tako igralcem kot 
gledalcem. Karakterju pa ne bi rekel ne, vse je izziv. Zavrnil bi pa lahko kakšno uprizoritev, če za 
nečim ne bi stal ali bi se mi zdelo banalno / nepotrebno. Dokler nekaj ni narejeno samo, da učinkuje 
ali šokira, dokler ima smisel, s tem nimam težav. 
 
Kakšen je vaš proces poistovetenja oz. spajanja z likom? Je proces drugačen, če je to adaptiran lik?  
Proces je prvo srečanje, bralne vaje, debata, režijska ideja; skozi to pa se zlivam z likom, si ga 
prilagajam, stvari se črtajo. Na koncu pa pride do neke simbioze. To je nekako ustaljeni proces. Pri 
adaptacijah pa proces ni drugačen. 
 
Imajo po vašem mnenju igralci različne pristope do adaptacije in adaptiranih likov? 
Mislim, da ja. Točkovno se gotovo ujemajo, sami procesi dela pa so različni. Zato se v zgodnjih fazah 
predstav velikokrat zgrešimo, ker vsak po svoje išče svoj lik.  
 
Koliko svobode imate ponavadi pri ustvarjanju lika, ali je to odvisno od režiserja? 
Odvisno je od režiserja. Nekateri že zasedbo postavijo tako, da vejo, da bodo igralci dali, kar je 
potrebno. Nekateri režiserji pa pridejo že na prvo vajo s šablono in imajo že vse v glavi, kar pa po 
mojem mnenju ni tako zanimivo. 
 
Kaj pa improvizacija? Je je v vašem odrskem/filmskem delu veliko? Kakšen vpliv ima to na adaptirane 
like? 
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Prek improvizacije na dano temo oz. v okvirjih besedila naredimo prizor. Na bralnih vajah namreč 
tekst zveni čisto drugače kot v prostoru. Pri adaptacijah je enako veliko improvizacije, je pa treba 
upoštevati okoliščine tega lika in dela. 
 
Obstaja lik(iz literature, igre, filma, muzikla ali celo računalniške igre) ki bi ga radi zaigrali v 
prihodnosti? 
Lažje je adaptirati iz literature v teater ali v televizijski medij kot iz npr. filma v teater. Tako da te želje 
nimam, saj so take predstave izredno redko dobre. 
 
Bi rekli, da je razlika pri adaptaciji nekega lika v igro ali v film?? 
V filmu in televiziji ponavadi igralec lik pomaga kreirati v sodelovanju s celotno ekipo. Režiser se -
zanaša na igralca, da kaj doda tekstu ali ga spremeni. Pri tem se seveda lahko opre na neko 
asociativno polje, ki je pri adaptiranih likih lahko tudi originalni material. Pri dramskih tekstih je to 
malo drugače, ker je partitura že dana in teško kaj svojega dodamo. Tehnika se tudi malo razlikuje, 
čeprav se mi zdi, da vedno manj. Pri filmu je edino to, da veš, koliko tebe je v kadru in se temu 
prilagodiš, pa tudi bolj intimen si lahko kot v teatru. 
 
Kaj je za vas pravzaprav dobra adaptacija? 
Dobra adaptacija je, ko se srž oz. poanta lika ali zgodbe obdrži, da ohranja bistvo. Dobra adaptacija v 
določenem času gledalcu poda bistvo. To pa ne pomeni, da gledalcu ni treba prebrati knjige, ampak 
da res začuti bistvo. 
 
Menite, da je Sherlocka Holmesa lahko adaptirati ali je zelo fiksen lik in ne bi bil isti brez njegovih 
tipičnih britanskih lastnosti? 
Sherlock Holmes je zelo ponarodel lik. Je literatura, ki tudi Slovence spremlja že od malih nog in vsi 
ga zelo dobro poznamo, tako da v tem primeru že lahko govorimo o nacionalni adaptaciji. Ja, lahko bi 
ga postavili. 
